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FOREWORD

The integration and adaptation of Filipinos, natives of the subtropical
islands of the South Chinea Sea, into the highly organized and institutionalized
life of the U.S. Navy is the central subject of the present report.

in this age of computers we can find out in seconds many things about
the Filipino Navy men: what are the jobs they do, how much they earn, how
many days they were sick last year. Their supervisors can also readily
tell us that Filipinos are friendly and polite people and dependable workers,
an asset to the Navy. The present report undertakes to answer questions
for which computers and supervisors do not have ready answers: how do
Filipinos feel about their environment, how do they adapt to their new life
conditions, to a drastically different social milieu.

As the report is rather lengthy and addresses numerous specific details,
the presentation begins with a summary of the findings and recommendations.
Part I focuses on how the Filipinos view their life in th2 service, their

- level of satisfaction in general and from the angle of the "equal opportunity"
principle in particular. Part II addresses problems of communication and
interpersonal relations which acquire particular relevance in regard to
the cultural and racial background of the Filipinos, who traditionally
place a great emphasis on warm personal relations. Part III is focused on
the question of how different is the Filipino's cultural frame of reference
from the American to begin with, and how much does it change as a result of
time spent in the U.S. environment.

The study provides solidly founded empirical information that can be

effectively used by a culturally sensitive personnel management and
leadership to increase personnel satisfaction and service motivation.
Furthermore, the information presented in the report, plus much more that
was not printed because of space limitations, offers useful material for
leadership and race relations training in preparing U.S. Navy men for
cultural understanding and increased effectiveness when working in groups
composed of members representing different cultural backgrounds and
experiences. The increasingly pluralistic composition of the U.S. Navy
and the worldwide scope of her international involvement make the acquisition
of cultural knowledge and interaction skills highly desirable.
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GENERAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I

The present investigations were organized to gain timely information

on Filipino servicemen, their relationship to the Naval service and their

adaptation to American life and culture. In view of their foreign recruit-

ment, cultural background, language, and frame of reference, the 20,000
Filipino servicemen represent a sizable group which is unique in several

ways. They represent a sort of enigma to management as well as to their

American-born shipmates. Yet, ilipino servicemen have received in the i
past little special interest. The Human Resource Management Survey conducted

on a Navy-wide basis produced results which appeared contradictory and I
underscored our lack of knowledge of Filipinos.

Our investigations were centered on salient dimensions of the FiliDinos'M

frame of reference, whereby special attention was given to characteristics

- -related to service satisfaction and cultural adaptation. I
Service Satisfaction

In its attempts to clarify previous survey results, the present study

found that Filipino Naval personnel generally had highly positive attitudes

toward Naval service and the Navy as an institution. These attitudes
prevail despite feelings that their chances for advancement are core

limited and that their educational opportunities do not equal those of

the American servicemen. In general, the Filipino Navy men showed a

tenden:y to expect less and to be more satisfied with their present situ-

ation than their American shipmates. This tendency should not be interpreted

as an insensitivity to inequities or a lack of aspirations. The reference
points Filipinos use are quite different from those of their American peers,
probably because of their wide range of experiences with different social

systems and economic conditions. Furthermore, in view of their different

cultural background, Filipino servicemen differ from their native American

peers in their priorities and in the emphasis they place on equal opportunity.

Filipinos appreciate their jobs, like their work, and are generally satisfied

with their personnel evaluations and with the status quo of their work

situation. On the other hand, many Filipinos expressed the desire to move



fro& the field of food services and food processing into more prestigious

areas such as electronics and aviation, and most feel they are sufficiently

qualified for reassignment and promotion. They Are eager to receive

advanced training and education. They think there are training oppor ntes

and schools to met their needs, but expressed serious doubts that they,

would ce given access.

In general, the results show considerable discrepancies between W0

actual life conditions of the Filipinos and the goals set by the ec=m

onvortunity program, in face of these discrepancies it is surprisin to
fn in this study as well as in the HRM Survey that the high level

service satisfaction exceeds in many respects not only the other minrities

but positive attitudes of te white majority. The present investications

suggest that the Filipinos clearly register the discrepancies, but have a

lower level of expectations co red to rmercan-orn avy n. F-:tter-

Oe, th Filitpinos have somewhat different primotieis, and the salierce

0f the -terial discrepancies is slightened by the imortance given tO the

ersonal social diamension of service life which oresents ore

sensitive problems for the Filipino servicswn. 
A
A

Co-n i cati on S

xcept for their setliCC contacts, Fiiflos nave initoA irerc:;n
with tneir sm-rican p-eers- (Me ready explanation is canncati cy , prl-

particuiarly those created by the Filipinos' foreign accent- Tr1he i p nos

brin from home a relatively hich level of English language profiriency.
ecase of the m-Iltinlicit"v of mother tonques in the Philippines. r -

is te miain language used in public education. A clearly supported by our

test results, the Filipinos' English vocabulary, fluency, and skill

,itt. expression of idea closely matches the -erformance of the ric n

seric n of coiMarable educational back-ro in general, the i
take a certain pride in neir English -ete reeling Ic

their frustration when tEMated with imatience and discrimination becase
ccnt L i th --1 t rn ilpnos becom =-are th e

of their language and ae.. tim the

disadvantaoes generated h their accent b-ut they aneraily fal to n

its social consequences in their actual pronortions. They do nrot he-ar their I
own accent, and have even m-re difficuity anticinating the subj



impressions it conveys to Americans---as substandard, deviant, laden with

unfavorable social and intellectual connotations.

Filipinos put "impatience with accent" in first place when characterizing

their American-born shipmates. They are obviously bothered and confused and

are inclined to interpret the impatience or avoidance as a sign of racism _03

and ethnocentrism. In this light, accent becomes part of a much larger I

problem involving the Filipinos' relationship to their social environment

in their host country.

Interpersonal Relations

Probably the most apparent characteristics of Filipino social behavior

is sticking together, forming peer groups, which include exclusively

Filipinos. This clustering becomes readily apparent to any superficial

observer and gives the impression that Filipinos may segregate, because they

are reluctant to accept nthers, reluctant to include non-Filipinos, whether

White or Black, into their friendship circles. Some of our findings indicate

this may be more a reaction stimulated by external conditions than a personal

preference. There are various indications that as a small minority in a

host environment, the Filipino servicemen feel that they do not receive

sufficient attention and recognition.

The extensive Filipino reactions capitalizing on social relations and

on social attributes support the contention of area experts that the

Filipinos assign traditionally great importance to interpersonal relations.

By their emphasis on social values---friendship, social recognition,

social obligation, lasting personal ties---the Filipinos show high

sensitivity to the need for maintaining good interpersonal relations. This

explains their emphasis on such human qualities as loyalty, respect, pride,

honor, kindness, understanding.

This social frame of reference, the importance given to close personal

ties and obligations, may partially explain why Filipinos are sensitive

about the relative lack of personal contacts with their American peers.
This sensitivity is probably intensified by their foreign origin, minority

status, and economic and racial differences in a host environment which is

affluent and is laden with racial problems and tensions.

3esos



ine results show that the Filipinos are highly aware of and

sensitive to race and racial differences. They reveal strong dispositions

to view people in terms of their racial identity and to note physical

attributes which bear on racial identification. The vividly contrasting

dimensions of their imagery picturing Americans as tall, powerful, and

White (or Black) and Filipinos as small, brave, and brown, suggest a

tendency to view their own racial identity in contrasting terms to the host

environment. The social focus of the Filipinos observed in a variety of

contexts throughout the study and their strong racial sensitivities are

trends which apparently mutually reinforce each other and deserve particular

attention. They produce a social frame of reference which is apparently an

important key to Filipino social behavior both within the Naval service

and in personal contacts.

While it would probably not be compatible with their cultural style

and pride to complain explicitly about their peers from the host country,

the results show that the Filipinos consider their superiors more friendly,

more approachable, and more trustworthy than their American peers.

The Filipinos express generally high regard and positive attitudes

toward leadership; they are apparently less happy with the scarcity of

contacts and personal relationships with their American peers. This

lack of personal rapport with American peers appears to be responsible

for the segregation of the Filipinos, a social phenomenon widely observed

within the Navy. Both Filipino and American attitudes seem to contribute

to this situation. From the part of the American servicemen rather than

rejection, mainly lack of interest and lack of initiative in establishing

personal rapport with Filipino shipmates are the dominant attitudes.

The results of the investigations show that in the social environ-

ment of the Navy, it is important to differentiate between peers and

superiors. Peers have generally a closer relationship with each other

than they have with their superiors. This pattern of relationship which

is common for the American Navy men apparently does not apply to the Filipinos.

This unusual reversal of attitudes toward peers and superiors raises

several questions. The first natural question is, whether the positive

attitudes expressed toward superiors 3hould be taken at face value. As

the Filipino group is well known for its cultural disposition to show

4



strong deference toward social status and authority, numerous critics

feel that the Filipinos' responses dealing with Navy and superiors are

not reliable. To dissipate such doubts, our study has used beyond direct

M questions the word association m.ethod. The word association responses

are not controlled by pointed questions. Furthermore, they were obtained

under conditions of anonymity. The reactions to various roles and

positions involving superiors show with consistency that the Filipinos

do have a high natural regard for authority. They respect power, competent

leadership. While Filipinos sincerely appreciate the Navy as an

institution, they are more ambivalent about their American peers. The

Filipinos seem to feel that in the U.S. Navy they receive more support

from the institution and its leadership than from their shipmates.

Cultural Distance

How similar or different are Americans and Filipinos in their views

and attitudes? How much do Filipino servicemen change in their way of

thinking as a result of ten or twenty years service in the U.S. Navy? I
These questions refer to differences and changes in psychological variables,

partially hidden below the level of awareness. Answers were obtained

based on the comparison of hundreds of thousands of American and Filipino

reactions, using a computerized analysis of their similarities and differ-Iences.

The psychocultural distance measured between the American and Filipino

recruits was found to be smaller than the distance measured in previous

investigations between American and other foreign culture groups. This

suggests that the Filipinos stand closer to Americans in their original

cultural dispositions---individualism, achievement orientation, competitive-

ness---than other foreign groups studied: Spanish Americans, Slovenians,

Koreans, etc.

Cultural adaptation was measured by tracing changes in the distance

of American and Filipino service groups having spent various amounts of

time in the Navy. Reduction of distance was found to be a direct but

nonlinear function of the time spent in the American environment. The

rate of adaptation was found to be very slow. The original distance, as

well as the rate of cultural adaptation,was found to vary in the domains

5
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E of life explored. The domain represented by a set of native Tagalog

= themes was generally unaffected by the process of cultural adaptation.

Parallel to cultural adaptation, the differences among che Filipinos,

that is, between the recruit and the other samples, increased. Such an

increase was observable during the first ten years of service, but no

noticeable increase was registered beyond that period. The results suggest

that the group with long service experiences continue in their adaptation

without moving further away from the native cultural patterns. This is

possible probably because cultural influences produce more complex moves

rather than a convergence along a straight path representing the shortest

distance between two cultures, in this case, the American and the Filipino.

A comparison of the American samples with short, medium, and long
service experiences offers relevant baseline data. These data clearly

show how the service experiences affect the American servicemen. Here

again, the first ten years of service appeared to be more influential in

producing changes than the second. Beyond the assessment of such general

trends, the results offer extensive information on how the diffcrent service

groups compare and what similarities or differences they develop over time
in various service- and nonservice-related domains of life.

The measurement of psychocultural distance, and the mapping of

changes produced in the process of adaptation have several practical

implications. By measuring the distance, we can identify domains as

well as important themes which are characterized by substantial differences.

Once such areas have been localized appropriate institutional policies can

be developed. Furthermore, human resource management, leadership and

personnel training cdn be provided with information on where to concentrate

efforts and how to approach such potential trouble spots.

Use of Findings _

In line with the stated objectives, the results of the investigations

have applicability in three main contexts: (a) personnel policies and

manpower management, (b) leadership and organizational effectiveness

training for American Naval personnel, and (c) special training for

Filipino servicemen.

6 I
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Personnel Policy and Manpower Management. Through its organization
and experiences the Navy has an excellent potential to deal with personnel

problems which involve command responsibilities and superior-subordinate

relationships. Those in command position in high or low echelons can be
effectively directed how to supervise and relate to subordinates. It is

a similar widely accepted practice to prescribe to subordinates how to

relate to their superiors.

- - Peer relations, which were found to be so critical in the present

study, involve a less readily accessible dimension. There are several

reasons for this. First of all, how a Navy man relates to his peers is

considered to be his own rIrsonal business, especially in nonservice-

related personal contacts. This policy has a long-standing tradition

and strong roots in the belief in separation of private and service-

related spheres of life. While this principle may still be timely and

viable when applied to institutions with homogeneous personnel, it seems

to require some modifications in relation to institutions whose personnel

include people from different backgrounds and cultures. In such
institutions peer relations deserve closer attention and interest as they

are more likely to interfere with the cohesion and performance of the
institution. The situation of the Filipinos in the Navy illustrates that

while relationship to the command structure may be highly positive, at
the same time peer relations could be poor. In the case of minority

groups poor peer relations transcend the private, personal sphere. They

are likely to have adverse effects, leading to racial tensions, low

performance, poor organizational climate.

As has been recognized by the Human Goal Program, the increasing

recruitment of minorities represents a pluralistic direction in organizational I
development, which requires a new approach in personnel management and
leadership. As a part of this development, as a part of the strong

awareness and concern for the needs of minority personnel, the Navy
increasingly recognized the need to promote positive peer relations among

= Navy men of diverse racial and cultural backgrounds.

The present study clearly underscores this need. It also offers

extensive data for education and training which can promote mutual under-

standing. The data show the actual needs, concerns, sensitivities, frames

7
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of reference of Filipinos as well as Americans. Parallel to training,

this information bears on the interest of management and leadership.

The identification of priorities and concerns suggests ways in which

service satisfaction and motivation can be effectively enhanced. For

instance, in the case of the Filipino personnel, it is desirable to

reduce social sensitivities and to satisfy needs for personal contacts

and social recognition. The specific ways in which social recognition,

self confidence. and esteem may be enhanced naturally depends on the context.

In some instances it may be the wording of texts accompanying rewards; in

other instances esteem may be promoted by elaborating on the social

implication and value of performance. in other instances, it may be a

question of the style of publicizing achievements, of identifying roles
and functions, of stressing supervisory responsibilities, or of capitalizing

on qualities and attributes which represent attractive dimensions of the

self image. A most effective avenue for enhancing job satisfaction, pro-

- moting recognition, and improving peer relations will be the opening of

new job ratings. Compared to past personnel policies, thera has been a

great improvement in this field and presently there are 64 ratings open to

Filipinos. The heavy concentration of Filipinos in the food service relate

assignments is a situation inherited from the past, which calls for

intensive measures that further increase job opportunities.

Training American Naval Personnel. As peer recognition represents a

need which can be helped but not substituted by the behavior of superiors

in command positions, to change the present situation requires that Navy

men be trained for interacting effectively and positively with Filipinos.

The information obtained here can be used to train American Navy men to

recognize others' needs and to relate more positively to people in general.

The desirability of this skill, and the benefits to be expected are not limited

to the problem of the Filipinos; it relates to contacts among all groups

recocnized by cultural awareness and race relations programs within the Navy.

Furthermore, it is relevant to interactions with foreigners overseas as

pursued in overseas and cultural diplomacy programs.

The inforlation obtained by the present study has potential value in

these different programs at three main levels of utilization. At a general

introductory level the information can be used to show cultural differences

in their actual ,ature and proportions. in this respect the value of the
information is in its potential to show the existence of intangible j0



Li differences in people's perceptions and subjective meanings which are

frequently ignored because they are hidden. The data obtained in this study

can document the existence and scope of such differences.

At a more specific level the information can be used to train American

Navy men to be sensitive to the needs of the Filipinos. The information

presented in this report represents only a small portion of the data obtained

in various domains on American-Filipino cultural differences. If used in

properly designed training, the data have a unique potential for promoting

cultural understanding and interaction skills. The material helps to

recognize salient concerns and priorities of the Filipinos and show how

Filipinos conceptualize these priorities. The information makes it possible

to relate to Filipinos in terms of their own priorities. The present

investigations offer timely information in support of the systematic pursuit

of such training objectives. The information available on Filipino

personnel offer an opportunity to deal with human differences which were

found to have articulate representation within the Navy, yet which are

relatively free from the high emotional loading of race relations involving

domestic minority groups.

Training Filipino Naval Personnel. The results of the present

investigations indicate the desirability of two types of training programs

to promote the cultural adaptation and integration of the Filipino Naval

personnel into the U.S. Navy.

The first involves preparation of Filipinos for cultural adjustment

and service in the U.S. Navy. This could take the form of a brief course

given before or during basic training. It could have a title like:

"Americans and Filipinos: Culture, Understanding, and Cooperation."

Relying on information accumulated by the present study, complemented

from other sources, the material can be organized into a training course,

specifically desig,e. to address those practical problems which directly

bear on the successl" .daptation, service satisfaction, and performance

of the Filipinos.

With natural focut on social interaction, on the social frame of reference,

the material of the training course should be helpful in introducing

Filipinos to the American way of living, in explaining American social
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behavior, and in preventing certain misinterpretations of American behavior

based on wrong assumptions. It has to be made clear, for example, that the

direct and informal style of Americans should not be interpreted as conveying

unfriendly, hostile feelings. The attitude of not interfering with people's

personal problems does not mean automatically a lack of personal interest

or lack of sympathy for people in trouble. Clues conveying the impression

of lack of personal interest should not be taken as indicators of ethno-

centric attitudes or racial prejudice.

As a second program it is recommended that the Filipino Navy men

receive intensive instruction in American English pronunciation. Although

past experiences with similar efforts have not been particularly encouraging,

the communication problems and their consequences are serious enough to

justify further efforts. While habits of speech and pronunciation are

deeply ingrained and hard to modify, the success or failure is less a

function of the actual difficulty involved than of motivation. Experience

has shown that speech and accent problems can be greatly improved if there

is sufficient interest and motivation. As discussed elsewhere, there

are several factors which interfere with the Filipinos' perception of the

problem. They do not hear their accent in the same way that the Americans

do. Furthermore, they do not fully recognize the social and intellectual

implications of having an accent. They assume that Americans are inpatient

and avoid contacts with Filipinos merely as a pretext to cover their
actual feelings of racism and prejudice. These kinds of assumptions

detract from the Filipinos' motivation to practice English pronunciation,

exercises which are tedious and which may appear humiliating. The present

investigations have produced sufficient information, however, which if

properly used, could increase their motivation to the level desired. A

new and successful effort requires that the disadvantageous effects of having

an accent be clearly identified in relation to social recognition, career

advancement, and projected intellectual image. If the Filipinos recognize

all the detrimental consequences of accents, it should be possible to

count on their full participation.
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THE STUDY

BACKGROUND

Filipino Naval personnel, numbering around 20,000, represent the

second largest minority group in the Navy today. Personnel statistics of

the Department of the Navy clearly indicate that foreign background as well

as a variety of factors associated with foreign origin create for the

Filipino group a situation which is not readily comparable to that of the

American servicemen. The contemporary situation has strong roots in the

history of Filipino recruitment.

Since its early beginning in 1901, the conditions for recruiting

Filipinos have been regulated by several presidential orders and inter-

state agreements. For many decades the recruitment of Filipinos was used

to meet the Navy's personnel needs in a few selected job categories,

mainly in steward duties and food processing. During recent years the

number of job categories has increased, and presently there are thirty -=

ratings open to Philippine nationals. Although this represents a sizable

broadening of job opportunities, several limitations remain.

The Human Goal Program of the Department of Navy is committed to the

principles of racial equality and equal opportunity. The program aims at

a better and more equitable use of human resources through a personnel

management which is keenly aware of human needs shaped by different life

conditions, mpbringing, cultural background.

In the case of i;,E F4iiino Naval personnel equal employment is

hampered by several factors such as the conditions of recruitment, legal

status, and security regulations involving foreign nationals. These

create a rather uncommon situation and underscore the unique position of

the Filipino group within the U.S. Navy. Compared to domestic minorities,

the Filipinos zre unique in several ways. Since English is the language

used in public education in the Philippines, the Filipino servicemen

i 11



have a relatively high English proficiency but their English pronunciation
and style of speaking is quite different from the American speaker. The

Filipinos are all volunteers, selected from a large number of competing

applicants. The sizable difference between the U.S. and Filipino income

levels lends a strong material incentive, but prestige and other less

tangible factors enhance service motivation of Filipino personnel as well.

Originally Filipinos were recruited mainly for steward duty. Recently

a broader variety of job categories or ratings were opened to them in

order to meet their aspirations which have naturally been raised by the

climate of equal opportunity. The Filipinos have the reputation of being

hard working, brave and friendly people. They are considered an asset to

the service, a group which quietly performs their duties, causes little

problem, and attracts little attention. Amidst the diverse groups and

pressing problems of Navy life, the Filipinos have received little research

interest in the past. The results of a recent Navy-wide Human Resources

Management (HRM) Survey appeared to be conflicting and intriguing enough

to bring attention to how little is known about this sizable and unique

minority group.

The Human Resources Management Survey (1974) was organized to provide

=timely information for personnel management. In respect to the Filipino

~Naval personnel, the results of the survey suggested problems at two levels

---institutional management and interpersonal relations.

The HRM Survey indicated that Filipino personnel have a high level

of satisfaction with the institution and command of the Navy, but the

results were not free of ambiguities. First of all, it was not clear

whether the approval expressed in response to direct questions could be

accepted entirely at face value. Interviews with individual Filipinos

suggested that parallel to strong motivation to serve in the U.S. Navy

there are certain grievances and unsettled problems to which the Filipino

personnel are sensitive. The opinions differ just how serious these

grievances are. Some believe that they are serious, but the Filipinos

are reluctant to express dissatisfaction for fear of alienating or dis-

appointing those in command position.

12



The survey results were surprising on several points and have raised
many questions about the actual attitudes and views of the Filipinos. In
general, they promoted the realization that the Filipino Naval personnel
have a frame of reference which is different from their American peers and

that little is known about the Filipinos' culture and way of thinking.

Aiming at the clarification of the previous survey results and _

using a somewhat different approach, the iresent study was designed to

provide indepth analysis of the Filipino cultural frame of reference. The

attention was centered on Filipino perceptions and attitudes in areas which

appeared particularly critical from the angle of their Naval service and

adaptation to the American culture. Data were obtained on American and

Filipino priorities, perceptions, and attitudes and used in the framework

of a comparative analysis to identify important areas of cultural similarities

-and differences.

The investigations pursued three main objectives:

The first major objective was to provide personnel management with

timely information on the psychocultural dispositions, perceptions, and

attitudes of Filipino Naval personnel in comparison with Americans of

comparable education and grade or rank. By focusing the inquiry on the

salient concerns and cultural characteristics of the Filipino personnel,

we hoped to clarify and complement the HRM Survey.

Second, we attempted to gather extensive cultural information in

support of educational and training tasks, such as helping the Filipino

understand the American culture and its relationship to his own as well

as assisting American servicemen to better understand Filipinos and to
communicate with them more effectively.

Finally, in order to understand the present situation in proper

perspective, it was desirable to develop a sense for the actual parameters U
of the influence process. We compared Filipino groups with varying length

of service to obtain timely information on the effects of the Naval
experience on Filipino personnel, to determine how the time spent in the

Navy changes their cultural dispositions, perceptions, attitudes and

career moti vation.
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Parallel to a direct method of assessment using a questionnaire

focused on various aspects nf service satisfaction, communication problems,

and interpersonal relations, the investigations relied heavily on an

inferential research method specifically designed for the indepth assess-

ment of psychocultural dispositions. This method, Associative Group Analysis

(AGA), has been tested and evaluated during the last several years under

ONR sponsorship in the context of other comparative studies involving Black,

White and Spanish American groups tSzalay, Bryson 1972; Szalay, Bryson,

West 1973,1974). Based on the analysis of spontaneous word associations

of selected cultural or social groups, AGA provides a sensitive analytic

instrument for the empirical assessment of the cultural frame of reference

---behavioral dispositions, attitudes, perceptions, meanings and beliefs.
in a series of past investigations, the AGA method has provided valid

empirical data on such diverse psychological variables as images and meanings

(Szalay, Brent 1967), values (Szalay, Brent 1968), attitudes (Szalay, Moon

1971 a,b), and belief systems (Szalay, Kelly 1972).

As an important characteristic, the AGA method is inferential. It

can be used to assess perceptions and evaluations involving dispositions

of which people are frequently not aware or are unable to formulate in

response to direct logical questions. The method is used to identify

major problem areas in which cultural differences are particularly sizable

and important from the angle of communication and social interaction. By

this procedure the Filipino and American groups can be compared not only

in terms of specific themes but also in terms of broader domains, thereby

allowing to pinpoint the critical areas of psychocultural differences.

The findings of a study on designing cogent communications (Szalay, Lysne,

Bryson 1972) indicate that the association-based data on culturally salient

trends of interpretation, perceptions and evaluations help us to relate to

a member of a foreign culture in his own terms. By relating better to his

cultural understanding and to his cultural priorities, it is possible to

make communication more meaningful and more acceptable.i I
B U
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DATA COLLECTION

In pursuit of the above objectives, data collection was organized

into two main phases. The first phase served to identify broad problem

domains and within domains specific themes which have high subjective

importance for the culture groups studied. The tasks were designed to

ensure that the salient priorities and concerns of both culture groups

were equally represented in the main data collection. The first phase

of data collection was completed in December of 1975 in Annapolis using
50 American and 50 Filipino servicemen of comparable age and rate (E-2

to E-9).

Once the important themes were identified, the second phase, the main

data collection, was organized using two methods: Associative Group

Analysis (AGA) and a questionnaire. AGA uses the responses obtained from

sample groups in word association tasks to reconstruct their perceptions

and evaluations, their subjective meanings of selected chems (see
Appendix 2). In the data collection conducted in the second phase

associations were elicted to 78 themes representing 14 domains

identified in the first phase. [he questionnarie covered four general

subject areas: sociodemograDhic background, service life, conunication,

and interpersonal relations. The questionnaire included 40 questions;

about 30 of the questions posed to Americans and Filipinos were the same,

the remaining questions were different. I
The second phase of the data collection was performed between April

and June 1976 at three locations: Norfolk Naval Base, San Diego Naval Base,
and the Naval Recruit Training Center in San Diego. Our plans called for

testing 50 Americans and 100 Filipinos at each of these locations. As I
the number of Filipinos fell somewhat short, an additional testing was

organized in Washington. The Aterican and Filipino servicemen were tested

in mixed groups. First, the word association task was administered, then

the questionnaire. The administration of the association task is described

in Appendix 2, along with the analytic measures.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLES

In the selection of respondents our objective was to enhance the

comparability of our samples along such variables as age, education, and
years of service. As the effects of Naval service on Filipino servicemen

was an important dimension of our study, we tried to obtain major subsamples

representing a wide range of service years and experience. Our original

plans called for testing equal numbers of servicemen in three service

categories: recently inducted recruits, servicemen with one to ten years

of service, and servicemen with long service ranging from 11 to 25 years.
Because of budget reductions and the limted availability of Naval personnel

the number of servicemen actually tested in each group was lower than

originally planned and ranged between 50 and 1O0 (see Table 1).

TABLE I
2MJIBER OF AMERICAN AND FILIPINO SERVICEMEN TESTED

Group Recruits 1-10 years 11-25 years Total
V Service Service

American 50 50 50 150-
Filipino 81 86 100 267

The Filipino servicemen were generally older than the American

servicemen tested in the comparable service categories (see Table 2). The

age difference of the recruit samples is particularly sizable. This

difference is consistent with recruitment statistics which show that tie

average age of Filipinos inducted in the U.S. Navy is higher than the

average age of the American recruits.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE AGE OF RESPONDENTS

Group Recruits 1-10 Years 11-'5 Years

Service Service

American 19.4 24,4 36.0

Filipino 24.2 1 28.9 37.7
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As shown in Table 3 the average educational level of the Filipino

servicemen was somewhat higher. The difference is fairly sizable in

the case of the recruit samples with the Filipinos having nearly two years

more education than the comparable American recruits.

TABLE 3

AVERAGE YEARS OF EDUCATION COMPLETED

Group Recruits 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Service Service

American 12.1 12.5 12.0

Filipino 13.9 12.4 12.3

Additional background characteristics of the American and Filipino

samples are compared in Tables 4, 5, and 6.

TABLE 4
MARITAL STATUS

Americans Filipinos

Marital Status Recruits 1-10 I11-25 Recruits 1-10 j 11-25
I Years Years Years Years

Married 4 37 41 1 65 98

Single 45 8 6 80 19 1

Divorced 1 3 3 -21

Total Number of 50 48 50 81 86 100
Respondents

1
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TABLE 5

RELIGION

Americans Filipinos
Religion Recruits 1-10 I11-25 Recruits 1-10 11-25

__Years Years Years Years

Catholic 8 10 13 75 82 94

Protestant 26 31 25 5 3 5

None, other 16 9 12 1 1 1

Total Number of 50 50 50 81 86 10
Respondents

TABLE 6

AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Group Recruits Service Service

American - 5.2 17.2

Filipino 7.2 15.9

In respect to the actual job assignment there were important differences

between our Filipino and American samples. The large majority of Filipinos,

except those in recruit training, are stewards, cooks, or clerks in the

field of food storage or processing. In contrast, the Americans have a

broad diversity of assignments in fields of communication, weaponrv,

aviation, maintenance, and administration. In view of these differences

in assignments, it is difficult to offer a simple comparison. A comparative

presentation by grade level is a simpler task. As the results shown in

Table 7 indicate, the Filipino and American groups tested are generally

comparable in respect to pay grade. The differences observed in the job

assignments of the two groups are apparently not reflected in pay grades.

On the other hand, having the same pay grade does not necessarily mean

having the same level of prestige or desirability. Some of the responses

obtained to open-ended questions indicate that a large percentage of the

Filipinos would like to take jobs in mechanical engineering, maintenance,
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and aviation, which are apparently considered to be more desirable, more

r prestigious. However, the heavy concentration of Filipinos in the less

prestigious category of food processing and distribution does not mean

that the Filipinos were thoroughly dissatisfied with their present job

assignment, as will become apparent from the results presented later.

A look at what Filipinos like and dislike about their job assignments

reveals that their positive responses outnumber negative ones. Further-

more, the Filipinos generally mentioned more positive features about their

job assignments than did the American servicemen.

TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN AND FILIPINO RESPONDENTS
BY PAY GRADE

Americans Fili pinos
Pay Grade Recruits 1-10 11-25 Recruits 1-10 11-25

Years Years Years Years

1 27 - - 72 - -

2 4 2 4 - -

3 16 5 3 3 -

4 - 12 - - 35 -

5 - 23 7 - 43 41

6 - 6 23 - 4 33

7 17 - 1 21
8 l l

9 - - 1 - - -

Unspecified 3 2 1 2 - 4

Total Number of 50 50 50 81 86 100
RespondentsA
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PART I. SERVICE SATISFACTION U
A major portion of the survey focused on assessing service

satisfaction. How satisfied are Filipino Navy men with their jobs
and with the evaluation of their job performance? To what extent
do they feel self confident and prepared for better jobs and
promotion? How do Filipinos feel about their chances to receive
education and promotion, compared to their American shipmates?
Aiming at an in-depth assessment of the Filipinos' frame of reference,
an analysis of their spontaneous word associations shows how
Filipinos perceive and evaluate selected themes and issues central
to service performance: their image of the Navy, advancement,
discrimination, etc.

As mentioned earlier, the HRM survey results suggested that Filipino

Naval personnel were more satisfied with the Navy than any other minority,

and on several questions their level of satisfaction was even greater than

that of the White majority. This finding was somewhat surprising since by

certain objective criteria (advancement, paygrade, officer/enlisted ratio),

the Filipinos appear to be the most disadvantaged minority group within the

Navy. One explanation offered was that Filipinos are not used to opinion
surveys and may have been less than candid in expressing their true feelings.

The present study undertook the task of clarifying how Filipinos

actually feel about the Naval service, including their work, their

opportunities, their career. In addition to a variety of other less

direct measures, we used a battery of questions asking about such specifics

as work assignment, education, and advancement in the hopes of obtaining

important mosaic elements of the global situation as viewed in the

Filipinos' perspective.

The questionnaire included several job-related questions: what the

job assignment was, what they liked and what they disliked about it,

whether the job offered opportunities for using their skills, and whether

they felt that their performance on the job was appreciated by their

supervisors. To provide a meaningful baseline we asked the same questions

of both Filipino and American servicemen at comparable grade levels.
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THE JOB

A popular means of assessing job satisfaction is to ask whether the

job provides an opportunity to use skills and qualifications acquired by

the person. Table 8 shows how the American and Filipino groups responded

to this question.

TABLE 8

OPPORTUNITY TO USE ACQUIRED SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS IN

PRESENT JOB ASSIGNMENT

Percentage of Group Giving Response I
1-10 Years 11-25 Years

Recruits Service Service
Response Amer. Filip. Amer. Filip. p.X~Z me. ilp.Amer. Fl

Yes 19 48 47 47 66 74

No 57 11 43 23 30 I

Uncertain 23 41 10 30 4 14

Total Percentage 99 100 100 100 100 99

Total Number of 47 61 49 87 50 98
Respondents

The distribution of responses indicates that the Filipinos considered

their job assignment to be generally more suited to their skills/qualifica-

tions than did the American servicemen. It is interesting to observe that the

level of satisfaction shows a certain increase with the number of service

years. This seems to be the function of career development in that the

number of people who were originally uncertain how much their job

corresponded to their skills decreased. The percentage of American service-

men who were negative and skeptical about their job similarly decreased

with time. Whether these changes occurred because they reduced the level

of their expectatin" cannot be decided based on the data available.
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Approaching the question of service satisfaction from a different

angle we asked each group whether they were satisfied with the personnel

evaluation they had received from their superiors. The results shown in
Table 9 indicate that the percentage of Filipinos satisfied with their

personnel evaluation was consistently higher than that of the American

servicemen. Furthermore, the feeling that the evaluation received from

superiors corresponds to their actual skills and performance increased

with the number of service years. While the proportion of servicemen

expressing uncertainty is high for both recruit groups, it apparently

decreases as the number of service years grows. A sizable percentage of

the American servicemen (39%) with long service years felt that the

evaluation did not reflect their actual skills and performance.

TABLE 9

DOES PERSONNEL EVALUATION REFLECT YOUR SKILLS AND

PERFORMANCE?

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Response Amer. Filip. Amer. p. Amer. Filip.

Yes 22 36 34 46 47 66

No 35 17 38 22 39 23

Uncertain 43 47 28 32 14 11

Total Percentage 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total Number of 49 64 50 85 49 96
Respondents

The results suggest that the Filipinos are generally more satisfied

with the existing service conditions than native American servicemen are.

This may -lead one to assume that Filipinos are more satisfied with the status

quo of their job situation because they feel unprepared for or perhaps less

interested in advancement to higher positions requiring more skills and -

experience.
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READINESS FOR ADVANCEMENT

To test whether they felt ready for advancement, we have asked this

question: Are you qualified for advancement or reassignment?

TABLE 10

ARE YOU QUALIFIED FOR ADVANCEMENT OR REASSIGNMENT?

Percentaqe of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Resppnse Amer. Filip. Amer. Filip. Amer. Filip.

Yes 46 34 63 71 79 90

No 37 21 22 18 17 7

Uncertain 16 45 41 38 17 26

Total Percentage 99 100 100 100 100 99

Total Number of 43 71 46 84 41 83
Respondents

The results shown in Table 10 indicate that the relative proportion of

Filipinos who feel qualified for advancement is about the same as the

proportion of Americans. Moreover, the proportion of Filipinos who feel

unqualified is lower in all three service categories than that of the

American servicemen. This seems to indicate that the relatively higher

service satisfaction of the Filipinos is not explicable by their feeling

unqualified or unmotivated to advance in their jobs.

When asked whether they can acquire the knowledge and experience

necessary for advancement, the majority of recruits, both Filipino and

American, said yes (Table 11). With increasing service years this optimism I
seems to decrease somewhat. The percentage of American servicemen who

felt they did not have the opportunity to get further education and the

percentage of Filipino servicemen who were uncertain about their opportunities

were somewhat higher in the groups with longer service. In general, however,

Filipino and American servicemen are similarly optimistic.
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TABLE 11

AVAILABILITY OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

NECESSARY FOR ADVANCEMENT

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Response Amer. Fiiip. A iip. Amer. rFilip.

Yes 85 87 70 63 78 76 1
No 6 i 22 7 22 12 1
Uncertain 8 12 8 30 0 13

Total Percentage 99 100 100 100 100 100

Total Number of 47 76 50 83 46 95
Respondents

There were indications that Filipinos feel their scores in the

classification tests have put them at a disadvantage in terms of future

schooling and advancement. Thus, both the Filipino and American service-

men were asked whether they felt they could now get higher scores in the

classification tests. Their responses to this question were fairly similar

(see Table 12). The Filipinos showed more optimism: the percentage of

those responding affirmatively is higher, and the percentage of those who

said that they would not improve is lower. These trends suggest that the

Filipino respondents do not lack self confidence. They show a higher degree

of optimism in respect to their future success, a success which depends

mainly on their individual performance rather than on external conditions.

When they do not depend on external circumstances, as the reactions here

show, Filipinos are inclined to be at least as optimistic and self confident

as their American born shipmates.
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PERCEIVED ABILITY TO IMPROVE INITIAL NAVY

CLASSIFICATION TEST SCORES

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Response Amer. Filip. Amer. Filip. Amer. 3Filp.

Yes 67 80 78 71 74 83
No 14 2 8 i 12 1

Uncertain 19 17 14 28 14 16

Total Percentage 100 99 100 100 100 100 1
Total Number of 48 77 49 86 50 99
Respondents

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

In talking with experts and Filipino Navy men in the exploratory

part of our study, the issue of educational opportunities surfaced as

being of high priority. Therefore, we included several education-related

questions in our inquiry.
A

When asked whether there was a Navy school relevant to their rating,

80-90% of the Filipino and American servicemen gave an affirmative answer

(see Table 13). However, a following question, "Do you have access to

this school?", produced more differential responses. The results in Table

14 indicate that nearly three-fourths of the American recruits feel that

they have access to the right school, while only one-fourth of the Filipinos

express similar confidence. The majority of the Filipino recruits (56%)

are not sure. The percentage of American servicemen who believe they have

access to the right school decreases with length of service, while the

percentage of those who believe that they do not have access considerably

increases. The percentage of Filipinos who believe they have access

increased while the percentage of those who were uncertain decreasea. As

a result of these trends the percentage of Filipino and American service-

ren who believe they have access to school is closely similar in the "long

service" category.
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TABLE 13

IS THERE A NAVY SCHOOL RELEVANT TO YOUR RATING?

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recrj.its Service Service

Response Amer. Filip.i I i .Ae.FiIiP

Yes 93 84 90 83 83 83
No 0 5 4 0 17 5
Uncertain 6 10 6 17 0 11

Total Percentage 99 99 100 100 100 99

Total Number of 46 77 50 83 48 96
Respondents

TABLE 14

DO YOU HAVE ACCESS TO NAVY SCHOOL RELEVANlT TO
YOUR RATING?

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10) Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Response Imeri1iilipi Ier. Filip. A-per. Filip.

Ys73 29 53 37 55 52
No 8 14 42 13 40 18
uncertain 18 56~ 5 50 5 29

Total Percentage 99 99 1100 100 100 99

Total Number of 49 73 }43 81 40 97
Respondents__________________
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Asking the servicemen whether or not they would anticipate any

problems in being able to attend the school if they met the score

requirements is a question which deals with dimensions of advancement

that depend on external conditions beyond the individual's control. As

the results in Table 15 indicate, the Filipino respondents showed less

optimism in this regard than the American servicemen. In all three service

categories there was a larger percentage of Filipinos who said they were

uncertain or definitely anticipated problems.

TABLE 15

FURTHER PROBLEMS IN BEING ABLE TO ATTEND THE SCHOOL?

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years

Recruits Service Service

Response Amer. Filip. Amer. Filip. Ameri ilip

Yes 11 18 19 13 16 11

No 74 53 62 43 80 48

Uncertain 15 28 19 43 4 41

Total Percentage 100 99 100 99 100 100

Total Number of 46 75 48 92 44 9i
Respondents I
From the angle of their service satisfaction, it is naturally of

central importance whether Filipinos believe they have the same chances and

opportunities for getting ahead as their Americ.|i shipmates. The opinion

of our respondents to this question is shown in Table 16. The Filipinos

had considera*Dle doubts in this respect. There is a larger percentage of

Filipino than American servicemen who feel that they do not have the same

chances or that they are uncertain whether they have the same chances as

their Awerican shipmates.
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Beyond these differences between Americans and Filipinos, there are

also differences in opinions influenced apparently by service experiences.

Compared to those with fewer years of service, more of the American

servicemen with long experience feel they have the same opportunities as

their shipmates. In the case of the Filipinos the years of experience

have somewhat less influence, although the Filipinos with long service

are more inclined than the recruits to believe they have the same chances

for advancement.

TABLE 16

SAME CHANCES FOR TRAINING AND ADVANCEMENT AS

SHIPMATES?

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Response Amer. Fiip. Aner. Fiiip. jAer. Fili.

Yes 76 47 68 51 92 60

No 15 18 24 19 6 23
Uncertain 4 35 8 30 1 17

Total Percentage 100 100 100 1O0 99 100

Total Number of 46 79 50 86 50 96L Respondents

The general picture emerging from the reactions of our respondents

to questions dealing with service shows a certain amount of coherence and

internal consistency. The Filipinos appear to be more satisfied with their

jobs, at least in respect to their skills and experiences. Compared to

the Amerscans, the Filipino servicemen are more inclined to feel that the

evaluation they receive from their superiors corresponds to their skills

and performance.

At the same time, a greater percentage of Filipinos feel they qualify

for advancement and reassignment. In respect to the availability of M
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schools necessary for career advancement Americans and Filipinos are

equally optimistic, but the Filipinos express considerably more doubts

and uncertainty that they will actually be able to attend. Most Filipinos

also believe that they could improve their scores if allowed to take the

Navy classification tests again. Thus, it is not particularly surprising

that a substantially larger percentage of our Filipino respondents felt

that they do not have the same opportunities for receiving the desired

training and advancement enjoyed by their shipmates. In respect to their

educational and career opportunities, the Filipino servicemen express

markedly more skepticism and uncertainty than their American shipmates.

And yet they show a distinctly higher satisfaction with service life, are

more positive about their present job assignment, and show more approval

of their personnel evaluation. That this satisfaction is not a matter of

less capability or aibition or lack of self confidence is suggested by the

high percentage who feel qualified for promotion and the high percentage

who believe they could improve their classification scores. Filipino

servicemen are apparently satisfied with their jobs even though they feel

they do not have the same chances for advancement as their American ship-

mates. The Filipino Naval personnel approach service with a frame of

reference which is apparently different from that of the Americans.

IMAGE OF THE NAVY, THE MEANING OF SERVICE

To explore the frame of reference of the Filipino group in greater

depth, the following analysis was focused on images and meanings which

can reveal how Filipinos view and evaluate their service in the U.S. Navy.

The following results were obtained through the Associative Group

Analysis, a method which uses word associations to reconstruct the groups'

subjective images and meanings. As described in more detail in Appendix 2,

associations produced in continuous free word association tasks offer

insiqhts into each group's characteristic images and mieanings in terms of

salient perceptual and attitudinal coponents. The following eight figures

present the American and Filipino groups' understanding of: NJVY, SERVOCE.

JOB, PAY, ADVANCEMENT, EDUCATION. DISCRIMINATION, and CAREER.
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The words in small print in the following tables show responsesw ih the scores these responses heve accumlated from the members of the

U.S. (US) and Filipino (f) groups. The scores are weighted frequencies
= (Appendix 2). The higher the score, the greater is the importance of the

response to a particular group. The words in caps are used to identify
clusters of related responses which suggest imain coonents of meaning,
main components of subjective perception and evaluation. To simplify the
reading of the results, the components emphasized nore strongly by theU.S. group are presented on the left side of the page, while the components
which are more salient for-the Filipino group are presented on the riqht.In the center of the table the percentage values of the main componentsare presented. They show the relative i rtance of the component for the
U.S* and Filipino groups. In this presentation the three subsaunles
representing service experiences of various length are codbined. Parallelto each table a brief swwnary is given which recapitulates the cultural
trends observed.

3
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NAVY

"Job, Career, Work" is the strongest meaning component in bot-

groups' image of the Navy; however, its salience is substantially r'>ter

for the American group. The Americans also place more emphasis or :
financial aspect of military service ("Money, Pay") and make slioyhtly

more references to education and training. The "Good, Fun" and "B-d

components, reflecting positive and negative emotional reactions to the
Navy, are both stronger from the American servicemen whereas the Filipinos

appear to be less evaluative in their orientation. The lack of negative

reactions from the Filipinos also suggests lack of ambivalence toward the

Navy. A look at the "Sailor, Officer" component indicates that the
Filipino servicemen pay stronger attention to rank and show a greater

awareness of the military hierarchy, of subordination and superordination.

There is a stronger Filipino emphasis on the military functions and mission

of the Navy. Although the difference is not large, this contrasts with the

more civilian, professional American orientation suggested by the components

"Work" and "Pay". The Filipinos also show a greater- awareness of the

international aspects and implications of Naval service.
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SERVIC_

Over half of the American reactions t .o military service, "Navy,
Army," a job with a U.S. military organizttion. Although this component is
also the strongest one for Filipinos, is by no means equally predominant.
As the majority of Filipino Navy men are stewards or cooks, occupations
which involve a type c' service more along the nonmilitary sense of the
word, it is understandable that Filipinos place greater emphasis than do Americans
on "Help, Aid" and "Job, Work." The Filipinos also show more concern about
the quality of service ("Cood, Outstanding" and "Bad, Poor") as well as
length of service ("Long, Years"). There is a stronger Filipino emphasis
on people and on certain characteristics--"Duty, Responsibility"--reflecting
commitment. One other component on which the American groups score higher -

involves specialized mechanical service: "Car, Station."

I
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JOB

Practically all the cultural trends observed on JOB were also

observed in the context of the stimulus WORK. The close synonymity of

these two concepts is reflected here by the strongest component "Work,

Task." In the "Career, Occupation" component the Filipinos mention
several specific jobs---cook, driver, mechanic, electrician--in which they

are involved or have a particular interest. The Americans speak more

of career in general. Filipinos place slightly more emphasis on "Education,

Traiiina." As in the case of SERVICE, as well as WORK, the Filipinos show

a stronger awareness of duty and responsibility in relation to JOB. There

is also consistently more Filipino preoccupation with the job's level of

difficulty. However, references to easy are almost as numerous as those

to hard, but the potential difficulty of a particular job apparently
represents an important consideration in the Filipino frame of reference.

= The American emphasis on "Money, Pay" is about twice as strong as

the Filipino. The American groups also show a closer association of JOB

-W with the Navy, their stronger emphasis on the Navy was found in the

context of other themes such as WORK and CAREER as well. These observations

are also consistent with the Americans' image of the Navy, in which job =

and pay were predominant components. The security dimension of a job also

appears to be very important to the Americans. Although both groups are

about equal in their positive reactions ("Good, Fun"), the Americans appear

to be more critical, describing a job as "Bad, Boring." This observation

supports the questionnaire data which show that Filipinos are more

satisfied with their jobs than their American shipmates.
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PAY

The cultural trends observed here in the context of PAY are very

similar to those observed in the analysis of the theme MONEY. "Money,

Dollars," the main instrument of financial reward,is naturally the most

salient meaning component for both groups. The American emphasib here

is somewhat greater, as it is in other contexts dealing with work, job,

Navy, etc. Conventional forms of payment, "Salary, Paycheck," are

emphasized more by the Filipinos.

General financial transactions ("Spend, Buy, Save") as well as

specific ways of using money ("Rent, Food, Clothes") are mentioned more

by the American servicemen. Both groups appear to be quite concerned with

"Bills, Debt," with their unmet financial obligations.

The Filipinos seem to be especially interested in the amount of

payment received. They score substantially higher on "Good, High,"

reactions expressing satisfaction, as well as on "Low, Not Enough" and

"Raise, More," expressing shortage and dissatisfaction. For the American

servicemen PAY is more closely related to "Job, Navy." This finding is

consistent with previous observations which have shown that for Americans

work, job, and career are more closely related to their idea of Naval

service and all these had a particularly salient American component

involving pay and money.
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ADVANCEMENT

Americans think of ADVANCEMENT mainly in terms of "Money, Pay".

This component is almost three times larger than the Filipino one

(Americans 23Z, Filipinos 8%). Both groups give about equal attr.,tion

to the importance of "Education" as necessary for advancement, The

references to "Rate, Rank" have status implications, although the largest

American response rate reflects primarily on job assignment. References

to "Job, Career, Navy" are also more numerous from the American groups.
The Americans recognize that advancement means in addition to more money

also inore responsibility.

The strongest component for the Filipino groups emphasizes

"Promotion" as the central idea of ADVANCEMENT. Emphasis on social

priorities is also suggested by the component "Forward, Higher," which

=implies assuming a higher position. Here again the social status

difference seems to be in the center of interest for the Filipino groups.

Similarly, the Filipinos show a stronger concern with "Pride, Prestige,"

the social recognition accompanying higher positions. The Filipinos also

express a greater awareness of the amount of difficulty and time involved

in advancement. The results suggest that to the Filipinos the difficulties
ad~appear greater and the time longer.
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EDUCATION I

Different types of educational institutions and references to

learning and knowledge are the two most salient components of EDUCATION.

The Americans place greater emphasis on schools while the Filipinos focus

on the learning aspect.

As observed in the context of CAREER, Filipinos show a particularly I
high regard for education in acquiring a profession. Americans view

education more in the context of obtaining a job or work. The Filipinos

also gave more references to "Goal, Achievement," indicating the importance

of education as an instrument toward advancement and success. Mary of these

components support the idea that Filipinos view education in terms of its I
instrumentality: learning a profession, attaining life goals.

There are numerous predominantly American reactions conveying the

importance of EDUCATION for its own sake. The "Good, important, Needed"
component emphasizes the desirability of obtaining an education. The

Filipino groups show a general concern with the level of education, while

the American groups make more specific references to obtaining a degree or

diploma. The American emphasis on "Teaching" shows a concern with giving

as well as receiving knowledge.
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17- DISCRIMINATION

The racial dimension is uppermst in the minds of both cultural

groups. Although the black-White context is the most outstanding, the 5
Filipinos also speak of color and brown, a direct reference to theseelves.

They apparently perceive thesselves as being discriminated against but

not to the extent that Blacks are. In addition to racial references,
responses in the "People" category indicate discrimination based on
national/cultural background, and there are a few references by both groups

to sex and religion.

Reactions in the "Bad, Hate, Wrong" component are especially strong

from the American servicemen. It is interesting to note that the Filipinos,

who feel A:scriminated against, are not more vocal in their condemation.

They are stronger in emphasizing the prejudice and bias involved in

discrimination. In the smell predominantly Filipino comonent "Segregation,

Separation," there are more references to separation than to the more

cocmon term segregation. Separation conveys more the idea of poor or

strained social relations rather than an active premeditated large-

scale social differentiation.
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CAREER

For the American groups "Job, Work" in general and "Navy, Military" in

particular represent the most salient components, indicating that the

American servicemen view a career mainly in terms of their own everyday

work. This emphasis is consistent with our observations that NAVY and

SERVICE are more predominantly job-related themes in the American frame of

reference. Again the Americans' stronger concern with "Money, Pay" emerg-

here. There is also a stronger American emphasis on "Time, Years,"

particularly on retirement.

In contrast to the American interpretation which suggests that CAREE

implies anybody's life path of work, the Filipino interpretation is more

discriminate; as indicated by their emphasis on "Professions, Occupation,

"Doctor, Lawyer," and on "Education" and "Goals," Filipinos apparently

view CAREER more in the context of professional, academic occupations.

That "Education, knowledge" is the strongest component gives additional

support to this observation.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FILIPINO FRAME OF REFERENCE
The results obtained by the questionnaire indicated some interesting

differences in the frames of reference of American ard Filipino servicemen.

The analysis of the service-related themes was undertaken to gain some U
additional insights.

Beyond a broad general agreement between the American and Filipino

groups, this analysis revealed certain characteristic differences in

their interpretation of particular themes.

The Filipinos' image of the Navy includes more diverse military,

international, and interpersonal components. SERVICE means for them

more emphatically providing services, serving people. JOB implies

primarily such occupations as cook, mechanic or driver; PAY implies I
salary, paycheck, which they characterize both as "good" and "not

enough." ADVANCEMENT means promotion, moving up, more honor, more

pride. EDUCATION implies learning, knowledge, and more attention is given

to its instrumentality in the attainment of goals, career, profession.

DISCRIMINATION is strongly associated with prejudice, segregation and

separation. It is interesting to note that the Filipinos show more
apparent concern with the Black-White relationship, whle relatively

fewer references are made to their own race: Brown, Filipino.

In the foregoing analysis differences in service time were not

taken into consideration. A later analysis of the groups with different

lengths of service will show that the above American-Filipino

differences are more distinct at the beginnino of their service time.

These differences tend to diminish apparently as a consequence of the

American cultural influences. During their years of service, the

Filipinos undergo a process of acculturation, that is, they become more

similar in their perceptions and evaluations to the American-born service

groups. For instance, Filipinos with long service experience tend to see

a closer connection between Navy and job, in line with the stronger

American emphasison the tangible, material dimensions of the Naval A

service---job, pay.

The present comparison of Americans and Filipinos relies naturally

on Filipino groups some of which have been exposed over many years to

American cultural influences. These influences dim naturally the clarity
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of the present data in conveying cultural differences in their actual

proportions. Yet in several dimensions the cultural differences are

large enough to be distinctly identifiable.

For instance, we can take a look at the total scores that eacn theme

accumulated from the number of responses elicited. As will be described

in more detail later, this figure, which is called a "dominance score", is

an empirical indication of the importance of the theme as perceived by the

responding group. The dominance scores show quite consistent differences

in the cultural priorities. Seven of the eight service-related themes

analyzed (the exception being DISCRIMINATION) have higher dominance scores

for the American tfian for the Filipino group. As a counterpart of this

observation, the Filipinos show consistently higher dominance scores on

themes dealing with interpersonal relations, as presented in the next section.

The analyses of individual themes show a certain degree of consistency

in trends of interpretation. This consistency indicates that the obser-

.-tions do not reflect some sort of whimsical differences in single word

meanings, but reveal more generic trends characteristic of the groups'

broader concerns, priorities, and interests.

For instance, not only the theme NAVY elicits more references to

job, work, money, and pay from the American group, but these

connections turn out to be also stronger when approached from the

opposite direction. WORK and JOB elicit more references to money and pay

and in turn MONEY and PAY show stronger connections with job and work.

Further, the themes JOR, WORK, MONEY and PAY all show a consistently

stronger relationship to NAVY. Compared to this stronger American job-

money emphasis, the Filipinos show stronger preoccupation with certain

social implications and consequences. In some contexts, such as NAVY,

SERVICE, JOB, WORK---duty and responsibility receive consistently

stronger attention from the Filipinos. In other contexts, such as

ADVANCEMENT, PAY, EDUCATION and CAREER---prestige, pride, position and

social recognition appear to be important considerations.

Such observations are fairly consistent, indicating that although

Naval service constitutes a salient domain for both culture groups, their

orientation toward service shows some characteristic differences.
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PART I!. COMMUNICATION AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

The questions examined here bear on various little known or
ambiguous dimensions of the Filipinos' social integration and
adaptation. What is the relationship of Filipinos to their
social environment in the Navy? How good is their English?
What are the main obstacles to effective communication? How
do Filipinos relate to their peers? What are their attitudes
toward superiors? Answers to these kinds of questions help to
clarify some of the contradictions observed in Filipino attitudes.
As prior observations suggest, it is desirable to know what the
Filipinos' expectations are in the realm of interpersonal and
social relations. How far are these expectations met or frustrated?
Can their verbal statements expressing positive attitudes, high level
of satisfaction, be taken at their face value? Communication acquires
special importance in view of its potential in promoting positive
ties with the environment.

From our preliminary inquiries with panel groups and experts it

became evident that a sizable proportion of the problems in the adaptation

of Filipinos to the U.S. Navy and to the American social environment in

general involves communication.

The problems in communication facing Filipino servicemen appear to be

in many ways unique and consequential. The majority of immigrants who

come to this country speak a different language, and thus learning English

represents for them the most critical communication problem. In the

Philippines, however, the publiL education system is based on the use of

English; it is the main language of communication in public schools.

Despite their good background in English, Filipinos do have certain problems

in using the language in the U.S. environment. Compared to their proficiency

the problem of pronunciation appears to be modest, but its negative

consequences in communication and social interaction are much more serious. U
Actually, the Filipino case offers an interesting opportunity for 

exploring E

the relationship between language and communication problems and their

effects on the process of cultural and institutional adaptation in a real-

life setting.
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We were interested in exploring the relationship between the Filipinos'

use of English and of their native tongue in the American social environment.

The most frequent dialects used by our Filipino respondents were Tagalog, -

iloco, and Pangasinan. Other dialects mentioned by a few respondents

were Zambal, Cebuano, Visayan, Waray, and Kinaray. The single most

frequently used dialect is Tagalog. Those who spoke of Filipino language

actually meant Tagalog. The rich variety of existing dialects explains

why the Filipino government decided to use English as the official

language for education and administration.

THE USE OF ENGLISH AND THE NATIVE TONGUE

Identifying the native tongue is less important than knowing the

extent to which Filipinos use a language other than English in a primarily

American environment. In separate questions we asked about their use

of their native language in respect to English. As the results in Table

17 indicate, about 50-55% of the Filipinos report frequent or almost

exclusive use of their native dialect. It is somewhat surprising that the

number of years spent in the American environment shows little apparent

effects on the use of the native tongue. The assumption that longer time

in the U.S. would result in a shift from dominant use of the native language

to dominant use of the host language is not supported by these results.

TABLE 17

DAILY USE OF NATIVE TONGUE BY FILIPINOS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

Extent of use 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Practically all 19 10 7

Frequent 36 42 44

Some 30 28 28

Little 14 19 21

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 77 85 86
Respondents

E5



When asked about their average daily use of English, the Filipinos
responded in much the same way as to the previous question about the use
of their native tongue (see Table 18). However, here the length of service

shows a direct relationship to the use of English. While Filipinos did
not seem to use their native tongue less as a result of longer stay in the
U.S. environment, in connection with the use of English it is clear that
Filipinos with longest service use English the most, while the recruits
with the least time in the U.S. environment use English the least.

TABLE 18
DAILY USE OF ENGLISH BY FILIPINOS

Percentage of Group Giving Response
Average Daily Use 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
of English Recruits Service Service

Practically all 5 5 19
Frequent 49 61 70
Some 42 27 8
Little 4 7 3

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 76 84 100
Respondents

gI
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ElEFFICIENCY IN ENGLISH SPOKEN AND WRITTEN7

To explore how Filipinos evaluate their proficiency in spoken English

three questions were used. The first question aimed at their judgment of

their own capability. The second asked about the performance of Filipinos

in general. This comparison served to show whether Filipinos tend to

underestimate or overestimate their own performance in relationship to

that of other Filipinos. The third question was used to determine how

Filipinos evaluate their own written English. It provided an opportunity

to compare subjective judgments with regard to written and oral performance.

Table 19 shows that a majority, that is, 60-70%, of the Filipino service-

men evaluated their own performance in spoken English as "good" or "excellent".

Those with long (11-25 years) service judged themselves as "excellent" to a

somewhat greater extent than recruits did. Considering the wide-ranging
differences in the length of service (from a month to 25 years), the effects

of time on the self-evaluated improvement in English are relatively modest.

TABLE 19

OWN ABILITY TO EXPRESS IDEAS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Percentage of Group Giving Response

Rel-10 Years 11-25 Years

Response Recruits Service Service

Excellent 6 5 18

Good 52 58 59

Fair 42 34 22

Poor 4 1

Total Percentage 100 101 100

Total Number of 77 85 100
Respondents
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The results in Table 20 indicate that about 50-57 of the Filipinos
have described the oral English proficiency of Filipinos in general as

"good" or "excellent". The other half ef the Filipino samples evaluated
the oral performance of Filipinos as "fair" or "poor". The overall
evaluation is somewhat less positive than the evaluation Filipinos gave

to their own performance. It is understandable that the group of Filipinos

with long years of service consider their spoken English to be better than

that of Filipinos in general.

TABLE 20

ABILITY OF FILIPINOS IN GENERAL TO EXPRESS THEIR

IDEAS IN SPOKEN ENGLISH

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Response Recruits Service Service
Excellent 2 1 6
Good 52 52 51

Fair 40 42 36
Poor 5 5 7

Total Percentage 99 100 100

Total Number of 77 84 1 00
Respondents

U

Table 21 shows how the Filipinos evaluaced their own ability to
express their ideas in written English. The three service groups responded

fairly -.imilarly. The total percentage of those who felt their ability was

"good" or "excellent" was above 70% for all three groups. The difference

between the evaluation of their own oral and written performance is
relatively small. j
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Previous findings have indicated, nowever, that Filipinos are

concerned about their accent and feel that it has a detrimental effect

in their communications with Americans. Yet, here we observe that they

evaluate their own written and oral English performance similarly positively.

This finding may indicate that Filipinos do not consider their accent to

be a significant factor in evaluating their English language abilities.

From their angle, their pronunciation probably appears to be entirely

normal, although they recognize that it often creates problems

when speaking with their native American shipmates.

TABLE 21

OWN ABILITY TO EXPRESS IDEAS IN WRITTEN ENGLISH

Percentage of Group Giving Response

J Years 11-25 YearsResponse Recruits Service Service

Excellent 12 20 23

Good 70 64 51
Fair 18 15 25

Poor 1

Total Percentage 100 99 10

Total Number of 77 84 100
Respondents

The Filipino servicemen were also asked to evaluate their proficiency

in English in four main dimensions: vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation and

writing. A comparison of the results in Table 22 indicates that the

Filipinos evaluate their writing and vocabulary very positively, while

they are least positive about their pronunciation. The trends observed

across service years suggest that there is some perceived improvement in

vocabulary and grammar, but no apparent improvement in pronunciation. In

writing about 80% of the Filipinos evaluate themselves "good" or "excellent".

in pronunciation about half place themselves in the better and half in the
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poorer performance category. Considering that native English speakers

as well as those learning English as a second language usually rate their

performance in writing lower than their oral performance, the high self-

rating on writing reflects an unusual trend. This in turn underscores the
idea that the Filipinos appear to be substantially lower in self confidence

in respect to their spoken English.

TABLE 22

OWN PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR, PRONUNCIATION,

AND WRITING AS PERCEIVED BY FILIPINO SAMPLES

Vocabulary Grannmar Pronunciation Wri ng1-1 11
1-10 11-25 11- 11-25 1.-lO I 1 -25

Rec. 1 years years Rec. years year S years years Rec. year years

E_ ___ 11 en t 61 11 21 8 6 I1
Good 59 62 52 49 D 50 1 41 40 43 67 E 4I

Fair 38133 26 43 33I I43I 42 19 2

Poor 1 7 3 1 -

Percentaae QQ 100 100 10 0 1 O 00 10 100

Total resi, 79 i 84 100 79 84 85 99 791 II
The American servicemen were also asked to rate their Filipino ship-

mates' proficiency in English. As the percentages shown in Table 23

indicate, there is a remarkable degree of similarity between the Filipino

and American judgments, except that the Filipinos' own assessment tends

to be somewhat more favorable. Consistent with the Filipino self-

evaluation, the American servicemen judged Filipinos particularly
favorably in respect to their English writing and vocabulary, and rated
them lowest on their English pronunciation.
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These assessments appear to be fairly similar across service years.
In general, the recruit group tends to be somewhat more positive in its
evaluation than the groups with longer service experience. Although itI
is possible that the groups with different amounts of service experience _

use somewhat different subjective points of reference in their evaluation _

of the Filipino language performance, there appears to be a correspondence
in this respect with the Filipinos' own judgment as well. Neither the

= American nor the Filipino groups indicate a substantial improvement in
Filipino language proficiency as a function of time--despite the long
time span (0-25 years) examined. In this respect the comparison of the
native American is naturally less informative as there is no evidence

that American recruits made their judgments based on their experience
with Filipino recruits, or that the American servicemen with long years
of service made their judgments based on experience with Filipinos with
comparable long service years.

TABLE 23

FILIPINOS' PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR,
PRONUNCIATION, AND WRITING AS PERCEIVED BY AMERICAN SHIPMATES

V0c a b U-a ry Gr~nc r Pronunciato wrti ng
1-0 1-5 -1 1-2 110 11-25 111 1-5

Recd years years Re.years years 'RCC ye-ars yers ~c ~as'r
Excellent 5 20 11 11 163

_____51 41 4 ~w -

VOor 5121 10 7 19o 2 1 315 22 6 91

'twal i I tI
;hretceo_ 9 il I O10 1G 100 100 100 1CI

47s 51 41 i L7 50__ Q___ 50 36 47 '
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To determine the perceived importance and usefulness of English

language proficiency to the individual Filipinos we asked them to rank

several potential advantages. Four alternatives were offered which

appeared to be particularly critical from the angle of Filipino motivation:

1) better education, 2) more recognition, 3) improved interpersonal

relations, and 4) better life. Table 24 shows the ranks obtained by
these four alternatives (rank 1 being the most preferred alternative).

TABLE 24

FILIPINO RANKING OF ADVANTAGES OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROFICIENCY

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Find and use available
educational and career
opportunities more
effectively 2 2 1

Obtain better recognition for
one's personal qualities and
jskills 3 3 3

Establish better personal
relationships with people 1 1 2

Advance faster and have a
better life 4 4 4

The preference given to interpersonal relations indicates the importance

Filipinos assign to the social dimension. The recruits and the group with

medium length of service gave this social dimension the greatest weight.

The group with the longest years of service ranked "better education and

-: career" as the most important reason for acquiring English proficiency.

The alternative "more recognition" bears on the social, interpersonal
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dimension as well. Despite the high career inotivation of Filipinos,

"advancement, better life" received the lowest rank of the alternatives

considered.

ACCENT-A LIABILITY TO COW4UNICATIOR

Filipino servicemen were asked to indicate other problems which

make it difficult for Filipinos to talk with native English speakers.

Some of the alternative answers involved characteristic language problems,

while others referred to personality characteristics and attitudinal

dispositions. The results shown in Table 25 indicate that regardless of

length of service experience all three Filipino samples identified

"accent, mistakes in pronunciation" as the most salient communication

problem. Interestingly enough, the recognition of the seriousness of

this shortcoming increases with the length of the service experience.

The next most frequently mentioned problem was "lack of skill in expressing

ideas in English", a problem which appears to diminish in scope with the

length of service experience. The other alternatives involving personality

characteristics and attitudinal dispositions also receive considerable

attention: "lack of self-confidence", "lack of cotmn interest", and

"failure to get attention". This second group of react-ons akes it

apparent that the Filipinos view comunication failures in close relation-

ship to their human, social consequences.

iC



TABLE 25

PROBLEMS OF FILIPINOS IN COMMUNICATION AS PERCEIVED BY

FILIPJNJ RESPONDENTS

I 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ Recruits Service Service _

Lack of skill in expressing ideas in

English 24 22 15

Mistakes in pronunciation and accent 26 32 35

Failure to get attention 11 11 11

Limited ability to talk about questions

of interest 15 13 16

Lack of self-corfidence 16 17 20

Other 8 5 3

Total Percentace 100 100 100

Total number of responses 202 214 243

To approach the problem of communication from a different angle, we

asked Filipinos to indicate characteristics of people in the host

environment which are detrimental in communication. Thp question posed
was: "Based on your experiences, which of the following characteristics
of the native English speaker make talking with him difficult for the
average Filipino?"

The single most frequently mentioned problem was "impatience with
accent" (see Table 26). Again, the concern with this problem rather
than decreasing actually increases with the length of service; Filipinos

with longer service, rather than overcoming this problem, may become

increasingly aware of it or suffer increasingly from its consequences.
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The next two most frequently chosen items were "different concepts and

values" and "different views". The weight given to these responses shows

the Filipinos' awareness of the differences in cultural frames of

reference.

Another sizable response was "negative attitudes". This is a direct

reference to ethnocentrism, negative attitudes toward foreigners, Filipinos

in particular. Although the percentage accumulated by this reaction is

not particularly high, it is sizable enough to indicate that Filipinos

recognize ethnocentric attitudes as a serious communication problem.

TABLE 26

AMERICAN ATTITUDES AND DISPOSITIONS

DETRIMENTAL TO COMMUNICATION AS PERCEIVED BY FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Impatience with accent 19 22 27

Negative attitude 16 23 20

Narrow scope of interest 10 14 15

Different views 24 18 17

Different concepts and 25 18 17
values

Other 5 3 4

Total Percentage 99 98 100

Total Number of 184 209 253
Responses
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To evaluate communication with Filipinos from the angle of the native

American speaker, we asked the hnerican servicemen to rate their Filipino

shipmates on a few dimensions important to effective communication.

Table 27 shows that on three of the four dimensions the Americans rated

the Filipinos rather high. Close to 70-80% judged Filipinos as "good" to
"excellent" in "communicating experiences from their own culture," in

"understanding concepts like fairness or efficiency as Americans do,"

and in their "capability to relate to the interest of the average

American."

They evaluated Filipinos somewhat less favorably in respect to their

skills in expressing their ideas in English. Across the groups with

different service years there were only minor differences. As a relatively

weak but fairly consistent trend, the American recruits appear to be

more positive in their evaluation of Filipinos than Americans with longer

service experience.

FRIENDLINESS OF PEERS AND SUPERIORS

There were indications in the Human Resource Management Survey that

Filipinos have problems in interpersonal relations with their American peers.

This made it desirable to introduce a few auestions dealing with the inter-

action of Filipino servicemen with their social environment. Most of the

questions addressed interactions and relationships within the Navy in an

attempt to assess how Filipinos feel about Filipinos and Americans in their

social environment: how much contact they have with people, who initiates

these contacts, what is their nature, and how much do they trust others.

The results of the HRM survey had suggested that although Filipino

servicemen are fundamentally more satisfied than most with their life in

the U.S. Navy, they do live in a social climate which is less than

satisfactory. in the HRM survey Filipinos scored lowest on the question

"how friendly and approachable are people in your work group?" There

were some doubts about the interpretation of these low Filipino scores.

It was questionable who the Filipinos were thinking of as unfriendly and

hard to approach. Most likely they had their native American shipmates
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in mind, but it was also possible that they were thinking primarily of I
their superiors. Since a large percentage of Filipinos work with other

Filipinos as stewards and cooks, they could even have had some of their

Filipino co-workers in mind.

To clarify who the Filipinos actually feel are unfriendly and

unapproachable, we asked them about these groups of people individually.

As shown in Table 28, more than half of the respondents described other

Filipinos as very friendly and approachable, and most of the others

characterized them as "quite" friendly and approachable. The categories
denoting unfriendliness were used to a very limited extent. These results
show that Filipinos apparently do not have any contact problem with their

compatriots in general. While little research is needed to show that the

Filipinos get along well with each other to the point of forming small

segregated groups, the above finding does provide a certain baseline

against which the following data can be evaluated.

TABLE 28

FRIENDLINESS OF FILIPINO SHIPMATES AS PERCEIVED BY

FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 YearsRecruits Service Service

" 9ry much 57 43 56

wute 40 51 36

A little 3 5 6

NIot at all -1 2

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 77 83 100
Respondents
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The majority of Filipinos described their native American shipmates

as "quite" friendly and approachable (Table 29). This reflects a more

reserved position than the clearly positive alternative "very much,"

which attracted about 20-30% of the choices. About 20% of the respondents

chose the negative categories of "a little" or "not at all." The position

of the three service groups is closely similar on this question. However,

the group with the longest service experience does take a more optimistic

position about the friendliness and approachability of their American

shipmates.

TABLE 29

FRIENDLINESS OF AMERICAN SHIPMATES AS PERCEIVED

BY FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 20 22 32

Quite* 71 54 44

A little 6 22 22

Not at all 3 2 2

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 76 83 96
Respondents
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When asked how they felt about other native English-speaking people

in the service, their reactions, as shown in Table 30, parallel the

reactions of Filipinos to their American shipmates. This similarity

suggests that the Filipinos attribute similar attitudes and behavior to

their U.S.-born shipmates and to Americans in general. This may mean

that the experiences with their shipmates are generalized to a large extent.

TABLE 30

FRIENDLINESS OF OTHER AMERICANS IN THE SERVICE AS

PERCEIVED BY FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 21 20 31

Quite 59 60 48

A little 16 18 17

Not at all 4 1 4

Total Percentage 100 99 100

Total Number of 76 83 96
Respondents

Another group which deserves separate attention is made up of people

who occupy a higher position in the military hierarchy. Assessing a

person's attitude toward people in positions of cnmand and influence is

an interesting and somewhat delicate matter in any organization, military

or civilian. While an individual's relationship to his peers is frequently
viewed as a personal affa4-, his relationship to superiors is generally

viewed as an indication of his relationship to the given organizationi

or institution.
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To the question "how friendly and approachable are your superiors?"

the three groups responded fairly similarly. Table 31 shows that 75-90%

of the respondents characterized superiors as being "very" or "quite"

friendly and approachable. it is interesting and relevant to note that

Filipino servicemen consider their superiors more friendly and approachable

than their fellow shipmates or service people in general. The finding that

peers are considered less sociable than people in positions of power and

authority is somewhat surprising on at least two accounts. First, it is

contrary to common expectations as American servicemen generally consider

their peers to be more friendly and approachable than their superiors. ]
Forthermore, the Filipino characterization of superiors as friendly and

approachable does not support the assumption that Filipinos respond more

favorably out of fear. Their reactions convey the impression of closeness

and trust rather than distance and fear. The Filipino responses to the

next few questions support this same general impression.

TABLE 31

FRIENDLINESS OF SUPERIORS AS PERCEIVED BY FILIPINO E

RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 36 25 33

Quite 55 49 45

A little 8 23 19

Not at all 1 2 3

Total Percentage 100 99 100

Total Number of 75 83 96
Respondents
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ATTENTION FROM PEERS AND SUPERIORS

To assess how much attention ilipino servicemen feel they receive

from their social environment within and outside of the service, we asked

the question: "When you talk, to what extent do people listen?"

About 95% of the Filipino respondents reported that their Filipino

shipmates listen "very much" or "quite" a bit (see Table 32). This high

percentage is understandable considering that they are referring to their

own compatriots in equal position. This information offers again a

baseline for the comparison of reactions in attention received from

native American personnel.

TABLE 32

ATTENTION RECEIVED FROM FILIPINO SHIPMATES AS PERCEIVED

BY FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 53 36 56

Quite 43 57 38

A little 3 7 4

Not at all 1 -1

__. __I U
Total Percentage 100 100 99 

Total Number of 75 84 1 9 A
Respondents

A general comparison of the results shown in Tables 32 and 33

indicates that the Filipino servicemen feel that they receive substantially

less attention from their native American shipmates than from other Filipinos,

as reflected by the sizable drop in the "very much" category. Although the

group with longest se-'vice includes a higher percentage of respondents who

feel they are "very much" listened to, in general the Filipino groups

respond relatively similarly.
6
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TABLE 33

ATTENTION RECEIVED FROM AMERICAN SHIPMATES AS

PERCEIVEO BY FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 19 21 34

Quite 67 63 48

A little 14 14 17
Not at all - 1 -

Total Percentage 100 99 09

Total Number of 72 84 99
Respondents

This same question asked about Americans outside of the service tells

us how representative the American servicemen are of the American public

in general in the eyes of the Filipino servicemen. The results are shown

in Table 34.

TABLE 34

ATTENTION RECEIVED FROM AMERICANS IN GENERAL AS PERCEIVED BY
FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

Percentage of Group Giving Response
I

1-10 Years 1 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 12 14 32

Quite 66 64 49

A little 19 20 17

Not at all 3 1 1

Total Percentage 100 9999

Total Number of 73 83

Respondents
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The reactions reflecting the amount of attention received from

American shipmates and the Americans in general are closely similar,

although the general public received a slightly less favorable evaluation

than the shipmates (see Tables 33 and 34). The results support the

conclusion that the Filipino servicemen apparently view the American

public and American servicemen in a closely similar fashion, at least
in the context of sociability and attention. Furthermore, the Filipino

reactions support the previous observation that the treatment received

from native Americans as compared to their Filipino shipmates is viewed

as distinctly less favorable.

Next, we may explore to what extent this generalization applies to

superiors who predominantly have a U.S. background as well. The results

in Table 35 show that superiors are again evaluated more favorably than
American shipmates or the general public. About 85% of the respondents

said that superiors listen "very much" or "quite" a lot when they talk to

them. This finding supports previous observations that the Filipino

servicemen apparently feel more positively about their superiors' social

attitudes and behavior than those of their native American shipmates or

the public at large.

TABLE 35
ATTENTION RECEIVED FROM SUPERIORS AS PERCEIVED BY FILIPINO

RESPONDENTSU

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 33 25 45 =
Quite 51 58 40

A little 15 14 16
Not at all 1 2

Total Percentage 100 99 101 U

Total Number of 73 84 96
Respondents
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TRUST IN PEERS AND SUPERIORS

Another aspect of interpersonal relations involves trust, faith in

others, and relying on people's honesty, sincerity, good intentions.

In this respect we asked Filipinos to indicate the extent to which they

had confidence and trust in selected groups of people. About 50% of our
Filipino respondents stated that they had "very much" confidence and

trust in their compatriots serving in the Navy; about 45% stated that they
had "quite" a bit of confidence. The reactions, shown in Table 36, were

closely similar for all three service groups, with no indication that the

length of service has any effect on the level of confidence and trust

expressed.

TABLE 36

FILIPINOS' TRUST I!N FILIPINO SHIPMATE c

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 51 49 52

Quite 45 46 43
A little 4 5 4

Not at all - 1

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 75 84 97
Respondents

The situation apparently changes when dealing with confidence and

trust placed in native American shipmates.

Table 37 indicates that there is considerably less confidence and

trust expressed toward the American shipmates than toward their compatriots.
All three service groups heavily used the response "quite". Although this

=is in itself a favorable response, it may be somewhat questionable in

which sense it was actually used by the Filipinos who have a cultural
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tradit1i.n to avoid blunt expression of negative feelings. Those who

directly express lack of confidence and trust by using the responses
"a little" or "not at all" amount to an average of 15% for all three

service groups.

TABLE 37

FILIPINOS' TRUST IN AMERICAN SHIPMATES

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 11 25 29

Quite 74 60 53
A little 15 14 17

Not at all -

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 74 84 100
Respondents

A closely similar distribution of responses was obtained when

Filipinos were asked about American people in general (see Table 38).

Actually the negative responses slightly increased. Little or no confidence

was expressed by about 20% of the respondents. This suggests that the

Filipino servicemen trust people outside the service a little less than

they trust their American shipmates. The differences between service

groups are small. The percentage of respondents expressing "very much"

confidence in the American people was highest in the group with longest

service and lowest with recruits.
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TABLE 38

FILIPINOS' TRUST IN AMERICAN PEOPLE IN GENERAL

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Recruits Service Service

Very much 11 17 24
Quite 70 61 55
A little 18 20 14

Not at all 2 6

Total Percentage 100 100 99

Total Number of 73 84 98
Respondents j

Attitudes expressed toward superiors were again very favorable

(see Table 39). Compared to native American shipmates and people out-

side the service, superiors received the highest percentage of reaction

showing "very much" confidence and trust, and the least percentage

indicating no confidence and trust. These observations reinforce the

previous observations that the Filipino servicemen apparently feel a

closer and more positive relationship to their superiors than to their

American shipmates or people outside of the service.
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TABLE 39

FILIPINOS' TRUST IN SUPERIORS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years __

Recruits Service Service

Very much 43 24 40
Quite 51 58 44
A little 6 17 14 _-

Not at all 1 2

Total Percentage 100 100 IUu

Total Number of 72 83
Respondents

SOCIAL INTERACTION AND ATTITUDES

To obtain another glimpse into the relationship of American and -
Filipino servicemen we asked who initiates conversation. Between people

of equal social standing it would be natural to expect that the number of
occasions when each party starts the conversation would be equal. A
deviation from this one-to-one ratio is likely to reflect on the
inequality of social relations. Thus, we asked the Filipino service-

men the following question: "In your observation, in non-service-related
communications between Filipinos and native English speakers, who starts

the conversation most often?"

The results in Table 40 suggest that Filipinos generally expect the

American servicemen to initiate a conversation in a ratio of about 6:4.

Although this ratio is not excessively imbalanced, it suggests that tne
Filipinos perceive the situation as socially unequal and take it for

1ranted that American shipmates initiate conversations.
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TABLE 40

BETWEEN AMERICAN AND FILIPINO SERVICEMEN WHO INITIATES

CONVERSATION

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Group Recruits Service Service

Americans 61 57 59

Filipinos 39 43 41

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of
Respondents 75 77 96

To provide a proper reference point, and to ascertain that this

finding does not reflect a generalized cultural expectation that the

other party should always initiate conversation, we also asked Filipinos

about their conversations with other Filipinos.

The results in Table 41 indicate here a reversed trend. Although the

group with medium (1-10 years) length of service shows a 50/50 ratio of

expectations, the majority of Filipinos state that in most contacts they

themselves initiate the conversation.

TABLE 41

BETWEEN YOU AND OTHER FILIPINOS WHO STARTS

CONVERSATION

Percentage of Group Giving Response

1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Response Recruits Service Service

You 66 50 66

They 34 50 34

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 71 78 1O0
Respondents
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__ This supports our tentative conclusion. The fact that Filipinos

expect American servicemen to initiate coversation is apparently not aI matter of cultural passivity or lack of initiative but appears to be
specific to American-Filipino interpersonal relations. It suggests that
the relationship between American and Filipino servicemen is unbalanced,

unequal, at least as perceived by the Filipinos.

To determine the relative number and nature of contacts between

American and Filipino servicemen, a few specific questions were asked

-= about their contacts. American servicemen were asked how often they had

talked with Filipinos during the last year. The results shown in Table 42

suggest that the frequency of contacts depends to a considerable extent on
length of service. While about a third of the American recruits reported

"frequent" talks with Filipinos, more than two-thirds of the Americans with
medium and long years of service reported having frequent talks with Filipinos.
The average length of these conversations was estimated by American recruits

to be about 15 minutes, by servicemen with medium length of service about

half an hour, and by servicemen with long service about 25 minutes.

TABLE 42
AMERICANS' ESTIMATE OF HOW OFTEN THEY TALK WITH FILIPINOS

Percentage of Group Giving Response

Response Recruits 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
RepneService Service

Frequently 33 69 69

Seldom 40 31 29

Never 27 0 2

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total Number of 48 49 51
Respondents
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The American servicemen were asked to describe the nature of their

conversation with Filipinos as (a) official and service-related, (b) personal,

service-related, or (c) personal, social. The distribution of responses

varied considerably, depending on the length of service (see Table 43).

The majority of contacts were characterized as "personal, social" by the

recruit group and also by the group with medium length of service. At

the same time the relative majority (38%) of conversations reported by the

-= group with long service experiences were characterized as "official and

service-related."

TABLE 43

AMERICANS' DESCRIPTION OF CONVERSATION WITH FILIPINOS

IPercentage of Group Giving Response
1-10 Years 11-25 Years

Response Recruits Service Service

Official and service-
related 2 26 38

Personal, service-related 34 30 34

Personal, social 64 44 28

Total Percentage 100 100 100

Total number of responses 44 66

About the actual topic of these conversations, a list of alternatives

was offered from which the American respondent selected those relevant to

his experiences. Table 44 gives the percentage of servicemen who reported

discussing each subject matter with their Filipino shipmates. The tabula-

tion lists the various topics in descending order by the amount of attention

they received. Because some respondents chose several topics, the

percentages total well over 100.
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TABLE 44

TOPICS DISCUSSED WITH FILIPINOS AS REPORTED BY AMERICAN

RESPONDENTS

Percertage of Group Discussing Topic

Topics of Recruits 1-10 Years 11-25 Years
Conversation Service Service

Life conditions in the 60 66 75
Philippines

Philippine way of life 60 63 69

Philippine customs 47 64 67

Their image of the 58 64 61
American way of life

Their image of the U.S. 53 59 53

History of the Philippines 13 33 45

Philippine art 7 26 27

Total Number of Respondents 45 47 51

The distribution of interest for the three service groups appears to

be similar. The intensity of interest or the opportunity for discussion

seems to increase with the length of service.

As Filipinos are culturally predisposed to avoid direct expressions

of negative feelings, the problems in interpersonal relations may become

more apparent from the comparison of their attitudes expressed toward

various groups. Their above average positive attitudes toward the

Navy as an institution and toward commanders and superiors place their less

enthusiastic reactions toward their peers into a more meaningful perspective.

Our questionnaire results have shown that Filipinos feel their superiors

are more friendly and approachable than their American shipmates; they

also feel that they receive more attention from their superiors thanl from

their shipmates and they expressed more confidence and trust in thei-

superiors than in their shipmates. Thus our questionnaire data support

the results of the Human Resources Management Survey, and other categories

of information gathered in this study support this same general conclusion

as well.
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Particularly the attitude data obtained from the connotation task

bear clearly on this point. The connotation task was used to avoid

asking people directly about their feelings and attitudes. In the

connotation task respondents are asked to indicate the degree to which a

word is generally understood as having favorable or unfavorable connotation.

Previous investigations have shown that this task produces valid information

on people's actual attitudes (Szalay, Bryson 1974). Table 45 shows

connotation scores obtained from the American and Filipino samples on a

number of themes representing superiors (Commander, Navy) as well as peers

(Shipmates, Friends). BOSS and MAN OF AUTHORITY were also included here

because their cultural meanings, as inferred from word associations,

indicate that the Filipino servicemen think apparently of these nonmilitary

themes mainly in the context of the Naval hierarchy. These data lend some

additional support to the observation that, compared to the American

respondents, the Filipinos have more positive attitudes toward the Navy

as an institution and its high ranking officers, while they are somewhat

less positive toward their peers.

The attitudes of the American servicemen are just the reverse. They

show a much more positive attitude toward their peers than toward their

superiors, the command structure of the Navy. The contrast between he

American and Filipino servicemen is particularly strong in attitudes

toward superiors. On peers, particularly on SHIPMATES, the difference is

small, at least as it appears at first sight. However, these results do

not show whether Filipinos use SHIPMATE to denote: their Filipino

compatriots or their American shipmates. These two referents have an

equal probability to occur for Filipinos, but, as the questionnaire data

have already indicated, Filipino attitudes toward these two groups are

quite different. To offer a quick comparison from a different angle, we

have included attitude data obtained on AMERICANS and FILIPINOS in this

table. As expected, the Filipinos show more positive attitudes toward

FILIPINOS than toward AMERICANS. The difference becomes relatively small,

however, if we compare it with the very sizable difference which emerges

between the Americans' highly positive evaluation of themselves and their

neutral evaluation of FILIPINOS. This difference appears to be at the
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very heart of the interpersonal problems. While Filipinos show more positive

attitudes, the attitude of American shipmates toward them may be generally

characterized as basically neutral reflecting little appreciation or

personal interest. The Filipinos are apparently sensitive Lo this lack of

interest and they suffer from the meagerness of personal contacts and

relationships with their American shipmates. This creates a natural

feeling of ambivalence which is likely to be responsible for the unusual

observation that the Filipinos show more positive attitudes toward

their superiors than toward their peers which is in clear contrast to the

American frame of refdrence.

This brings us back to the problem of how much we can take the

positive attitudes expressed by the Filipinos toward superiors at their

face value. These positive attitudes have emerged in response to a

broad variety of questions with high consistency. But skeptics may argue

that consistency of overt responses to direct questions is in itself no
proof: If a culture group is taught to make positive statements irrespective_

of their actual feelings, then consistency is no indication that the
stated feelings are genuine. To resolve this dilerma, the word association
method was used because it does not rely on direct questioning but infers

feelings and attitudes from the spontaneously produced flow of verbal

-associations.
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IMAGES OF SELF AND OTHERS

The following results show the images and meanings of Filipino and

American Navy men. These images and meanings emerge from the analysis of

their spontaneous free word associations. From a large number of themes

used in this study, the following eight involve images: self images,

images of each other, images of peers and superiors, social frame of

reference. These images offer mosaic pieces of a broader picture of social

relations; they convey certain consistent trends which suggest character-

isti' cultural priorities, salient dimensions of the social frame of

reference.
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IF
AMER I CAN

The "Whites, Blacks, Indians" component is particularly strong in the

Filipinos' image of Americans. This suggests a greater awareness of racial

diversity and stronger sensitivity to racial problems. For the American

servicemen this component is less salient and has a somewhat different

focus. Their heavy references to Indians probably has more historical and

symbolic roots. The Filipinos pay considerable attention to the physical

characteristics of Americans, particularly their size ("Tall, Powerful").

This strong attention to size has been observed in a previous study in

which Koreans also showed a keen awareness of such differences in respect to

their image of Americans (Szalay et al. 1971). The psychological consequences

of this emphasis on large size may deserve special attention, particularly

in light of Adlerian psychology. "Good, Friendly" and "Prejudice,

Discrimination" components reflect affects and evaluations. The Filipino I
reactions are substantially stronger in expressing both positive and

negative feelings toward Americans. The negative feelings are apparently

related to racial problems.

The most salient component in the American self image is "Patriotism,

Citizenship." The American servicemen's responses convey a stronger

patriotic conrftation (flag, home). The Filipino reactions are less salient

and convey a different undertone (e.g., citizen). The "Tradition, Heritage"

component also carries some patriotic connotations but the main focus is on

the past. There is a particularly strong American emphasis in the ideal

of freedom. It is interesting to note that democracy was mentioned only

by the Filipino servicemen. The "Country, Government" component reflects

the attention given to political, social organizations. The American u
servicemen think primarily of country and government, while the Filipinos U
think more of society and nation.
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A4

FILIPINO

The Filipinos' self image has a particularly salient component dealing
with racial characteristics: "Brown, Race, Oriental." Their references

to body size, small, short, seem to underline a feeling of racial self

awareness. The Filipinos also stress their country of origin and their

citizenship. Many positive personal characteristics are mentioned in the

components "Good, Friendly" and "Brave, Proud.' Being friendly and hospitable

is a particularly salient quality in the Filipino self image. They also

describe themselves as "Intelligent, Smart."

The American servicemen placed strongest emphasis on the general
human dimension, "People, Men, Women" in their image of Filipinos. The

American emphasis on the foreign origin and culture of Filipinos reflects

a strong awareness of differences. The "Language, Accent" component

conveys the idea that there is a problem in cornication. The heavy

American references to language and accent seem to indicate that the

English language as spoken by Filipinos is of some concern to their native
American shipmates. The strong "Cooks, Food" component shows that American

servicemen think of Filipinos in terms of the roles mst frequently assigned

to Filipinos in the Navy.
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ME

"I, Myself," the strongest component for both groups, reflects the

emphasis placed on.the self as an individual person. It is remarkable that

the Filipino groups outscore the American, as in all previous crosscultural

comparisons on this concept, the Americans have scored higher. This dimension

is usually interpreted as reflecting an egocentric, individualistic self

image. The Americans view themselves in juxtaposition to others ("You,

They, Others") to a much greater extent than the Filipinos do. The Filipinos

show a stronger awareness of their sex role, of being a man, whereas the

family role, "Father, Husband" apparently carries more weight in the self
image of the American servicemen. While the two groups pay about equal

attention to their physical characteristics ("Fat, Handsome"), the Filipinos

show slightly more emphasis on their race and nationality.

One of the largest components for both groups contains references to

positive personality and social characteristics which Americans and Filipinos

attribute to themselves. While there is much agreement on the larger

responses, the Filipinos tend to emphasize attributes relevant to inter-
personal relations, such as helpful, kind, honest, humble, respectful.

The Filipinos make slightly more references to intellectual characteristics.

These same trends emerged in the context of another stimulus aimed at

assessing self image: I AM. In this context the juxtaposition of self to

others (e.g., a "You, Others" component) did not emerge. However, some

interesting negative characteristics not evident in their responses to ME did
come out in their complet; n of the phrase I AM ... References to negative

physical states such as tired, sick, hungry, and to personal problems, sad,
lonely, were more numerous from the American groups (11' of American

responses, 3% of Filipino).
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INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS _
First, it must be pointed out that INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS is one _

of the six words which was not presented to the Filipinos in English. The

Filipino grou-ps responded to PAKISAMA, a broadly used Tagalog concept

which carries a highly culture-specific meaning and is not readily

translatable. The American groups responded to INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS,

the closest available translation equivalent.

"Love, Sex" is the strongest meaning component for the Americans.

The American emphasis on love apparently carries strong sexual connotations

not shared by the Filipinos. The Filipino meaning of interpersonal relations

centers on friendship rather than love. The "Friends, Companions"

component is several times stronger for Filipinos; this ratio is indicative U
of the salience Filipinos assign to friendship. The Filipinos also

emphasize the importance of being "Helpful, Cooperative." Their concept

of interpersonal relations implies a strong feeling of "Togetherness, I
Unity." The "Neighbors, Shipmates" component reveals the categories of

people Filipinos think cff in the context of interpersonal relations. I
The Americans place more emphasis on communication and understanding.

The component "Bad, Needed" conveys the idea that in the American
U

interpretation, interpersonal relations can be both positive and negative.

The low score achieved by Filipinos on this component, combined with

their strong emphasis on the "Good" component, indicates that the

connotation of this concept for Filipinos is predominantly positive.

Finally, it should be noted that the scoreaccumulated by the

Filipino responses is one and a half times larger than the total score

of the American reactions. The difference is indicative of the high

cultural dominance of this concept for Filipinos.
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°M

FR IENDS_

The largest component for both culture groups consists of various

categories of people identified as friends: "Buddies, Shipmates." In

the "People" component, the Filipinos give more specific and differentiated

responses while the American servicemen mention people in general. Boy

and girl and man and woman convey the idea of friendship between the sexes.

References to Americans and Filipinos reflect emphasis on ties across

national lines.

The description most frequently used by the Filipinos for friends is

good, but they also describe friends as bad. These reactions reflect an -a

important cultural difference in the Filipino and American concept of

friendship. In less mobile, more traditional societies, friendship is

viewed as a lasting tie, a connection which people maintain even if the

relationship becomes tense or disadvantageous. For Americans friendship

is more transient, more functional in the sense that people are friends

only if they meet the positive criteria of friendship and serve

effectively in a particular role (e.g., companionship, entertainment).

It has value only if the personal ties are purely favorable and positive.

For Americans the idea of bad friends does not exist; they speak instead

of enemy. The "Fun, Happiness" component represents the entertainment

dimension of friendship. Interestingly, this component is twice as
strong for Americans, indicating that in the American cultural context
friendship is strongly associated with entertainment and leisure. The

Americans also put greater emphasis on the need for having friends

("Needed, Important); perhaps the Filipinos make fewer references to

need because for them friendship is less a matter of preference and
family members and relatives fulfill these same needs.
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SHIPMATE

"Friend, Buddy," the most salient component for both groups, is much

stronger for the American servicemen. While the American responses focus

on friendship, the Filipino reactions contain an additional element

referring to the idea of living together: bunkmate, neighbor. The pre-

dominantly Filipino compc-nt "Togetherness, Understanding" further

reinforces the importance Filipinos place on living together. References

by both groups to "Navy, Sailor" are closely similar. The customary

American emphasis on the job and on working together is reflected in the

component "Work, Worker." The American servicemen have almost exclusively

American shipmates in mind whereas for the Filipinos SHIPMATE refers to

both Filipinos and Americans, including Whites, Blacks, and Mexicans. The

stronger Filipino characterizations of their shipmates as g and helpful

on the one hand and as bad and hateful on the other indicates that SHIPMATE

is a somewhat ambivalent, emotion-laden issue for Filipinos. This emphasis

on evaluations, especially on the negative side, is unusual for the

Filipinos and may be explained by the fact that they are referring to their

American shipmates as well as to other Filipinos.

I
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II
COMMANDER

"Boss, Leader" and "Officers, Rank" are particularly salient
Ki components by both American and Filipino service groups. The reactionsIsubsumed under these components are quite similar, and they reflect

only a slightly stronger emphasis on leadership and rank by the American

group. A few of these reactions, such as the Filipinos' reference to

"head," reflect a differential cultural emphasis. As previously observed,
the American group makes more references to the Navy, while the Filipinos
are predisposed to speak of the military in more general terms.

More distinct differences are observable in the "Auti.ority,

Power" copponent, which reflects a substantially stronger Filipino

emphasis on the authority-based foundation of leadership. The component

"Good, Smart" again shows a stronger Filipino emphasis on positive

characteristics of social, interpersonal relevance.

Ej
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BOSS
"Head, Leader" is the strongest single component by both culture

groups; nonetheless, its salience is distinctly greater for the Filipino
group than for the American. The Filipinos think Particularly vividly

of head and manager.

Two components on which the American group place somewhat more

emphasis are "Job, Work" and "Man, Me." "Job, Work" shows the frequently

observed American emphasis on job, work, money and pa. "Man, Me"

apparently becomes stronger for the American group because of their

numerous references to family roles, the relationship of husband and

wife. Tne Filipinos again score somewhat higher than the Americans on

"Authority, Power." A similar, but more articulate emphasis is based

on elevated social positions by references "Superior, Highest."

The category "Good, Understanding" reflects the slightly stronger

Filipino emphasis on certain social qualities and suggests a somewhat

more positive evaluation of BOSS.
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The concepts chosen rro the area of interpersonal relations

represent self and national images, the images of peers and superiors.

The results emerging from the American and Filipino reactions indicate
several trends consistent with the observations made previously in the

context of service-related themes. U
The reactions to the theme INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS are indicative of S

general cultural dispositions. The Filipinos place considerable emphasis

on INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS (pakikisumal which influences the meaning of I
several themes, such as FRIENDSHIP, the natioral self image (FILIPINO),

and the individual self image (ME) as well. The sizable difference in
dominance scores is a clear indication of the greater Filipino attention I
given to this theme. In contrast to the sex- and family-oriented American

interpretation, the Filipinos capitalize on friendship, togetherness, I
help, and cooperation. The Filipino emphasis is clearly on social attributes

and social cohesion.

These same attributes and values are reflected in the Filipino self

and national images as well. The Filipinos characterize themselves I
individually as helpful, responsible, good and kind, and in their national

self image these social attributes---good, helpful, honest, loyal,
hospitable, kind---are sidlarly predominant.; This indicates that the

Filipinos view themselves in terms of social characteristics relevant to

interpersonal relations. A second important couonent of the Filipino

national self i:age involves racial identity. Not only do they make -
heavy references to Malaysian, Filipino, Asian, and other labels with

ethnic-racial connotations---but several of the physical attri utes--brown,

shor, sall blck air-.-lsounderline characteristics with strongU
racial implications.3

These and other reactions indicate a high level of racial awareness u
and sensitivity. They look at themselves and at their American hosts in

terms of certain contrasts---short-tall, brown-wite, small-big. Both
their individual and national self images eqhasize qualities like pride

and bravery, along such sociable qualities as friendly, good, kind, help-U
ful and loyal. The emphasis on sociable behavior is consistent with
strong enphasis on friendship and good interpersonal relations. This

st g e i on i
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sociability syndrome combined with their racial awareness and sensitivity
creates a social frame of reference which deserves attention.

The Filipinos' image of the AMERICAN further underlines their disposition
to view people in terms of racial identity and social attributes. In their
image of Americans, White, Black, Indian, and Mexican racial identifications
are particularly salient, together with heavy general references to race

and nationality, and to a lesser extent to prejudice. The second largest

group of references involves again social attributes---good, helpful,

friendly---although the weight of these social character> ';ics is

substantially less than the weight of similar reactions used to describe
themselves, their own group. The prevalence of social, interpersonal
value considerations in the Filipino frame of reference is particularly
articulate in comparison with the lower attention paid by the American

groups to the social, interpersonal dimension.

All four themes dealing with interpersonal relations and images show
higher dominance score. for the Filipinos than for the Americans, indicating
the greater subjective importance of these themes to Filipinos. The four

themes dealing with peers and superiors present a somewhat more diverse

picture.

In the context of FRIEND th.: Filipinos are fairly consistent in
their emphasis on social interpersonal attributes such as good, kind, nice,

helpful. Filipinos also make more references to the race and national
background of friends.

In the context of SHIPMATE, reactions like good and loyal as well

as the emphasis on togetherness and physical proximity still convey a

social, interpersonal focus, but the salience of the social attributes
is sonewhat lower here. The ethnic-racial distinctions made between
American and Filipino shipmates are quite strong and apparently conse-

quential in the sense discussed previously.

The roles of COMMANDER and BOSS, used to represent superiors, show

no differentiation along racial or national identity, but a strong

emphasis on social attributes, such as good, kind, helpful, friendly.
It is complemented by the Filipino emphasis on authority, accompanied by

predominantly positive feelings. These observations are in agreement with
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the questionnaire findings on the Filipinos' positive attitudes toward

leadership. A distinctly positive attitude toward authority appears to

be a common core to these diverse findings. The spontaneity of the

reactions underlying these findings suggests that the Filipino's attitudes

toward leadership are genuine. They see their superiors not only as
intellectually competent but also as natural leaders, distinguished by -

such positive social qualities as being good, friendly, understanding.

These qualities spontaneously emerge as a part of the global image. They

do not suggest any fear or exaggerated social distance but a natural
approval of leadership and authority.

The Filipino emphasis on social, interpersonal relations and on

racial and national characteristics are two other consistent trends. It

is quite apparent that the social and racial factors interact and reinforce

each other. As the results indicate, they have produced with the Filipino
servicemen a social frame of reference characterized by strong sensitivities

in the field of interpersonal relations.
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PART !11. CULTURAL DISTANCE AND ADAPTATION

Beyond the extensive details obtained on specifics, it
is relevant to ask how great is the cultural distance between
Filipino and American servicemen in general, and how does
this distance change as a result of the influences of the
American environment? The Filipino recruits who have just
arrived in the United States can be accepted as genuine
representatives of the Filipino culture. A comparison of
Filipino and American recruit groups reflects cultural
differences in their actual proportions. The groups with
medium and long service experiences are compared to assess
whether the U.S. service experiences reduce the cultural
distance originally measured between recruits. The comparison
of the medium and long service groups with the recruits is
used to show the extent to which Naval service affects
Filipinos and Americans. The results bear on little known
dimensions of cultural distance and change.

Cultural distance and change are unobservable and not readily

accessible to empirical quantification. Those directly involved in the

cross cultural process are frequently overwhelmed by the intangible

nature and depth of the problem. For those inclined toward introspection

the subject becomes particularly fascinating as well as frustrating---

fascinating by its depth and implications, frustrating by its evasiveness.

-The frustration grows as well realize that the process is much too

subtle to be traced by introspection.

The following attempt to reconstruct and map the process of cultural

adaptation may appear to be hopelessly ambitious to those with first-hand

experience and meaningless to the inexperienced.

The approach used in the present investigations relies on the

recognition that word associations are sensitive indicators of priorities,

perceptions, and evaluations. Since cultural adaptation involves changes

in these variables, these changes should be identifiable from differences
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Iin word associations produced in various phases of the adaptation process.
Word associations offer a useful approach for more than one reason. 7hey

can be elicited from a broad range of concepts systematically selected to

cover a variety of the main domains of the frames of reference (Szalay,

Maday 1973). Furthermore, word associations offer spontaneous reactions

relatively free of rational control. Finally, they are readily available

in large numbers when used on group basis.

The Associative Group Analysis method has been adapted to measure

psychocultural distance based on the similarity of hundreds of thousands

of word associations elicited from cultural samples (Appendix 2). ThisI approach assumes that the closer the agreement in the word associations

produced by culture groups, the smaller is their psychocultural distance

(Szalay and Bryson 1973).

The present study used two distance measures. The major one is the

coefficient of similarity (Pearson's coefficient of correlation) which

measures the similarity between response distributions produced by two
groups to the same or translation-equivalent stimulus words. The more the
high frequency responses produced by one group correspond co those produced

by the other, and the more the low frequency responses produced by one

group are the same as the low frequency responses produced by the other,

F the greater their similarity and the less their distance (see Appendix 2).

K The second distance measure is based on dominance scores, which

*reflect the number of responses produced (see Appendix 2). As
K past experiments have demonstrated (Noble 1952; Szalay 1967), the number

of responses a group produces to a particular word is a valid indicator

of how meaningful, how psychologically important that word is for them.

As the dominance scores inform us on the importance of themes, a correlation

of dominance scores obtained from two groups across a broad variety of

stimulus themes offers an empirical measure of the extent to which the

groups agree in their priorities. The reliability and validity of these

measures is discussed in Appendix 2).

Along the line of our present interest, these distance measures hive

two main applications. The comparison of American and Filipino groups in
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their perceptions and evaluations bears directly on the question of psycho-

cultural distance. A comparison of the groups representing different
lengths of service, on the other hand, may be used for measuring changes
produced by different experiences. For instance, a comparison of American
recruits and American servicemen who have long service experiences suggests
the possibility to explore how Naval service affects men; how it changes
their priorities, per-eptions, and evaluations. This utilization,
which measures the distance between groups similar in background but
different in experiences provides a n opportunity to study changes in
depth. In the framework of the present study two types of changes are
particularly relevant. One is the effects of Naval service on native -I
American servicemen; the ocner is how Filipino servicemen change due to the I
influences of the U.S. Naval environment. U

I
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EFFECTS OF NAVAL SERVICE ON AMERICAN SERVICEMEN

Although the Filipino Naval personnel and their cultural adaptation are

in the focus of interest, a comparison of the American groups with short,

medium and long service time offers useful background information.

First, in view of the novelty of the measures and the lack of

criterion measures for validation, the above comparison offers an opportunity

to explore the validity of the distance measures along certain assumptions.

It is compelling to assume that there will be less distance between groups

with short and medium service time and also between groups with medium

and long service time than between groups with short and long service time.

This assumption can be readily tested by using the distance measures.

Second, the distance measured among the American service groups with

different lengths of service informs us on the rate and scope of

institutional influences on American servicemen. This provides a meaning-

ful baseline against which to compare the information obtained on the

Filipino service groups and their adaptation to Naval service and the

American way of life.

Using the various analytic techniques available we can examine the

changes at several levels. At the level of detailed specifics we may

explore how the group's images and meanings change. For instance, how

does their image of the Navy change? What particular components increase

or decrease in salience as a result of their service experience? At the

other extreme, we can concentrate on the overall amount of change and find

a single numerical value to express it. Such a value can be obtained based

on the distances measured between groups along a broad variety of domains

representing important dimensions of their frames of referene. Finally,

we can explore the most salient dimensions of change---in other words,

what particular domains (education, work, family) show the greatest

increase or decrease as a result of experiences in the service.

_ I
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As our interest is focused on Filipino Naval personnel, we have

included here only one example of American changes: their image of the

Navy. Figure 17 shows the main components of perceptions and evaluations

reproduced from the reactions of the three American service groups:

recruits, Navy men with one to ten years' experience, and Navy men with

eleven to twenty-five years' experience. The procedure used in this

analysis represents an adapted form of content analysis described in

Appendix 2. The differences in the salience of the various components

reflect on the changes produced in the image of the Navy by service experi-

ences. The changes are discussed on the page opposite Figure 17.
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NAVY

The tabulation of the responses was organized to show on the left

side the components which decreased over time and on the right side the

components which increased as a result of military service.

The attention paid to "Education, Training" showed a gradual decrease.

This indicates that the opportunities offered by the Navy in the field

of occupational training and education have a great appeal during the

early years of the service. Later the attention paid to educational

opportunities decreases sharply. The two components on the top of the
right column show a marked increase. "Job, Work, Career" capitalizes on
the employment aspect of the Naval service. Practically all the reactions

in this category increased gradually in salience. These changes suggest

that with growing service years and experience the salience of the job

aspect gradually increases. Similarly "Ships, Planes" acquired greater

weight in the Navy image by the service groups with medium or long service

experiences. On some of the other components, such as "Military,

Security" or "Good, Fun" there were some chenges, but the changes do not

show a linear trend.

The example of NAVY is used to illustrate that specific single

images undergo considerable changes during the service years. These

changes involve a marked increase in the salience of some components

and a fading away or decrease of others. What appears to be the decisive

factor is how service experiences support or weaken original subjective

concerns and interests.
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Changes in the Overall Frame of Reference

The following analysis aims at a numerical expression of the amount

of change. We were interested in two dimensions: changes in perceptions

and evaluations, and changes in priorities.

Similarity in Perceptions and Evaluations. The rationale of the

approach can be readily illustrated using the example of NAVY as a point

of departure. The differences in the ractions of the American service

groups with varying amounts of service experience showed changes in the _

specific elements of their perceptions and evaluation of the Navy. The

following analysis is not concerned with specific changes but rather with

the amount of change. The amount of change can be measured by the coeffi-

cient of similarity, a Pearsonian coefficient of correlation with values

ranging between +1.0 and -1.0 (see Appendix 2). The more the groups give

the same high and the same low frequency responses, the closer the similarity

coefficient gets to the theoretical maximum of +1.0. The coefficients

expressing the relationship of the American groups in their image of NAVY

are shown in Table 45.

TABLE 45

SIMILARITY OF AMERICAN SERVICE GROUPS IN THEIR iMAGE OF THE NAVY

Recruits/ 11-25 years/ 11-25 years/
1-10 years Recruits 1-10 years

oefficient of Similarity .75 .78 .84

As discussed elsewhere (Appendix 2), there is a certain heterogeneity

within groups. Consequently, the intragroup similarity practically never

reaches the highest theoretical maximum of +1.0. Thus, the coefficients in

Table 45 indicate a high level of agreement. The similarity is particularly

close between the groups of medium (1-10) and long (11-25) years service.

As will become apparent later, this trend is fairly consistent: it shows

that the second period of service represented by the difference between

medium and long service experiences produces less change than the first
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period rqpresented by the comparison between the recruits and the group

with medium length of service.

The image of the NAVY was used to illustrate the idea of measuring I
the similarity between groups on selected themes. By applying this same

technique to a wide variety of stimulus themes, we can measure distance

and change on a broad basis and identify more generic trends. The more

diverse the themes and the more systematically they are selected to

represent the most salient domain of the groups' frames of reference, the

closer the measurements will reflect the overall distance of the groups

-and their changes over time.

The similarity coefficients obtained between the three American

service groups on all the stimulus themes used in the present study can

be found in Appendix 3 (Table 1). The presentation is organized so

that the stimulus words used in the representation of a particular domain

are grouped together, and their mean value is used to indicate the distance

characteristic of the groups in the selected domains.

The variation of similarity scores obtained on individual themes is

fairly large. They range from a low of .16 (recruit vs. long service

group on stimulus theme CAR) to a high of .95 (medium and long service

groups on MOTHER). The range of variation observed for domains is naturally

somewhat narrower, from .55 ("INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS") to .84 ("RELIGION").

These fairly broad variations indicate that the Naval experience has a

differential impact on the various domains of life. In other words, the

service has more influence in certain domains and less in others.

To obtain an overview helpful in the identification of main trends, it

is informative to explore the similarity coefficients at the level of

domains as shown in Table 46.
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TABLE 46

SIMILARITY OF AMERICAN SERVICE GROUPS IN THE 14 DOMAINS STUDIED

Mean Coefficient of Similarity

Recruits/ Recruits/ 1-1 0 years/

Domains 1-10 years 11-25 years 11-25 years

"FAMILY" .78 .75 .86

"FRIENDS" .65 .57 .69

"SOCIETY" .61 .65 .68
"SEX" .80 .69 .83

"MONEY" .74 .70 .80

"WORK" .81 .76 .84

"EDUCATION" .70 .66 .74

"HEALTH" .68 .65 .77

"RELIGION" .87 .84 .91

"SERVICE" .82 .80 .83

"NAVY" .77 .68 .84

"RECREATION" .61 .53 .74

"SELF IMAGE" .67 .58 .68

"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" .63 .47 .54

Overall Mean .74 .68 .78

The similarity coefficients presented in this table are means

obtained by z transformation. They were calculated over six themes

per domain. The average number of different responses per theme is

about 160 in these comparisons. The total number of pairs of

observations is about N=960.
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There are two major trends which are particularly relevant. The first

involves the relationship between time and change. In 13 out of the 14

comparisons greater difference in time was shown to result in greater

distance. The recruits and groups with long (11-25 years) service are

furthest apart in terms of service experiences and they were also found to

be the least similar in their perceptions and evaluations. This trend is

-=observable with a high degree of consistency. Only the domain "SOCIETY"

deviated slightly from the general trend that the greater differences in

service experience result in greater distance in perceptions and evaluations.

-he second observation bears on the question in which phase of the

service do the most changes occur. The differences in service years

between the recruits and the group with medium (1-10 years) service are

about the same as the difference in years between the medium (1-10 years)

service and long (11-25 years) service groups. Thus, these two comparisons

involve little difference in service years but they bear on two different

phases of service experiences. The results indicate that there is consistently

more similarity between-the medium and long service groups than between

the recruits and the group with medium length of service. This indicates

that the first phase of Naval service produces more intensive changes

in their frames of reference than does the second phase. In other words, U
the role of the Navy in shaping frames of reference is apparently stronger,

more intensive in the earlier than in the later period. These conclusions

call for further refinement. By using adequate controls it requires

experimental clarification of how much this process can be attributed to

the Navy and how much does it reflect simply on the process of human M

development. Furthermore, it is desirabie to use more sample groups in

order to trace the effects in shorter time periods.

The above findings on the American service groups are helpful in

placing the change process in proper perspectives. In general, the

results showing close relationship between time and change are not

startling or unexpected. From a methodological angle, they demonstrate

the capability to measure psychological distance anid change. The

consistency and predictability of the findings provides an opportunity

for construct validation. Furthermore. the results obtained offer a
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baseline for the interpretation of the findings obtained on the Filipinos.

These empirical results help to dispel doubts that the irregularities

observed later in the Filipino adaptation reflect artifacts due to the

limited reliability or analytic sensitivity of the measures. It is of

practical consequence, furthermore, that the results show considerable

variation in effects exerted on domains. As previously observed, the

distance varies not only between groups but also across stimulus themes

and domains. The variations observed across domains suggest that the

Naval service has differential effects on the domains representing

particular areas of life. To illustrate this point the following table

shows the mean similarity of the American service groups in the 14
=domains studied. The presentation of these coefficients starts with

domains which show the highest similarity, that is, the least change,
and ends with those which show the lowest similarity, that is, which
have changed the most.
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TABLE 47

DOMAINS ORDERED BY THE DECREASING SIMILARITY OF THE AMERICAN

SERVICE GROUPS

Domain Mean Coefficient of Similarity

"RELI GIO" .88

"SERVICE" .82

"WORK" .80
"FAMILY" .80

"SEX" .78

"NAVY" .77

"MONEY" .75
"EDUCATION" .70

"HEALTH" .70

"SELF IMAGE" .65

"SOCIETY" .65

"FRIENDS" .64

"RECREATION" .63

"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" .55

Overall Mean .74

The mean similarity coefficient shown at the bottom of the table

indicates the overall similarity measured between the three American

service groups across all stimulus themes and domains: .74.

Similarity in Priorities. In addition to their perceptions, we may

also compare our three samples on their priorities. That is, to what

extent do the American servicemen agree on what is important? The

subjective importance of themes representing timely ideas, events, and

institutions is measured by the dominance score, which is based on the

number of reactions the group produced in the free word association task

(see Appendix 2). The dominance scores obtained from the American and
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Filipino samples on all the themes used in this study are shown in
Appendix 3 (Table 2). A correlation of the dominance scores was used

to measure how similar the groups are in their priorities.

TABLE 48
SIMILARITY OF AMERICAN SERVICE GROUPS IN THEIR PRIORITIES

Recruits/ Recruits/ 1-10 years/
1-10 years 11-25 years 11-25 years N

Coefficient of
Correlations .81 .85 .92 78

The high coefficients indicate that the groups agree closely in their

priorities. The groups furthest apart, the recruits and the group of

long (11-25 years) service, do not show the lowest similarity here,

although their distance is greater than the distance between the service

groups with 1-10 and 11-25 years. In line with findings obtained

previously on perceptual similarities, here also the group with medium

(1-10 years) service ai'i the group with long (11-25 years) service appear

to be the closest. This suggests again that there is less change in the

second period of service.

Based on the average dominance scores the priority given to particul:.
domains was assessed. On the basis of the mean dominance score a rank-

ordering of the domains was obtained. Table 49 shows the rankings with

1 being the highest and 14 the lowest.
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TABLE 49
RANK ORDER OF DOMAINS BASED ON THE DOMINANCE SCORES OF THE

AMERICAN SAMPLES

Samples of American Servicemen

1-10 years 11-25 years MeanDomains Recruits service service Rank _

"FAMILY" 3 1 2 2
"FRIENDS" 9 9 9 10
"SOCIETY" 13 12 13 13
"SEX" 2 4 3 3
"MONEY" 11 5 6 6
"WORK" 12 10 11 11
"EDUCATION" 5 3 4 4
"HEALTH" 8 9 8 8
"RELIGION" 7 6 7 7
"SERVICE" 6 8 10 9
"NAVY" 4 7 5 5
"RECREATION" 1 2 1 1
"SELF IMAGE" 10 11 12 12

"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" 14 13 14 14

The agreement of groups on the subjective importance given to

particular domains is relatively close. Yet this close agreement does not
preclude the emergence of such apparently age-determined trends as the

increasing importance ssigned to money by the groups with long service

years compared to the lesser attention given by this group to other

domains such as "WORK" or "SERVICE."

I1
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Beyond their close similarities, the American Navy men with short,

medium and long service experiences show in both .ajor dimensions

explored certain distinct differences. There seeas to be a closer agree-

ment between these service groups in their priorities than in their

perceptions; nonetheless, in both dimensions their differences reflect

similar trends. Although the specifics of their differences go beyond

the scope of our present interest, at a generic level the results indicate

that the distances between these service groups are quantifiable and

appear to be a direct function of time.

EFFECTS OF U.S. NAVAL SERVICE ON FILIPINO SERVICEMEN

The preceding comparisons of American servicemen with short, medium

and long service experiences have shown how the length of service affects

the similarity of the American groups. These comparisons showed that

Naval service does affect the frame of reference of the U.S. born Navy

men and that they undergo changes as a positive function of the time

spent in the service.

The following comparison of Filipino service groups represents a more

special and interesting case. As the time spent by the Filipinos in Naval

service represents time spent in a cultural environment different from

their native culture, the influences the Filipinos are exposed to fall

again in the category of culture change or acculturation. Using the

recruits as representing the Filipino culture relatively in its original

form, we examine the extent to which Filipinos with increasing U.S.

service experiences decrease their similarity with the native Filipino
culture. The results could naturally become more conclusive if we could

have included in the comparison Filipinos of different service years

serving in the Filipino Navy. Such control groups would have allowed

to partial out the effects of age and maturation.
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Changes in Selected Images and Meanings
The following four thremes, ME, FILIPINO, AMERICAN, NAVY, are examined I

individually to show how main components of perceptions and evaluations

change as a result of service experiences. In the identification of main

meaning components a content analytic procedure was used which is elaborated

in some detail in Appendix 2. The results of this analysis are shown-on

the following pages. The tabular presentations have been organized to

start in the left hand column with components which showed a loss in salience

and on the top of the right hand column components which increased their

salience as an apparent result of time spent in American environment.
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ME

The theme ME is used usually together with other stimuli, such as

I AM, to explore the groups' self image. In the context of the present
study I AM produced closely similar results. To save space we limit our

presentation to the reactions obtained to ME.

"Good, Happy, Proud" includes positive attributes. The overall

weight of the components shows a certain decrease, but a few specific

reactions, good, loving, increased. At the same time some attributes
which were used originally by the recruits and appeared to be characteristic

of the Filipinos' self description, faded drastically: responsible, proud,
brave, loyal, humble.

From the physical attributes brown, an adjective with racial undertone,
showed a slight increase, while others --- short, handsome, strong---decreased.
There is a particularly strong drop in the self identification as Filipino.

The originally stronger identification of self with the Navy has also lost

salience. The emphasis on the intellectual attributes decreased as well.

Among the components of the self image which decreased there was an
apparent shift in references to "I, Myself." While specific reactions (I,

my) decreased, references to person, individual, ego showed a substantial

increase. There was also an increase in references to "You," to human and

people, to alone, and to worker. These increases are interesting since they

reflect the strengthening of components which were observed in previous

investigations to be salient in the self image of American-born respondents

(Szalay, Bryson, West 1973)'. Emphasis on the individual, the juxtaposition

of I to you, the feeling of loneliness, appear to be characteristic components
of the American self image as has been discussed elsewhere (Szplay, Maday 1976).
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FILIPINO

The reactions of the Filipino service groups to the theme Filipino

show salient components of the Filipinos' national self image. It is

relevant to explore how this national self image changes as a result of the

process of cultural adaptation.

The "Race, Brown, Oriental" component indicating racial identification

showed a certain decrease in salience. While references reflecting a racial

identity decreased, an awareness of Oriental, Asian background became more

salient. Attributes which were originally salient in the characterization

of the national self image as seen by the recruits, show a fairly general

tendency of losing salience with the Filipinos living in the U.S. over an

extended period. Although the rate of decrease is not uniform, the trend

is apparently strong and unequivocal. The reactions indicate that after a

longer stay in the U.S., Filipinos look at Filipinos somewhat less positively;
they emphasize less such originally salient attributes as kind, helpful,

hospitable, brave, intelligent, talented. It is interesting to observe that

the characteristics fading away from the national self image correspond to

a large extent to attributes which were observed to fade in the indivi.dual

self image (see reactions to ME). Parallel to this decrease, other charac-

teristics showed a marked increase in salience: "People, Men, Women,"

"Culture, Customs," "Language, Accent," "Food." These components show

stronger emphasis on people in general. Furthermore, they stress dimensions

which may be considered as generally more characteristic of the perspective

of the outsider.
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AMERICAN

In the Filipinos' image of AM4ERICANS again the racial factors occupied

a particularly salient Dosition. The reactions show that Americans are

identified to a large extent by their racial background, characteristics:

Whites, Blacks, Indians. Although the attention paid to specific groups,

e.g., Whites or Indians showed sizable variations, the generally high level

of racial awareness remained fairly stable as reflected by the volume of

reactions with racial connotation.

"Tall, Powerful, Rich" involve predominantly physical attributes which

scored high originally with the recruits, but showed a steep decline as a 0

function of service time. The data suggest that the physical attributes

lose their contribution to the national image. The only attribute which

remained stable was rich. Social attributes "Good, Friendly," on the other

hand, show only a temporary decline in salience. The group with long service

experiences scores fairly high.

Among the components which increased their salience, "People, Men,

Women" scored particularly high. The scores indicate an increase in the

importance of the social, interpersonal dimension in the long range. In

the Filipino national self image this was the component which showed the

greatest increase as well. in both images the components "Culture,

Heritaqe, Citizenship" showed a noticeable increase in salience as well.

A component specific to this theme, "Country, Government," showed a

sizable increase. The increase in these reactions suggests an increase in

the Filipinos' awareness and a familiarity with the American social,

political institutions.
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NAVY

In the image of the NAVY the Filipino recruits placed strong emphasis

on the military nature and defense purpose of this institution. The salience

of this component showed a certain decline over time. Compared to the

military aspect, the civilian "Career, Job, Work" aspect maintained its high

original salience and showed even a slight increase for the group with lcng

service time. The originally high salience of "Ships, Airplanes" as a part

of the Navy's image showed a certain decrease as well, while the attention

paid to "Sea, Water" remained fairly constant, apparently little affected

by service time.

A very substantive decrease is observable in the attention given to

"Education, Training." As observed in the image of the Navy for the American

servicemen, the Filipino recruits paid a great deal of attention to this
component dealing with educational opportunities. This interest dropped
quickly for both groups during the later years of service.

Furthermore, while the attention given to military ranks "Sailor, t

Officer," was the highest with the recruits, it later declined while the

more civilian references to "People, Men" showed a distinct increase.

While the recruits scored very low on this component, for the groups with

longer service experiences, this component showed a sizable increase. In

co&ination with the previously observed changes, such as the decrease in

emphasis on military and ranks, this suggests that with progressing service

time the Navy obtains a more civilian image. A similar trend was observed

with the perceptions of the American servicemen as well.
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The changes registered in the themes analyzed show the effects of the
U.S. Naval service on the Filipino personnel in a selected area of self

and national images. The findings indicate that in the new sociocultural

environment the Filipino servicemen undergo systematic changes. The changes

represent the products of the Filipino frame of reference as influenced by

the U.S. cultural environment in general and by the Naval service in

particular.

As the results indicate, the iages analyzed are related and their

changes show some common trends. The indvidual and national self image of

the Filipinos and also the Filipino self image and the American image show

a certain consistency reflecting similar concerns. Thus, for instance, there

is a strong Filipino emphasis on race, racial identity, conson to all these

images. This high racial awareness is maintained with considerable stability

over the entire period of service. Another comon feature of the images

studied is the emphasis on interpersonal, social dimensions. Rather than

being stable over time, this dimension receives a relatively lower level of

cttention at the beginning of the service, but shows a considerable increase

during the later service years. The relative position of these two trends

suggests that the high level of racial awareness may be an igortant factor

which contributes to the strong Filipino concern with the social, interpersonal

dimension of life---a mrst outstanding characteristic of the Filipino frame

of reference observed with consistency in the various parts of this study.

Changes in the Overall Frame of Reference

In the previous sections of this study we measured changes in the

frame of reference by comparing the extensive response material the groups

= have produced in the context of stiulus themes and domains explored in the

study. We compared their reactions along two main dimensions: (a) similarity

of perceptions and evaluations and (b) similarity of priorities. The central

question we are exploring in this comparison is: What is the distance

between Filipino service groups exposed to American cultural experiences

over various lengths of time.



Similarit.,n Perceptions and Evaluations. The overall similarity __

between groups in their perception and evaluation is measured by the coef-

ficient of similarity discussed in Appendix 2. Next we compare Filipino

service groups among each other. The recruits represent Filipinos relatively _

unaffected by the process of cultural adaptation. The group with 1-10 years

of service represents Filipinos exposed to American cultural influences -

over a period of medium length. The Filipino sample with 11-25 years of

experience was used to explore the effect of long cultural exposure. The

comparison of these groups on sinale individual themes is shown in Table 1

of Appendix 3 in the three middle columns. A more summary presentation of

these results showing the mean similarity coefficients at the level of the

domains is given in the next table.
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TABLE 50
SIMILARITY OF FILIPINO SERVICE GROUPS IN THE 14 DOMAINS STUDIED

Mean Coefficient of Similarity

Recruits/ Recruits/ 1-10 years/
Domains 1-10 years 11-25 years 11-25 years

"FAMILY" .64 .66 .70

"FRIENDS" .58 .61 .65
"SOCIETY" .63 .73 .74

"SEX" .68 .69 .73

"MONEY" .69 .66 .77

"WORK" .73 .70 .82
"EDUCATION" .39 .39 .56
"HEALTH" .49 .53 .67

"RELIGION" .81 .83 .89

"SERVICE" .69 .62 .84

"NAVY" .65 .65 .80
"RECREATION" .51 .52 .67

"SELF IMAGE" .70 .69 .79

"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" .70 .74 .77

Overall Mean .65 .66 .76

The similarity coefficients presented in this table are means

obtained by z transformation over six stimulus themes. The average

number of different responses is about 240 in these comparisons. Thus

the total number of observations is estimated N=l,400.
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The comparison of recruits with the group of medium service experiences

and cultural exposure shows a mean similarity of .65. This is about the

same level of similarity as found between the groups representing the

largest differences in exposure: recruits/ll-25 years = .66. This is

an unexpected finding since the Filipino group with longest service

experience spent twice as much time in the United States as the group

with medium service experience. It is natural to expect greater distance

between groups more apart in years and experiences. The data on the

comparison of the American service groups have shown previously that

the American recruits and groups with medium service were more similar

indeed (.74) than the recruits and the long service group (.68). This

observation was highly consistent; on 13 of the 14 domains compared the

long service group was further from the recruits than the group with service

experiences of medium length. These findings on the American groups are

consistent enough to suggest that our unexpected finding on the Filipino

groups is not an artifact produced by unprecise measures. Also, other previous

applications indicate (Szalay, Williams, Bryson, West 1976) that the

similarity coefficient is a valid and sensitive measure. Thus, the results

can be taken at face value suggesting that the first half of the Filipino

service career produces a more intensive and sizable shift away from native

cultural perceptions and evaluations, while the second half of the Filipino

Naval career seems to produce no noticeable move further away from the native

culture.

This finding is in good agreement with the results of the next

comparison which shows that the groups with medium and long service

experiences are relatively more similar (.76). From the 28 possible

comparisons in all instances the comparison of groups with middle/long

service produced higher coefficients than the comparison of the other

groups. From the angle of the native Filipino culture, the Filipino

groups with medium and long service assume apparently positions of close

proximity. From the angle of the American culture, the perspective is

somewhat different. The results presented later on the relationship of

American and Filipino groups (Table 52) indicate namely that the American

and Filipino groups with long service experiences are closer to each other

than the groups with service experiences of medium length. This suggests
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that the Filipino group with long service experiences can make some notice-

able progress in approaching the America. ervice group without getting

further away from its own cultural back.. ,n., at least as represented by
the recruit sample.

About the relative rate of culture change the similarity coefficients

presented in Table 50 leave little &ubt that the adaptive changes do

not progress at the same pace in the various domains under consideration. __

In certain domains like "RELIGION" or "WORK," or "SERVICE" there is a
relatively high level of similarity maintained across the Filipino service
groups, that is, the change is relatively slow. In other domains like

"EDUCATION," "HEALTH" or "RECREATION" the differences among Filipino service

groups are substantially more sizable, indicating a faster rate of change.

Similarity in Priorities. A second dimension in which to measure

changes involves priorities. Based on the amount of responses produced, the
dominance scores offer an empirical indicator of the subjective importance

of timely issues, ideas, events as represented by our stimulus themes. The
dominance scores are discussed in some detail in Appendix 2, and Table 2

of Appendix 3 shows the dominance scores obtained for the groups on each

theme. Based on the mean scores calculated on themes used in the represen-

tation of a particular domain, mean dominance scores are obtained which

show the relative importance of the domain for the group. A rank ordering

of these mean scores gives the relative priority of domains. On most of

the domains there is apparently a relatively high degree of agreement among

the Filipino service groups. On a few, however, like "WORK" or "EDUCATION" A

the differences are fairly sizable. To obtain a measure of the overall

= agreement of the Filipino groups in their priorities the dominance scores

were correlated, as shown in Table 51.
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TABLE 51

SIMILARITY OF FILIPINO SERVICE GROUPS IN THEIR PRIORITIES

Recruits/ Recruits/ 1-10 years/
1-10 years 11-25 years 11-25 years N

Coefficient ofI. Correlation .89 RA .90 78

The three groups show relatively high similarity in their priorities.
As is reasonable to expect, the groups most apart in service years (recruits

vs. group with 11-25 years of service) show slightly less agreement. As

in the case of the American-born service group, those with more service

(groups with medium and long service experiences) show the most agreement.

Considering the relatively narrow data base of these comparisons, N=78, the
differences are too small to be interpretable.

CHANGES IN AMERICAN-FILIPINO CULTURAL DISTANCE PRODUCED BY SERVICE

EXPERIENCES

The following analysis bears on the question of how different are

American and Filipino servicemen in their cultural frames of reference.

The Filipino recruit sample is compared with the American recruit sample

in order to reconstruct cultural distance in its original dimensions,

little affected by service experiences and other potential influences of

the U.S. environment. This original distance is likely to undergo modifications

as a result of the intensive exposure of the Filipino personnel to the U.S.

Naval environment. The Filipino samples with medium (1-10 years) service and

long (11-25 years) service compared to American servicemen with matching
service experieaces show whether the original cultural distance changed as a

function of time.

Differences in Cultural Images and Meanings

The data on American and Filipino meanings of selected themes in
A representing such problem areas as Naval service and interpersonal relations

offer extensive information about U.S.-Filipino perceptions and evaluations. _
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As the previous chapters have presented fairly extensive information on

characteristic American-Filipino images and meanings, at this point we will

not present further examples.

Distance in the Cultural Frames of Reference

At a higher level of generality we can explore the overall psycho-

cultural distance as measured along two main dimensions: the similarity in

perceptions and similarity in priorities.

The similarity in perceptions is measured by the coefficient of

similarity described earlier. The similarity coefficients calculated

between American and Filipino samples of comparable service time are shown

"n Table 52. The first column of American-Filipino comparisons shows the

similarity of the recruit groups and reflects the original cultural distance.

The second column shows the similarity of the American and Filipino samples

with medium length (1-!0 years) service. The third column shows the

similarity between groups of long (11-25 years) service. Some general trends

are readily apparent. Again, the similarity coefficients obtained on

individual themes showed considerable variations ranging from low negative

values up to .9 (Appendix 3). In general the coefficients of the recruit

groups are the lowest, indicating a considerable distance. The coefficients

of the groups with the longest service experiences show, on the other hand,

the highest values, reflecting considerably more similarity, that is, less

distance. The decrease of original cultural differences with the length of

the service is clearly shown by the mean similarity coefficients calculated on

the fourteen domains.
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TABLE 52

MEAN SIMILARITY OF AMERICAN AND FILIPINO SAMPLES OF SHORT, MEDIUM

AND LONG SERVICE IN SELECTED DOMAINS

Mean Coefficient of Similarity

1-10 years 11-25 years
Domains Recruits service service

"FAMILY" .50 .56 .73
"FRIENDS" .42 .41 .61
"SOCIETY" .39 .42 .53

"SEX" .45 .63 .61
"MONEY" .48 .66 .72
"WORK" .64 .71 .73

"EDUCATION" .23 .50 .54

"HEALTH" .39 .56 .67
"RELIGION" .70 .70 .7575A

"SERVICE" .57 .72 .76
"NAVY" .59 .66 .79"RECREATION" .23 .40 .56

"SELF IMAGE" .38 .54 .57
"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" .18 . .14

Overall Mean 1 .45 .56 .64!I

The similarity coefficients presented in this table are means

obtained by z transformation over six stimulus themes. In these

comparisons the average number of different responses per theme is about
200. The total number of observations is about N=1,200.
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The mean similarity coefficients in the above table show several

trends in cultural adaptation. The mean coefficients calculated over

all domains support the conclusion that cultural adaptation is a direct

but nonlinear function of the time spent in the host environment. In terms

of the average time, the distance between the recrutits and groups with

medium length of service on the one hand and the medium and long service on

the other, is about equal. Yet, the psychocultural distance between the

recruits and the group with medium length of service is greater (i1 points)

than between the medium and long service groups (8 points). This suggests

that during the first period of cultural adaptation the change is somewhat

faster than during the second period.

These data place the cultural adaptation process o' Filipino service-

men in new perspectives based on empirical findings. -o begin with, the

original American-Filipino cultural distance as measured by the comparison of

- - the two recruit samples, is unusually high. This mean value of .45 is

higher than any other comparable mean coefficient obtained in past cross-

cultural studies. The psychocultural distance measured by a comparable

similarity coefficient between American and Korean groups was .18 for students,

.07 for urban workers, and .01 for farmers (Szalay, Mloon, Bryson 1973). The

similarity of Slovenian and American student groups measured by the same

coefficient was .22 (Szalay, Pecjak, in press). A comparison of American

and Puerto Rican students produced a similarity coefficient of .26 (Szalay, I
Bryson, "Wlest '1975) and the 'P, i crn of Aerincn and ninih . immigrant

samples from Washington D.C. produced a mean coefficient of .32 (Szalay,

Williams, Bryson, West 1976). The consistently lower values of these past

comparisons suggest, that the Filipino recruits show more similarity with

their American shipmates than most other foreigners would in a comparable

situation.

This relative cultural proximity is likely to have more than one

explanation. First, the Filipino recruits may represent a select group which

is nonrepresentative of the broader population. It is likely that the

majority of Filipino volunteers have been exposea to stronger,

more intensive U.S. cultural influences than the rest of the population.

Second, the sample of stimulus words used in this study is likely to be
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somewhat unbalanced in the sense that it offers a disproportionately

large number of stimulus themes in the areas of military service and social

relations and consequently other domains of life are likely to be under-

represented. An overrepresentation makes it likely that these investigations

have paid stronger attention to areas in which Filipinos and Americans may

have more than average similarities. As a third consideration, the Filipino

groups represent an exceptional case because they could be tested in English

as their native language. While previous cultural comparisons have probably

been influenced by a translation factor, the present comparison which

allowed to test the Filipinos in the same language as the Americans is

somewhat exceptional.

The analysis conducted at the level of single stimulus themes also

showed a remarkably high degree of correspondence. This indicates that in

terms of their original dispositions the Filipinos, at least those who

successfully meet the requirements and join the U.S. Navy, show a relatively

high degree of similarity with the American cultural frame of reference.

Particularly close similarities were found in four domains: "RELIGION,"

"WORK," "SERVICE," and the "NAVY." The similarity in the religious domain

is apparently a reflection on the Filipinos' commitment to Christianity, a

religious orientation generally uncommon in developing countries. The other

three domains illustrate a correspondence in areas which are of obvious

importance from the angle of the Filipinos' performance and dedication to
their jobs. It suggests that the Filipinos are exceptionally well predisposed
to fit into an American institution with high demand and requirements for

individual performance and motivation. The high similarity scores of the

Filipinos in these work-related domains are in gocd agreement with their

general reputation as hard and dependable workers. These high scores in

turn substantially contribute to and at least partially explain the high

mean similarity score (.45). This supports our previous assumption that the

close similarity of Americans and Filipinos may be partially explained by

our focus on service-related themes and domains.

Such a conclusion is further supported by the very low similarity

scores in the domain of "INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS." This domain is quite

exceptional as it contains themes which were found by experts to be not

13-7
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really translatable into English. They were presented to the Filipinos in

Tagalog. These are indeed apparently highly culture-specific concepts,

achieving a very low mean similarity score of .18. This low score, and the
broad variation of the mean similarity coefficients in the other domains

support the observation that the cultural distance depends a great deal on

the domains selected for comparison.

The second column of Table 52 shows the similarity of the American

and Filipino groups with medium (1-10 years) service experiences. Compared

to the recruits, 11 of 14 coefficients for the groups with medium length service

experience showed an increase. This indicates that the Filipinos became on

most domains more similar in their perceptions and evaluations to their

American shipmates. Although the trend is fairly uniform, the amount of

change is relatively modest (the mean change is .11).

The more noticeable changes are in the material dimensions of "SERVICE"
and "WORK." T-e esults indicate that these service years affect various
domains of life with a selectivity. Domains of life requiring daily intensive

involvement shon more change. Yet, the amount of change observed even here
is relatively modest, particularly if we consider the intense exposure of

Filipino servicemen to a relatively homogenous environment, and the consider-

able internal pressure to become successful by American criteria and

standards.

It is also of some interest to look at the domains which changed little

or changed in the opposite direction. Among these we find "FAMILY,"
"FRIENDS," "SOCIETY," "INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS," and "RELIGION." The domains

represent traditional areas with values established relatively early in

childhood.

The similarity coefficients shown in the third column of Table 52

indicate a change process which is fairly consistent with the one observed

in the previous period. In general the previously observed trends acquire

additional articulation and confirmation. From the 28 possible comparisons

of the coefficients of the third column with those in the previous two

columns, there are only two in which the similarity coefficients of the

shorter service periods snow a higher value than the coefficients obtained

on the second half of the service career marked by long (11-25 years)
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service experiences. These findings indicate that there is a greater

degree of similarity between Americans and Filipinos in the second half f
of the service career than in the previous two periods explored.

These findings suggest a broadening of the scope of the adaptation
process. In respect to the rate of adaptation, there is little change,

compared to the previous period. Again, we find a differential rate,

depending on the domain considered, although the differences between domains

are less marked than in the previous period. The overall rate of adaptation

appears to be slower than observed previously. The difference of the mean

similarity coefficient is eight points compared to the eleven point difference

found previously. Compared to the previous period this indicates a declining

rate of change.

This relatively low yalue, suggesting little approximation in the

cultural frames of reference, is likely to bear on the choice Filipino

servicemen make at retirement: after 25 years of service the majority

prefer to return to the Philippines and spend the rest of their lives there.

In general these results offer quantitative information which show

changes in the perceptual-evaluative dimensions of the Filipinos' frames

of reference in relationship to the frames of reference of American service-

men of comparable age and rank. The data show the rate of change along

the main domains used in the framework of the present investigations. The

changes occur at a differential rate, depending apparently on the nature

of the domain and on the intensity of exposure to cultural influences.

The Filipinos start from a position of relative cultural proximity, and in

certain service related domains the process of adaptation is substantial.

In more tradition-bound domains like "RELIGION," "FRIENDS," "FAMILY,"

the adaptation is relatively slow and the overall rate of change is moderate.

Despite the intensive exposure of the Filipino servicemen to American cultural

influences and the relatively long period covered, the progress of acculturation

in the realm of perceptual-evaluative changes measured over the entire period

is relatively modest. It does not reach 20 points as measured by differences

in the mean similarity coefficients, calculated between Filipinos and

Americans representing short and long service experiences.
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DISTANCE AND CHANGE IN PERSPECTIVE

The literature on cultural adaptation is rich and diverse, with the

najority of studies focusing on single selected aspects such as changes in

food preferences, ways of dressing, social attitudes. Some investigations

suggest that complete adaptation may be a matter of a few years while others

indicate that acculturation is a very slow process and at best is only

relative and partial. A major source of these apparently conflicting

opinions is that the investigations are looking at different dimensions

of the change process and the studies vary greatly in area and depth.

Attempts at more global assessments are hampered by immnense methodolog-

ical difficulties. The word association approach offers an opportunity

to measure cultural distance and change systematically, both globally and

in depth. The comparative analysis reveals as yet unquantified dimensions

of cultural differences and their changes in cultural adaptation.

At the level of specific perceptions and attitudes the change can be

explored in selected images and meanings. For instance, consider how the

Filipinos' image of Americans changed over time. As the data show, the

Filipino recruits perceived Americans as tall, big, powerful. After years

Of service in the United States, the Filipinos paid apparently little

attention to the size of the Americans, but became increasingly aware of

other attributes involving the American culture, people, and government.

There were comparable changes in the self image of Filipinos as well.

For instance, the salience of certain attributes such as brave, proud, and

intelligent dropped drastically while the emphasis placed on customs,

language, and food increased. References to their own size also decreased

over time; the Filipinos becam" less short, just as Americans became less

tall. This suggests that the salience of the contrast in size between

Filipinos and Americans faded with time.

The shift from physical differences to other characteristics represents

slow accumulative changes which take place over time. They progress by

and large below the level of awareness of the people involved. Filipinos

generally do not realize for instance, that as a part of their adaptation

to the American social environment they cease to see the Americans as tall

and themselves as short.
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The example of size illustrates how changes occur in a selected

perceptual dimension. In other dimensions of the self image the change

may follow a different pattern and rate. For example, the Filipinos

showed a strong tendency to describe people by their skin color, and the

brown-white contrast retained its high level of salience for all Filipinos

including the group with long service experiences. This suggests that the

Filipinos show a high level of racial awareness; they are keenly aware of

racial differences, and their awareness is maintained permanently over the Mentire adaptation period examined. Adaptation is apparently not a homo-

geneous process; it involves many dimensions, some changing relatively

quickly, others little or not at all.

In view of the rich information offered by word associations, it is

relevant to ask what are its practical implications beyond the insights

produced into the nature of the change process. Does it make any

difference, for instance, that the Filipinos perceive Americans as tall

and themselves as short? The Swiss psychiatrist Adler has shown by

numerous telling examples that people of small size are predisposed to

develop inferiority complexes. Such complexes in turn are likely to

influence how people relate and behave toward other people. Without

accepting extreme Adlerian interpretation, it is apparent on a simple

common sense basis that feeling short and considering others as big U
represents a contrast relationship, an awareness of being different. As

some of the previous data suggest, the Filipino recruits who are new in

the U.S. environment, feel dwarfed and overwhelmed by the new environment. j

Furthermore, it is not only in size that they see themselves in contrast
to Americans but i.- a 'ariety of other physical ard material character-
istics as well, such as skin color, hair, wealth, power. The sharper the

contrast is, the more likely the Filipino is to feel isolated from the

Americans. These characteristics involve primarily racial attributes and

convey a sense of heightened racial awareness. Although later, after
many years of service, certain physical and material dimensions of the

contrast fade or disappear, the racial sensitivity of the Filipinos

remains generally at a high level throughout the entire period studied.
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The above example was used to illustrate that perceptual information

produced by free word associations on single attributes offers sensitive

indicators of such broader domains as the groups' relationship to their

social milieu

At a more generic level, the word association approach provides

information on overall cultural distance and change. In the present case

the association based similarity indices show the cultural distance

measured between the American and Filipino recruit samples. Furthermore,

a comparison of theother samples reveals how the distance changes, how I
the Filipinos adapt and become more similar to Americans as a function of

ti.e spent in the new environment.

To gain relevant reference points for the evaluation of Filipino

cultural adaptation, it is desirable to co,.;are the original cultural dista

distance between Americans and Filipinos with the cultural distances
measured b.-.ween .mricans and other culture groups---Koreans, Siovenians,

Puerto Ricans. The original cultural distance can be represented by

comparing American recruits with Filipino recruits, a group little affected

by the Amirican environment.

As shown in Figure 22, the Filipino recruits stand much closer to

Americans than do any of the other culture groups previously studied. As

mentioned earlier, this suggest that the Filipinos start the process 'f

adaptation from a position of relative proximity which mai facilitate
further rapprochement. In evaluating this proximity, the Spanish--ariczn

and Puerto Rican samples offer particularly relevant reference po'ints

as they represent more or less domestic samples, groups with long historical

ties to the Anglo-American culture---yet their distances are greater than

those of the Filipinos.

The identification of the endpoint of the adaptation process is

technically a more complex problem. As the theoretical mximum of the

coefficient cf similarity is 1.00. it istempting toass that this

value would stand for a state ofcomlete cultural adaptatio:,. This would
mean that the Filipino group with long service experiences, t-ich showed

a similarity of .64 with the comparable A;erican group, is 36 oints away

from complete adaptation. Our past experiences with the siviiarity
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coefficients show, however, that this is not the case. As discussed

in more detail in the context of reliability (Appendix 2), in the comparison

of groups, even those representing the same population, the similarity

coefficients obtained are consistently lower than the theoretical maximum.*

Previous results obtained with split-half comparisons indicated that

for the sample size used in this study (N-50-100), .84 represents a -

practical maximum which may be reached at complete adaptation. As shown in
Figure 22, by moving from a similarity of .45 to .64, the Filipino service

groups have reached about a half-way position toward complete adaptation.

Considering the wide time span covered by our samples, the results

suggest that the process of adaptation is very slow, much slower than most

of us would have anticipated.

The line of progression drawn in an attempt to chart the cultural

adaptation represents countless component processes with occasionally

highly individual tracks of development.

Elements of this adaptation, that is, changes in single images and

meanings, can be traced and charted individually. Changes in these specifics

---e.g., self image, image of peers---bear on the adaptation of behavior

in particular domains---e.g., interaction with peers. Differences in the

mean similarity coefficients express changes measured across the board in

thousands of perceptions and evaluations. Solidly founded on overt

reactions (i.e., word associations), these indices offer a global measure

of overall distance or adaptation.

The present investigations represent the first attempt to reconstruct

cultural adaptation from cognitive and affective changes inferred from the

spontaneous flow of free word associations.

*The actual values are lower partially because the groups compared are

never completely homogeneous. Furthermore, the reliability of the coefficient
depends to a large extent on the group size. The heterogeneity of the host
environment poses a practical limit to similarity: the adaptation process
cannot achieve a greater similarity than the similarity existing among the
members of the group itself. In other words, the coefficient of homo-
geneity offers an empirical value, which constitutes a reference point, the
peak of the adaptation process.
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The slow, progressively decelerating course of cultural adaptation,

which showed only a 20-point approximation to the U.S. baseline over a

period of up to 25 years, reflects the rate of change in deeper layers of

cognitive-behavioral organization. These changes are surprisingly slow

compared to the relatively quick switching from native to host patterns

observable in certain domains of overt behavior such as the use of American

food, clothing, appliances. While both levels have considerable information

value, it should be kept in mind that some of the changes in overt behavior

reflect a simple accommodation to environmental pressures, a choice

dictated by what is locally available and acceptable rather than a change

in genuine preferences. The present investigations suggest that at deeper I
levels of behavioral organization the changes are much slower than found in

most of the acculturation studies focused on overt behavior and that the

selection of variables is likely to determine the rate of change observed.

by various investigators.

Finally, a comparison of native Filipino concepts and English concepts

show considerable differences. While the Filipino concepts showed no

noticeable changes, the English themes showed a distinct change in meaning

apparently as a result of new experiences accumulated in the U.S. environ-

ment. These findings support the important role that language plays in

mediating and promoting the development of a cultural frame of reference

adapted to the new environment.

Parallel to these generic trends reflecting on the scope and mechanism

of the acculturation process, the investigations haveproduced extensive

information on how the Filipinos change their perceptions and attitudes

in respect to specific domains and themes. A large portion of the informa-

tion has potential value both for management and for training. The present

volume illustrates this material only by a few examples on selected themes

like NAVY and FILIPINO; information on additional themes and domains can

be made available to the interested user.
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APPENDIX 1

APPROACHING CULTURE THROUGH
PSYCHOLOGICAL MEANING

The approach we have developed for mapping the psychocultural
characteristics of different groups relies on the operationalization of
three main concepts: psychological meaning, subjective culture, and
psychocultural distance.

Psychological meaning is conceived as a subjective reaction representing
a fundamental unit of the individual's cognitive processes and exerting a
powerful control over behavior. As Osgood (1957) puts it: "Of all the
imps that inhabit the nervous system--that little black box in psychological
theorizing--the one we call meaning is held by common consent to be the
most elusive. Yet again by common consent of social scientists, this
variable is one of the most important determinants of human behavior."

It is essential that psychological meaning not be confused with lexical
meaning. In a lexical sense, the meaning of the word "drug," for instance,
is its referent, a substance with medical effects. This meaning depends
on linguistic convention, is subject to logical definition, and is fairly
stable. The psychological meaning of "drug" depends only to a limited
extent on the actual referent; it is primarily a subjective reaction which
eludes logical inquiry and varies from person to person, from group to
group. A Christian Scientist and a drug addict will have distinctly different
osychological meanings for "drug" based on their different experiences and
belief systems. 0

Psychological meaning is a composite reaction, what Osgood (1968)
describes as a "multicomponential affair." in everyday language, for
instance, we may say that an individual's meaning of "drug" includes
elements of visual images (white pill), contexts of use (headache), brands
(Bayer), affective reactions (bitter taste, dislike), and function (restoration
of health). The salience of these cognitive and evaluative components
varies. The subjective importance of each concept also vari&s. Within a
subculture of drug addicts, "drug" will probably assume an especially
dominant position; similarly, frequent references by Christian Scientists

to "God" suggest an important thought category for them,

Subjective culture may be viewed as a group-e ci cognitive -rganization,
a system of representation of the universe composed of the mosaic elements



of psychological meanings. How people organize their "thought worlds"--
what is related to what in their representation of the universe--depends
largely on their psychological meanings, their subjective understanding.
Related themes, those with similar psychological meanings (psychiatrists,
mental illness, treatment), cluster together to form larger cognitive units
which we call domains (e.g., the domain of "mental health"). The relation-
ship between domains (e.g., between "mental health" and "science" or
"mental health" and "religion") reflects the organization of the cognitive
map each group develops in its representation uf the universe. Furthermore,
groups vary in the importance they assign to different domains of life. This
vertical dimension of priorities is particularly important for behavior,
because domains that are considered important are likely to attract more
interest and represent stronger motivational forces than domains of low
importance. A third important aspect of subjective culture is evaluations
or attitude, whether a particular group feels positive or negative about

certain aspects of life.

Psychocultural distance is conceived as the distance between two groups
in respect to their cognitive organizations--their perceptions of and attitudes
toward their subjective worlds. In simpler terms, we may say that psycho-
cultural distance involves differences in the characteristic ways of thinking

of people with different sociocultural backgrounds. Whichever definition
we use, it is apparent that assessment of psychocultural distance requires
some sort of systematic comparison between two subjective cultures, two
representational systems.

As in this conceptualization psychological meanings constitute the
elementary units of subjective culture, it is natural to conceive similarities
and differences in psychological meanings as a major dimension of psycho-
cultural distance. Along this line we may assume th-: the more difference
there is between two groups in their meanings of important themes, the

greater will be their distance.

it is clear that cultures assign different importance to particular themes.
Such a recognition has two immediate implications at this point. First,
the differential distribution of cultural priorities implies that If the comparison
is made on the basis of higher-order priorities of only one culture, it will
probably not cover all the important cultural priorities of the other culture;
such an anlysis would be likely to produce wrong estimates of the psycho-
cultural distance between them. Thus, a systematic assessment of cultural
distance should include the priorities of both cultures . Second, the assess-
ment of each individual order of priorities becomes an important dimension
of comparison. It is logical to assume that the more closely two groups
are similar in their priorities, thc less will be their distance.
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Groups also frequently disagree in their attitudes and evaluations. It
is fairly common to find differences between groups in whether they like
of dislike particular people or ideas. More disagreement in attitudes and
evaluations naturally leads to greater distance.

Word associations offer empirical informazion on each of these dimensions U
of the groups subjective culture. In general, word associations offer a
broad and rich empirical data base on which groups can be compared. Using
dominant themes and their translations as stimuli makes it possible to
elicit reactions in comparable contexts. Comparability is particularly
difficult to achieve in the study of cultures because a particular sign or
behavior does not necessarily have the same meaning across cultures. For
instance, white robes may be worn in one culture at weddings, in another
at funerals. Word associations reflect natural units of cognit've organization
that are relatively stable and fundamental elements of cognitive processes.
Through strategic choices, it is possible to select relatively small samples
of dominant themes which provide for the representation of broad domains
including dozens, even hundreds, of themes. Similarly, through a strategic
selection it is possible to focus on the culturally most dominant domains
and disregard the many domains of lesser cultural importance, thereby
reducing an apparently unmanageable task to manageable proportions.

An empirical approach to the measurement of psychocultural distance has
been developed (Szalay and Bryson 1975)on the basis of this conceptualization
of subjective culture.

In its general form, this approach involves d three-step data collection
procedure (Szalay and Maday 1973, Szalay and Bryson 1973) consisting of
(a) assessment of the high-priority cultural domains; (b) identification of
then.es that are culturaily representative of these high-priority domains;
(c) development of a master stimulus list containing the high-priority
domains and their themes. The master stimulus list, which is translated
into each group's native language if necessary, is used to elicit extensive

reactions from the culture groups in a broad variety of contexts of comparable
importance to each group.

It is important to select themes that represent the subjective priorities
of all groups involved to a similar extent. Group A can be studied in terms
of its own priorities, and it can also be explored how its highest-priority
domains and themes relate to the same themes and domains as perceived,
understood, and evaluated by Group B--for which these same themes may or
may not have similarly high priority. Nonetheless, such a comparison will
not show how the Groups A and B relate to each other on equal terms, but
merely in terms of the domains and themes dominant to Group A. A similar
bias may be present if the dominant themes of Group B serve as the basis
of determining similarities. To eliminate biased selection, it is necessary
to combine the high-priority domains and themes identified for each group,
eliminate duplicate items, and then measure the similarity of the two groups
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in terms of themes that are dominant and representative for both groups. I
The subjective cultures of the ethnic-cultural groups are compared

along the three major dimensions mentioned earlier: perceptions or
meanings, priorities, and evaluations (attitudes).

Perceptions, Meanings. Content analysis of each group's associative
responses is used to reconstruct main components of the psychological
meaning of the stimulus theme. The findings on the example of EDUCATION,
as well as on numerous other themes discussed in this report, show that
word associations obtained in continued association tasks describe the
meaning of the stimul ts theme in terms of salient components. More U
information on this an,--'--- procedure can be found in Appendix 2, page 13.

Priorities. Each group's subjective priorities are inferred from the
dominance score, a measure based on the total score of the responses
produced by members of a culture group. It expresses the importance of
the stimulus theme for the various groups studied. Priorities can also be
explored by examining the responses most frequently given by a particular
group, disregarding the context in which they were elicited. The dominance
measure is described and illustrc ted in Appendix 2, page 1 1.

Evaluations. In the assessment of evaluations of particular themes,
there are two main strategies available. The inferential method working
through associations is described in Appendix 2, page 19. The direct
method used in this study involves asking the respondent to evaluate
whether a particular theme has a positive or negative connotati n. A
seven-unit scale ranging from +3 to -3 is used to express their ivaluation.

A fourth dimension is affinity structure--how groups organ..ze their
subjective environments. For example, how similar are two groups in the
relationship they see between COMPETITION and MENTAL HEALTH? The
perceived relationship between themes is measuied by the index of associative
affinity (described in Appendix 2). Because of the technical and lengthy nature
of the affinity measure it has not been included in this report.

To measure the psychocultural distance between groups in these different
dimensions, we rely mainly on the Pearsc'.'s r correlation coefficient. A
high correlation implies greater similarity, a low correlation greater distance.

Similarity in meaning is inferred from the correlation calculated between
the response distributions obtained from two culture groups to the same
stimulus theme. The use of this measure is based on the rationale that
the more similar the two groups' meanings are, the more similar their
response distributions will be. That is, close similarity would be assumed
if the most frequently mentioned responses for one group are also frequently
given by the other, and less popular responses for one group are also less

4



ommon for the other. The calculation and uses of this measure, which in
this context we call the coefficient of intergroup similarity, are discussed
with several examples in Appendix 2, page 17.

Psychoculturaf distance in the perceptial dimension is determined from
the average similarity coefficient for a particular domain or for the overall
subjective cultute based on all domains studied.

Distance between groups in the dimension of priorities is determined by
a correlation of the respective dominance scores for the groups compared.
A high correlation indicates that what is important for one group is also _

important for the other. The lower the correlation the less the groups agree
on what is important; in other words, the greater is their distance in this
dimension.

Distance in attitudes is based on a correlation of the evaluation (connotation)
scores. The lower the correlation the less the groups agree in how they
evaluate particular elements of their subjective worlds.
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APPENDIX 2

ASSESSING MEANINGS AND CULTURE

THROUGH WORD ASSOCIATIONS

The central assumption fundamental to this research strategy is that
a group's psychological meaning of a particular theme may be reconstructed
from their word associations to the theme. Ever since Noble (1952) introduced
his verbal-association-based measure of meaningfulness, investigators have
been exploring various ways of using verbal associations for the assessment

of various dimensions of psychological meaning. Especially important in this
field are the investigations of Deese (1962, 1965). The method we have de-
veloped for a systematic assessment of subjective culture is called Associative
Group Analysis (AGA). Previous investigations have shown that this approach
can be used to draw inferences about such important variables as cultural
meanings (Szalay and Brent 1967), attitudes (Szalay, Windle, and Lysne
1970), and value orientations (Szalay, Brent, and Lysne 1968). The AGA method
has proved capable of measuring psychological meanings with an efficiency
comparable to that of widely used contemporary methods--s imilarity ratings,
substitution tasks, and the word-adapted semantic differential (Szalay and
Bryson 1972).

In contrast to traditional word-association approaches, in which the
subjects are asked to give a single response for each stimulus word, the AGA
method asks the subjects to give as many responses as they can think of in
one minute. The technique is referred to as "continued free verbal association."
An important advantage of the continued-association task is that it can elicit
response material with sufficiently broad foundation without using large
subject populations--a requirement that frequently makes socially relevant
studies impractical. AGA usually employs samples of 50-100 subjects,
ideally half male and haff female. The requirements for sampling are fundamentally
the same as in any other data collection aiming at generalizable results.

The standard AGA testing conditions of group testing, a written form of
administration, and absence of time presst:;e help promote spontaneous
meaning-mediated responses. Because the testing situation is as unstructured
as possible, the subjects can focus on the meaning of the stimulus and,

by listing the various related responses, reveal the main aspects and elements
of the stimulus meaning. Because individual subjects remain anonymous
(demographic data being obtained by a brief questionnaire that carries the same
code number as the subject's test slips), the likelihood of bias in the form of

acquiescence, considerations of social desirability, etc., is reduced, and a

variety of emotion-laden issues is or'ened up to objective inquiry.

The subjects receive the following instructions, given in their native
language:



This is one of the studies in verbal behavior. This particular
experiment is on free association.

You will find a word printed in capital letters down the side ot
each slip. Reading this stimulus word will make you think
of other associated words (objects, ideas, issues, etc.).
You are asked to write the words as they occur to you on the
empty lines. Write as many response words as you think of
in one minute. The experimenter will indicate the end of
each minute.

It is important that in giving your responses you always take
the given stimulus word into consideration. For example, if
the stimulus word was TABLE and your answer was writing,
in giving the subsequent responses you have to refer back to
TABLE and avoid chain responses (writing, pen, ink, blue,
ocean, sail, etc.).

Please work without hurrying, but do your best to give us as
many answers as possible. Do not select your responses, but
put them down in sequence as they occur to you.

The stimulus words are presented on randomly sequenced cards (see
Figure 1).

Each person produces several responses to each stimulus theme.
The individual responses from all the subjects are then tallied into a group
response list for each stimulus. The frequency distributions of the words
obtained are based on several hundred responses.

Instead of using a simple frequency, each response is given a weight
determined by its rank order. These individual weights are summed to
obtain a group score. The weights assigned to individual responses,
beginning with the first in the sequence, are 6, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2,2, 1,
1 ..... These weights were empirically derived from the differential stability
of each rank as assessed by the test-retest method in previous investigations
(Szalay and Brent 1967).

The analysis is limited to responses given by two or more people,
since we conceptualize group meaning as an aggregate of the shared
meaning elements. Dropping the idiosyncratic responses helps us to
concentrate on the more stable, shared responses and simplifies the
data processing and analysis.

If we review the associations produced by members of our own culture
group, the responses appear to be just plain common sense, and we tend
to feel that everybody would produce similar responses. How culture-a 9
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bound this impression is becomes apparent if we compare associations
obtained from groups with different cultural backgrounds. A comparison
of U.S. and Spanish-American responses to the stimulus EDUCATED
(Table 1), for instance, shows that for the Spanish-American group poi
is the most frequent response and family and manners are also high-
frequency responses, while none of these is mentioned by the 1U.S. group.
It may not be necessary to point out that the Spanish-American responses
seem about as commonsense to the Spanish-American group as the U .S. re-
sponses appear to us.

A more concise and more articulate expression of the group
meaning is obtained by grouping the responses into semantically
related word clusters. Judges with backgrounds comparable to those of
the groups from which the responses were obtained consider the content
of responses and group them into clusters. This task involves a type of
content analysis that was tested for agreement among six judges and
showed an interjudge reliability (Pearson's r) of .7 across categories.

For instance, in the context of the theme EDUCATED, responses
dealing with intellectual qualities can be groupd together, and by using the
two highest-scoring responses we may label this category 'Intelligent,
Smart." This cluster of closely related responses represents a component
of the psychological meaning of EDUCATED, a component on which the
two groups--U.S. and Spanish-American--can De meaningf-cly co parea.
Thesalience of the response categories (me.nhmg components) is
expressed by the sum of the individual response scores. The catezorv
score thus expresses the importance of the category for the culture
group. The main content categories obtained by this analysis define the
meaning of the stimulus in te-ns of the -main comnponents characteristic

= of the group's understanding (see Table 2).

A particularly clear illustration is offered bv word associat ons to
pictures since it is easy to see wha is actually there and what "s subjectively
projected by the respondents. Th- examples in Tables 3 and 4 ,..se-t data
obtained in a comparative study of U.S. and P- erto Rican studen- grous
(Szalay and Bryson 197T.

The way the relatively simtie scene of r4v=- a-I s lyi. and stting on
a bed (Table 3) is viewed shows some nharacter=stic perce-tua l t-ends.
The largest single Puerto Rican componen= of nterp retation, "Faly Members,
Children," shows a particularly strong disposition t view the scene in the
framework of family ties, projecting sibling or paren -chid relations s.

The Anerican group does not see the picture in e context of 'y, ing
more inclined to view it in the framework ofa more casual -elr-onsD 0=
"Babysitter, Roommate." Accordingy, th Americans see the place more
as a bedroom or dormitor . They aiso register More visible detals such as
legs and b . The Puerto Ricans project more "PositiVve Feen"--aoiness,

4



FABLE 1 i

GROUP RESPONSE LISTS TO EDUCATED FOR
U.S. AND SPANISH-AMERICAN GROUPS

U S. Group - Spanish-American Group
Response Score Eisponse Score

learned is8 polire 80
school 76 college 77
knowledge 69 educated 72
intelligent 67 study, ious 70-
College 62 university 43
professor 44 family 30
book 40 learned 29
teach.er 26 school 27
wise, dom 26 manners 2
people, person 23 amiable 24
smart 22 education 20
graduate 21 friend, ly, ship 20
may, 21 intelligent 19
scholarly 21 know 19

Urespect 17 professor 19
schooled 17 student 19
wefl-rounded 17 teacher 19
erudite 15 62cent 18
guess 14 knowledL 18
study 13 social, able 18
worldly 13 book 16
good 12 fine, nesa 1
inteller 12 viarents 1
knowlk igeable 12 Ifather 14
stLudent 12 habit 14
scholar 11 wise, dom 14
degree 10 example 12
sophistication 10 good 12
teach 10 professional 12
work 10 pupil 12
bright 9 culture 11
interesting 8 cultivated 11
literate 8 well-educated 11
me 9 teach 10
money 0 correct 9
sage 9 trainiug, ed 9
oul'-ured 8 gentlemanly 8
diploma 8 home 8
university 8 agreeable . 7
helpful 7 mother 7
know 7 unicrstanding 6
sense, common 7 society 6
developm-ent 6 manner 6
thoughtful 6 children 6
tnformat,'ve 6 trip 5
progress 5 sacrifice 5
lectures 5 art 4
satisfaction 5 doctor 4
readiing. well read 5 environment 4
status 4 language 3
courses 494

XJohnson (Pros.) 4
ideas, many 3
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TABLE 2

EDUCATED: MAIN MEANING COMPONENTS FOR
U.S. AND SPANISH-AMERICAN GROUPS

Group Score
Meaning Component U.S. Spanish-American

:"Family, Home" -- 80
"Educators, Teachers" 81 50
"Other Persons, People" 65 31
"School Features" 267 243
," Knowledge" 123 51
"Learned, Educated" 254 152
"Intelligent, Smart" 126 25
"Polite, Decent" 36 254
."Miscellaneous" 41 56

Total 993 942 =

pleasure. Both groups assume "Love, Friendship" as the emotional
background; Puerto Ricans see more love and affection, Americans primarily
friendship. The Puerto Ricans' reactions do not reflect "Race," i.e.,
racial differences, while the U.S. responses make some direct references
to the racial background of the girls. Furthermore, the lack of any U.S.
tendency to view the two girls as sisters, family members, may also be
influenced by the perceived facial difference. The attention paid by the
Lwo groups to sexual identity, "Male, Female," is about the same.

In the second example shown in Table 4 the Puerto Rican group
shows a strong disposition to see the picture as representing a family scene
involving married people 2nd home. The U.S. group is more predisposed
to see the scene as involving people of opposite sex, with little assumption
that they are married. The emphasis on tne emotional background of the
scene-"Love, FriendshWp"-is also a stronger Puerto Rican trend. The
main thrust ot the American interpretation involves "Romance, Lovers." The
Puerto Ricans are inclined to see engagement and a boyfriend-girlfriend
relationship, which in the Puerto Rican cultural context "s a rather formal one
and is expected to lead to marriage. The American and Puerto Rican
observations show considerable agreement in describing the scene as dinner
or meal. There is also agreement on the visible activities of talking and
listening. A perception of the scene as reminiscent of Elvis Pr.!zley and the
1950s is strong and uniquely American. The Puerto Ricans pay little attend.on
to the candlelight; some are inclined to view the candle as a light bulb.

6
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That different reactions were obtained to the same pictures suggests

that the two groups did not see the same things: they paid attention to
different details, saw different relationships between the people, observed
different events, and anticipated different consequences. The U.S. -Puerto
Rican study, which included several dozen picture and word stimuli, showed
a great deal of consistency in what each group observed and what they ignored.

Another way to present these findings is the semantograph (Figure 2).
It shows the main categories of group meaning by using radially arranged
bars. The dotted bars represent the main components of Spanish-American
interpretation and the striped bars the main components of U.S.
interpretation. Where the bars are equal in length, substantial agreement
exists between U.S. and Spanish-American responses. The bars are
arbitrarily arranged so that those on the left of the semantograph show
meaning components especially strong (salient) for the U.S. group and
those on the right show meaning components especially strong for the
Spanish-American group. This presentation is designed to held the
reader to recognize components on which his own group and the other
culture group are in agreement or disagreement.

Effective communication requires that we address members of other
cultures on components that are salient to them. Thus, in communicating
with Spanish-speaking groups on education, components shown by shaded
bars on the right side--politeness, family background, etc.--can be
expected to elicit interest and understanding. For those familiar with
the cultural backgrounds of the groups producing the associations, it is apparent
that the high-scoring responses reflect their salient characteristics. The
response polite from the Spanish-American group, for example, reflects
the Spanish emphasis on formal, polite behavior. With a deeper knowledge of
the cultural background, all the responses become explicable: that is, they
can be traced to the religious-moral philosophy, history, life conditions,
and contemporary experiences of the respective culture groups. These trends
of cultural interpretation, of course, are not limited to the single concept
of EDUCATED; rather, they reflect general cultural experiences, life
conditions, and philosophies characteristic of the two groups compared.

9
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ASSESSMENT OF THE RELATIVE DOMINANCE OF THEMES AND DOMAINS

Various cultural groups are frequently characterized by their hierarchy of
priorities. Americans are commonly described, for instance, as being pre-

occupied with material comfort, technical performance, and scientific progress;
Spaniards are said to focus on family traditions, personal friendship, and
spiritual values. These traditional stereotypes are fading in this age of rapid
change and increased cross-cultural contacts, but the assessment of cultural
priorities is still a timely and practical requirement.

The psychological priorities characteristic of a particular group or culture

can be inferred from dominance scores. The dominance score is a modified ver-
sion of Noble's (1952) "meaningfulness" measure. * The dominance score is
based on the number of responses produced in common by the members of the group
and weighted by the sequence in which they were produced. Responses in common

are those associations that were given by at least two members of the group.
The weighting factors are empirically determined for each response. The domin-

- ance scores indicate how meaningful and how important a theme (stimulus word) is
for a particular group. The group dominance score of a word representing a

problem or topic offers an empirical measure expressing the salience of the problem
for a particular group. Such data become especially significant when dominance
scores obtained for one group are compared with dominance scores obtained for
another group. Previous data (Szalay, 1967) indicate that dominance scores vary
greatly for different words and cultures and provide a sensitive measure of the group-
specific or culture-specific meaningfulness or dominance of a particular word.

Group dominance scores can reveal group-specific priorities not only for

single issues, but also for clusters of words making up larger domains. Since
the scores vary with the particular words chosen, to obtain generalizable results
a systematic selection of stimulus words from the domain to be studied is an im-
portant requirement (see Szalay and Maday, 1973).

* Noble (1952) first demonstrated that the number of associations given by

a person in a continued association task of one minute provides a measure of
"meaningfulness" that is highly correlated with the person's familiarity with the
word and its meaning.
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The example shown in Table 5 is taken from a comparative study of I
Black and White blue-collar samples. From the fifteen domains included in

the study, the table includes the four on which the Black-White differences
were the largest.The two domains on the left side of the table, "ISMS"
and "NATION", are those on which the Whites scored higher than the Blacks.
On the right side of the table "SOCIAL PROBLEMS" and "NEEDS" are domains
on which the Black group scored higher.

TABLE 5
DOMINANCE SCORES BY BLACK AND WHITE

URBAN BLUE-COLLAR WORKERS

Domain Differ- Domain Differ.
and Themes White Black ence and Themes White Black ence

SOCIAL
ISMS PROBLEMS

DEMOCRACY 636 440 SOCIETY (U.S.) 316 342
SOCIALISM 396 280 SOCIAL CLASS 402 475
CAPITALISM 362 298 SOC. JUSTICE 376 378
COMMUNISM 733 502 SOC. PROGRESS 260 334

532 382 150 xf 338 382 -44

NATION NEEDS
NATION 661 591 GOAL 514 581

U.S. 877 765 EXPECTATION 236 298

PATRIOTISM 508 222 DESIRE 621 701
AMERICANS 605 648 VALUABLE 832 876

89 663 556 107 , 551" 614 -63
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ASSESSMENT OF MEANING BY ITS MAIN COMPONENTS

The main meaning components characteristic for the groups studied can
be identified by using the group response lists. The group response lists contain
a rich variety of responses, each reflecting a different mosaic element of the total
meaning. The responses are organized into a more mar ra'-.abl_ form by grouping
responses with similar content together. Using these response categories helps

to identify the main components of meaning and to express the group's meaning in
a simple and concise form.

The method developed for the assessment o' the primary meaning components
relies on a content analysis of responses performed by two or more independent
judges (Szalay and Brent, 1967). The inter-judge reliability calculated by correla-
tions among four judges across categories averaged . 70. In the process of cate-

gorization some oversimplifications and distortions are inescapable, but this
technique does help to make the information inherent in the primary data more

communicable. To establish procedures for categorization that minimize distortions
and personal biases the coders who perform the categorization are selected from
persons with a background and frame of reference by and large similar to that of

the members of the group tested. If Korean and American groups are to be tested,
the coders would be a Korean and an American. Independently from each other,
they receive the list of all responses tc the particular stimulus word (the Korean
responses translated into English).

After the coders study the response list thoroughly, they choose the main
clusters into which the responses fall by their more or less similar relationships

to the stimulus word. They choose eight to sixteen categories that they feel sub-

sume all the responses inmeaningfuil groupings relevant to the stimulus word, and
they assign the responses to these categories. In this way the coders produce a
tentative set of categories that in their opinion would be suitable for the categori-
zation of the responses.

The categories may be of lower or higher generality, more concrete or
more abstract; but they should be simple, not very abstract, and should be at the
same level of generality. It is important to choose clearly different, well-delimited

= categories that do not overlap. It is necessary to choose between alternative possible

3U
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categories: some will fit into the total system of categories better than others;
some will lead to better communication than others. Responses that do not seem
to fit into any of the categories are put into a miscellaneous category. Responses
that may be assigned with equal justification to two or more categories are re-
corded for further discussion. The end result is a preliminary categorization
for each cultural group tests.

In order to develop a single category system, the coders meet with a
senior researcher to present their categories and to discuss their agreements
and disagreements. The categories that are identical may be accepted as final.
Where there are discrepant categories, three solutions are possible: new alter-
native categories, category combinations at a higher level of abstraction, or
complementary categories. Although there is not always a close equivalence of
categories, the final categories are selected to highlight the most characteristic
aspects of the two (or more) cultural groups' responses to the stimulus word.
This method maintains comparability of results in the analysis of the responses
from the different cultural population samples. After the category system is
final, a last check is required to make sure that all the responses are included
and that they have their proper response scores.

The categories and category scores present a class or logical set of data
from which the central meaning of the stimulus word may be deduced, either
directly or through advisors or background literature on the culture. Certain
response categories are directly informative. For example, the responses in
the various food categories elicited by the stimulus words HUNGRY and TO EAT
reflect the main items of the group's diet. The responses in the beverage cate-
gories elicited by THIRSTY and TO DRINK reflect the relative importance of
the principal liquids imbibed. In other instances, the role of the stimulus word
in providing the context for the responses becomes more important. In the context
of the stimulus word POLITICS, responses of names of countries imply a concern
with foreign policy, and the frequent mention of specific countries reflects the
relative importance of these in foreign relations. In the context of the stimulus
word ANCESTORS, the frequent mention of specific countries reflects the impor- I
tance of these countries as main sources of immigration. For the stimulus
word HLNGRY, a high score for responses in such categories as foreign countries
and foreign geographic locations implies that the stimulus word represents a re-
mote issue.

Other types of categories are less direct in their indications. High response
scores in categories dealing with pain, sickness, or sufferings of various kinds are
indications of a negative attitude or unpleas,. experiences associated with the stimu-
lus concept. Categories dealing with fun and entertainment or positive evaluative
remarks may be considered as a sign of approval for, or attraction to, the stimulus
concept.



Table 6 presents the meaning of the stimulus word HUNGRY for three cul-
tural groups. The list contains responses dealing with food, persons, nations,
and the like. When the responses are grouped into relevant categories, the cate-
gories suggest the rheaning composition of the stimulus word. The meaning of the

- stimulus word HUNGRY can then be explored in terms of the relevant categories
of responses and their relative score proportions. For example, the U. S. group
yields a total score of 327 for the FOOD, VARIETIES AND INGREDIENTS category;
a score of 36 for the MEAL category; and a score of 76 for the POOR, BEGGAR
category. The Korean group scores 250 for FOOD, VARIETIES AND INGREDIENTS;
7 on MEAL; and 193 for POOR, BEGGAR. The highest score for the U. S. group
was on the FOOD, VARIETIES AND INGREDIENTS category; the same was true for
the Korean group. The highest score for the Colombian group was on the DRIVE
STATES category.

After reviewing the response scores to these words in terms of the main
categories, attention may be given to finer breakdowns. The category FOOD,
VARIETIES AND INGREDIENTS is composed of any type of fkod response and can
be grouped into subcategories such as MEAT, DRINKS, and RICE. Cultural ex-
perts indicate that the proportions of responses reflect cultural priorities. In this
case, the subcategories for the various cultural groups reflect the characteristic
composition of the cultural groups' diet. For example, the Korean group receives
a high score for RICE, the U. S. group a very much lower score, and the Colombian
group has no responses in this subcategory at all.

The high level of correspondence found between associative data and cultural
reality for such concrete stimulus words as HUNGRY makes it possible to accept the
results obtained for such abstract stimuli as SOCLALISM or SOCIETY. The high
culture-specificity and the consistency of patterns suggest that associative response
material obtained from cultural groups and submitted to appropriate categorizatioan
provides reliable information about the culture-specific associative meaning content __

of stimulus words. A
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TABLE 6

RESPONSE CATEGORIES AND SCORES FOR THE STIMULUS WORD HUNGRY

Score

Rcs~oscCacg~~U. S. Korean Colombian

Group Group Group -

Fbod, varieties and ingrecients
Food in general (food)01- 226 51 77

Rice (cooked rice) 13 161 0

Meat (steak) 36 16 20

Dessert (cake) 18 0 13

Other nonrice foods (bread) 28 20 146I
Drinks (water. milk) 6 29

Total 327 250 165

= Meal, general and in particular
(meal, dinner) 36 7 j120

Persons, people (man, people) 85 192 J42
Poor, beggar (poor) j 76 193 175

Characteristics of be.-- rs (ra.gged)I 0 16 3

Compassionate characteristicsI
(sympathy, pitiful) 13 49 0

Political, social, and economic
situations (wvar) 54 I 110 95

Help, relief (CARE) 23 16 6

Places (orphanage) 8 1 65 41

Animals (dog, cow) 11 21

Countries (Hungary, Brazil) 39 0 6

Negative feelings (suffering,
desperate) 113 115 161

Positive feelings (strength,
satisfaction) 51 1532

Body and parts (moutlN 63 24 22-

Eating and consumption
(eat, swallow) 101 16 20

Time (always, new) 41 30 6

Miscellaneous '150 84 1107
Total 1.34S 1.240 1 11

*In this table examples of responses are in parentheses.
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ASSESSMNENT OF THE DEGREE OF SIMILARJITIES AND DIFFERENCES

Without considering the actual nature of differences, one may ask a general
question-to what extent do twvo groups (for example, Amnericans and Koreans- differ
in their meaning of a particular theme (for example, SOCIETY) ?

Free verbal associations may offer an empirical answer to this question,
based on the principle that the closer the agreement between the associations
of two groups on a particular theme, the more closely similar their meanings
are. Close agreement in this context refers to close similarit in the distribu-
tion of associations: in other words, the responses obtained with high frequency
from one group will also be obtained with Morn frequelicy from the other group;
similarly, the responses produ, ad with low frequency by one group will also have
low frequency for the other group.

For P.quantitative expression of this similarity, Pearson's product-moment
correlation can be used. The scores for the same (translation equivalent) responses
from the two groups represent the pairs of observations {x,y) used in this calcula-
tion. N represents the number of pairs of observations, that is, the number of
word responses used in the calculation of a particular coefficient. This method re-
quires literal agreement; it does not take into account semantically closely related
responses such as home and homely or synonyms such as house and building. Con-
sequently, this measure is bound to underestimate the actual level of similarit.
Because this bias is likely to be the same regardless of the words used, it does not
interfere with the utility of the coefficient to provide a valid estimate of the relative
level of semantic differences. The coefficients give a global measure, expressing
merely the level of similarities and d:'fferences without elaborating on the semantic
components on which they are based.

An example can again De= taken "fom the comparative study of Bifa-k
and WIA-hite blue-collar samples. From the fifteen dom ains studied, h
first two shown in Table 7, "EDUCATIION" and "FAiMILY", are those on
which the Black art-a White groups showed the greaes simila-rity, whi:le
on the last two, "NEEDS" and "SOCIAL- PROBLEMS" they show~ed the leas
similarity.
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TABLE 7

INTERGROUP SIMILARITY OF THEMES
BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE SAMPLES

DOMAIN THEME 'y DOMAIN ITHEME '

schla I .90 G oal
K njw e .58A Expection -. 47

EDUCATION Eduramea .92 NEEDS IDesire -76
To kean -739 jVauaiIe .~

^X-53

Fai ~ .80Society 1U.S.) m3

WAoIL -2 SOIL Social cims .50 5
FAMILY Fz~ify .84Soc. jtrfe s 0

Horre I . PROBLEMS Sc. prrss .105

I i.A*
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ASSESSMENT OF ATTITUDES

Attitudinal inferences are derivea from the distribution of associative
responses with positive, negat~ve, and neutral connotation. Based on empirical
evidence (Staats and Staats, 1959) that the evaluative content of associative __

responses is a valid indicator of the evaluative content of the stimulus word, a
simple attitude index was developed to express the relative dominance of U
responses with positive or negative connotations (Szalay et al., 1970). First,
the proportions of positive and negative categories are assessed by two
independent judges who place the associative responses into positive, negative,
and neutral groups . (In previous exp .iments this grouping task was performed
with an interjudge agreement of . 93 measured by product-moment correla*
across categories.) Next, using the total response score for each of tae thrte
groupings, an index of evaluative dominance was calculated by the following
formula: Efo lscros ofoitivc ren-- . ts - .!'sc ofr noz:ive rcg;inses x 100

E scores of all reaponscs

Based on this formula, group indices are obtained on each stimulus for each
group. The distance between groups in their evaluations is measured by
comparing EDI scores using Pearson's r coefficient.

The direct method for assessing attitudes, which was used in this
study, involves asking the respondents to give a general evl uation of each I
stimulus word after performing the verbal association task. To express whether

the words mean something positive, negative, or neutral, they use the following
scale:

3 - strongly positive, favorable connotation
2 - quite positive, favorable connotation
1 - slightly positive, favorable connotation
0 - neutral or ambivalent te~r'ni tones
-1 - slightly negative connotation
-2 - quite negative connotation

-3 - strongly negative connotation I
A mean group attitude score is obtained for each stimulus word. Distance

in evaluations is then measured by Pearson's r coefficient coraparing two
jroups across stimulus words.



ASSESSMENT OF TIE AFFINITY STRUCTURE

Measuresof meaning similarity have considerable potential utility in

attempts to assess people's characteristic world view and to map their charac-
teristic perceptions and interpretations of their environment. These maps show
how particular groups organize and interrelate elements of their environment.
They are informative in solid empirical terms about the subjective images that
people develop about their particular cultural environment.

Similar concepts based on various theoretical positions are already In use:
overlap coefficient (Deese, 1962); verbal relatedness (Garskof and Houston, 1963);
mutual frequency (Cofer, 1957); co-occurrence measure (Flavell, 1959); and
measurr, of stimulus equivalence (Bousfield, Whitmarsh, and Danick, 1958).
These concepts, however, use single-word associative responses, rather than
continued associations.

The similarity ineasure used with the AGA method Is based on the concept
of associative affinity, which is defined as the shared associative meaning of
stimulus words as measured by the number of associations produced in common
to these words (Szalay, 1965). Associative affinity indicates which words are
related by a group to which other words and to what extent. The degree of
relationship among these elements of a group's subjective world is an important
dimension of their cognitive organization.

Interword associative affinity indexes measure the similarity in meaning of
one stimulus word to another for a particular group. In calculating the affinity
or relatedness of stimulus word A to stimulus word B for one group, the weighted
scores of responses in common elicited by A and by B are taken into consideration
and thus take into account differences in importance as seen in the order of
emission. (In the following formulas the arrow signifies direction of relationship.)

score for rcspunss L score for direct elicitation
in common (A--Ie) idcx of interword

x 1000 = associative affinity
total score A (A------)

score for responses 4 score for direct elicitation
in common (B-- A) index of interword

x 1000 = associative affinity
total score B (13 -- A)

In the two lists in Table 8 one response or association in common is
bea. In list A beggar has a score of 43; in list B, a score of 38. Poverty,

which occurs in list A with a score of 38 and in list B with 44, is also a re-

sponse common to both lists. The lower score for b is 38, and the lower
score for povert is 38. The lower scores are used because the quantity
represented by the lower scores is common to both lists.
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TABLE 8

INDEX OF INTERWORD ASSOCIATIVE AFFINITY

Stimulus Word A: HUNGRY Stimulus Word 13: POOR

Response Score Response Score
(Colombiam Group) (Colombian Group)

meal 107 hungry 77

food j 73 j money 71

hunger 65 poverty 44

poor 59 beggar 38

beggar 43 ] necessity 30

poverty 38 j house j28
Total score A 335 Total score B, 288

The total score of the responses in common is 38 plus 38, or 76. (Although
hunge and ha are close enough to be considered as one response, and poor
and Poverty are similarly close, they are considered as separate responses.)

Next, any response to one stimulus word that is identical to the other

stimulus word is considered. In Table 8, this means HUNGRY eliciting
poor as a response or POOR eliciting hun . They are said to elicit each
other directly; hence, what is here measured is called direct elicitation. Con-
sidering the relationship of ItUNGRY to POOR, HUNGRY elicited poor with a
score of 59.

The score of the responses in common to HUNGRY (76) plus the score of
the directly elicited responsen (59) indicate the total degree of shared meaning.
The score representing the shared portion of the tetal meaning reaction cannot

be taken by itself or it would be merely a function -f the lenth of the response

lists. Therefore, it is divided bv the total score of the six responses to

HUNGRY (3Sb). This is the case if the relationship of HUNGRY to POOR is

being considered. (In this example it is supposed that there were only six
responses to each stimulus word.)

The score representing the snared portion of the total meaning reaction is

thus expressed as a fraction of the total score represcnting the total meaning

reaction. This fraction is m,,ltiplied by 1000 in order to make it an integral
number, that i:n, not a fraction. The resulting number is called the inter-word
index as calculated from HUNGRY to POOR.

76 59
385 x 1000 351 index of interword associative affinity, HUNGR to PO

If, however, the relationship of POOR to HUNGRY is being considered, the index

would be different, and Lhe score representing shared meaning would be divided by

the total score for POOR. In this c3se, instead of HUNGRY eliciting poor with a
score of 59, POOR elicits hung wth a score of 77. Only the directly elicited part I

M
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-f the shared responses changes; the score 5or zencs in common remains the

same. In this case the total score for POOR is 288.

76 + 77
76 x 1000 = 531 = index of interword a-so:iative affinity, POOR to HUNGRY268

Table 9 presents intervord indexes of a.;sociative affinity calculated for the

relationship of four words on eating and food %% ith four words on poverty. The higher
the index, the closer the degree of relationship, since the index shows the number of

respo nses in common.

Example. The matrix of data in Table 9 shows many distinct and consistent
differences, The affinity of the word RICE to the other food-related stimulus words

is always higher for the 114orean and Colombian student groups. The relationship
of HUNGRY to POOR is also consistently higher for these groups This is also
true for the other poverty-related terms like BEGGAR and MONEY. These find-
ings support Kluchohn's positi'in that hunger represents different needs and has
different meanings for pt-ople of different cultural backgrounds. The data display

considerable consistency, especially for culture-specific items that are closely
related in meaning (for example, POOR and BEGGAR).

Indexes on single word pairs provide empirical data on single relationships;

index averages calculated on the affinity of single words wilh a set of words
representing a particular reference or meaning area have more generality.
Indexes calculated between domains may be expected to gauge cognitive org-aniza-
tion at an even higher level of generality by revealing how closely interrelated are
such areas for a particular group.
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STIMULUS-RESPONSE MATRIX EVALUATION OF GENERAL RESPONSE TRENDS

A computer-based matrix evaluation of responses produced to selected
stimuli has been developed to provide a more global picture of the general
response trends differentiating two groups.

In this analysis we use a stimulus-response matrix in which the individual
stimuli represent the heads of the columns and the responses in alphabetic
order represent the rows (see Table 10). The scores with which these responses
were elicited constitute the cell values. The row totels represent the total
score a particular response accumulated across all the stimuli included in the
analysis. These row totals show the salience of a particular response in the
context of all the stimuli used in the representation of a given broader semantic
domain.

TABLE 10

ILLUSTRATION OF STIMULUS-RESPONSE 'MATRIX

Responses Stimulus I Stimulus 2 Stimulus 3 ........ Row Totals

abacus -- 6 -- 6
abandon . 6 -- 12 18
advise 8 21 . 11 440

Column Totals 892 1012 752 11,793

Applying this matrix analysis to the responses to the stimuli from each group,
a comparison of the row totals from each matrix offers u. simple method for the
identification of different response trends. These matrices, containing usually
several thousand responses, are too lengthy for presentation, and we are not
interested at this level of analysis in the single tems or in the overlapping
portion of responses, those given equal emphasis by both groups. Rather, it
is more interesting to ask to what extent the row totals suggest differential
response trends, different perceptual priorities, proective mechanisms. Thus,
the analysis is selective, focusing on responses with significantly different
salience.

To give a short summary of the differential response trends, we limit
our presentation to those responses whose score difference between the two
groups was 30 or more in either direction. All responses produced with such
score differences are presented in graphical form as -liustrated by F:aure 3.
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On the left side of the graph are responses on which one group produced
a higher score than the other. On the right are responses that scored significantly
higher from the second group. Each response is shown with its score achieved
by each group.

Furthermore, to facilitate the review of response trends, we group the
related responses together. Such an approach is desirable because it is
important to distinguish the response differences that are based primarily on
different vocabularies from those which reflect deeper perceptual and attitudinal
differences. For instance, if one group emphasizes the word Black while the
other uses the word Ne, we would consid-er this to be a primarily terminological
difference. To avoid mistakes and prematrue conclusions based merely on the
salience of one or the other, we present all responses dealing with race, racial
identification in one category: The presentation of the words Black and Negr
would be shown as synonyms by bars placed at the same level in the graph.
If the data showed, however, that one group uses naturally one response,
e.g., Black, more frequently than the other group uses Black or any synonymous
response like Negro, then it appears to be justified to conclude that this is not
merely a matter of terminol-ogy. If this is a consistent trend, it would indicate
that the first group has a stronger disposition to identify people in terms of

their racial identity. Response categories which have -atching or partially
matching reactions scoring higher on the other group are shown together at
the same level in the profile. Thus, bars which extend into both sides suggest

response differences based on semantic habits and vocabularies. Bars that
have no equ-vaient or partially equivalent bar or. the other side can be considered
to reflect mainly perceptual and attitudinal differences.

it must be emphasized that the presentation is focused on differential
response trends. It excludes all the responses which produced similar scores
with score differences under 30. The presentation is complete and exhaustive, i
however, in the sense that it does not omit any response that meets the criterion M
of a score difference of 30.

The first part of the presentation includes larger clusters that reflect
broader perceptual trends, while the second part merely lists single responses

=. that have weaker and narrower fcundation.

These matrices have been used to compare pictoral versus verbal stimuli,
ethnic-racial groups, and before-after reactions. The responses of different
racial or cultural groups can be compared to identify response trends w:th
significantly different saliences for these two groups. A comparison of reactions
produced before and after an event (e.g. film episod-e) can be used to idenify
which perceptual and attitudinal trends were strenthened and which lost
salience.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _26



RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF MEASURES

The continued verbal association task used in the Associative Group Analysis
method produced extensive response distributions characterized by contrasts of
high and low response frequencies. Analysis of these response distributions
(represented by group response lists) produces various categories of information,
some on selected dimensions of the group's frame of reference (e. g., hierarchy
of priorities, the dominance scores), others on selected psychological variables
(e. g., attitudes, the Evaluative Dominance Indices). The reliability and validitv
of measures focusing on various dimensions and variables naturally requi'e
individual consideration.

Meaning Elements Represented by Single Responses

Even though conclusions are rarely based on a single response, the specific

responses are the fundamental mosaic elements of information obtained in continued
ass6ciation tasks and thus it is necessary to determine how much reliable
information exists in a single response.

The answer to this question depends naturally on the number of people who
gave the particular response and on the score the response has accumulated based
on its rank places of emission. The use of continued associations required the
development of a weighting procedure which allows to account for the differences
in information value between first :esponses and the responses produced later
at lower rankings. An empirically founded weighting system has been derived
using the differential stability of responses observed in test-retest results. The
following reliability scores were obtained as a function of the rank place (Table 11)

TABLE I1

STABILITY OF RESPONSES DEPENDING ON THEIR RANK PLACE =

Stability and oRsonse

Weights 1st 2nd 3rdi 4th 5th 6th I7th Sth 9th 10th I
Stability, percent,' ._0 .15
of recurrence in 4 8 .42 .34 -32 . 30 1 .25 .20 .15 1i
retest
Weighting score - I
based on the 6, 5 i 3 3 3 2

stability

This suggests that the average stability of a ingle response in continued
association tasks is. 32- This mean value represents the stability of an average
response for an average person. The mean stability substantially increases when
calculated on group basis. The increase becomes explicable by the observation
that while a particular person may fail in retest to give the same response he
gave in the first test, it frequently hapens that other subjects will use the word
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as a response in the retest although they may not have given it in the first test.
Thus, particularly the common responses substantially increase this stability
on group basis.

As the Associative Group Analysis method draws inferences on groups rather
than on single individuals, the stability of responses on group basis requires
particular attention. The group response lists representing response frequencies
weighted by their individual rank places serve as the data base for such inferences.
With focus on the shared responses of the group, responses given by only one
person are disregarded as idiosyncratic. To assess the stability of group responses,
split-half comparisons were made of a group of 100 subjects split randomly.
Comparing the group response lists of the two groups of 50 subjects, an average
stability of. 61 was obtained. Interestingly, this stability increased gradually
when split-half groups of larger sizes were compared (N=100, N=200). This
phenomenon bears apparently on the cultural sharing pheno-'enon, which has been
described by several authors (Roberts, 1951; D'Andrade, 1959), but its implica-
tions go beyond our present concern with stability.

In connection with the problem of stability of response lists and the average
stability of particular responses, it should be pointed out that this stability is also
a function of particular stimulus words. Certain stimulus words are specific and
produce steen response distributions focusing on a definite set of responses. Others
are less definite and produce responses with great intragroup variations. This
definiteness depends partially on the characteristics of the stimulus theme such
as concreteness and specificity. Furthermore, it depends on the homogeneity
of the group's experien.es in respect to the stimulus.

These different variables cause considerable variations in the stability of
responses. Thus, the average response stability value reported above is a
rough estimate. When more precise data are needed, as in the case of the
evaluation of changes, learning and training effects, it is desirable to obtain
stability data on the relevant themes in separate split-half stability tests. The
stability of specific responses as a function of the size of responses will be
considered in the next appendix in relationship to the problem of statistical
significance.

The vatidity of the information requires separate individual answers I
dependIng on the category of information under consideration-perceptual,

attitudinal, behavioral, etc. Although the Associative Group Analysis method
is used to derive information on diverse categories of variables, the inferences

are usually based on entire response distributions or clusters of responses
rather than on single individual responses. Thus, although the measures are
based on responses, the problem of validity can be examined more meaningfully M
in the context of the particular measures rather than single responses.

Meaning Components Inferred From Response Categories jU
While the similarity coefficient measures the overall sinilarity of two

groups about their global meaning reaction to a particular theme,
the relative saliences of clusters of homogeneous responses are used to indicate
the similarities on particular components of meaning. For instance, a
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similarity coefficient of. 62 between two groups on socialism expresses the
overall degree of agreement, but it does not tell on which components of meaning
the groups agree and on which they do not. It will not reveal, for instance, that
the groups agree that socialism implies strong government control but disagree
that socialism would require a shift from free to controlled economy or doing away
with private initiative.

As described in more detail earlier a method of assessing cultural
meanirgs in terms of salient components uses a content analytic approach which
relies on categorization of responses performed Independently by two or m ore
judges. This approach is especially important because it is the main method
of assessing salient meaning components, their cultural similarities and differ-
ences, as shown by the semantographs. The reliability of this content analytic
method was tested by comparing the performance of five judges working independently
from each other. The interjudge reliability measured by product-moment correla-
tion across 76 categories was .7.

The validity of such i.ferences on particular single meaning components
cannot be directly assessed because simple criterion measures are not available.
There are, however, findings which show, for instance, that the salience of
these meaning components provides valid predictions on the meaningfulness of
messages in intercultural communications. Communication material that
capitalized on salient components of cultural meanings was judged by members
of this culture as relatively more meaningful than comparable communication
material produced by cultural experts (Szalay, Lysne, and Bryson, 1972). U

Intergroup Similarity of Themes Inferred from the Total Response Distribution U
The extent two groups agree on the meaning of a particular theme is measured

by the coefficient of similarity. This coefficient is a Pearson
product-mor'ent correlation calculated between the response distributions
produced by the two groups to the same stimulus theme. Correlation is used
to assess the extent to which the two groups are similar in their response
distributions; that is, in producing the same high frequency and the same low U
frequency responses.

The reliability of this measure may he approached by comparing two I
groups of similar composition obtained by splitting a larger group randomly into

two halves. The coefficients produced bv the two groups on a sample of themes
may be then averaged. Using this approach and comparing two split-half groups I
on 26 themes, a correlation of . 73 was obtained recently. In a previous comparison

an r of. 82 was obtained calculated over 40 themes. A closer examination reveals =

that the coefficient depends a great deal on the particular theme under considera-
tion. Themes that are specific and concrete produce steep response distributions
characterized by a few widely shared responses, or meaning elements. The
theme family, for example, is specific and concrete and for everybody to a certain
extent it involves father and mother. The themes concern and anxiety are less a
definite, and instead _F everybody agreeing on a few narticularly salient responses,
people produce a broad diversity of responses. In this situation, low correlation
does not necessarily mean low reliability of the measure but may be a consequence
of the characteristics of the theme, of its indeterminate nature. In such a
situation, the stab!ditv of the measure may be better estimated by considering how U
stable a coefficient is within particular themes rather than across all themes.
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To assess this stability, the coefficients obtained on the same themes for the
two split-half groups were correlated over the 26 themes and produced an r A
of .89.

Intragroup Homogeneity

A comparison of split-half groups shows how much agreement exists
within a particular group on a particular stimulus theme. As previously
mentioned this intragroup agreement depends to a certain degree on the
determinate or indeterminate nature of the stimulus.

A second factor influencing the value of the coefficient is the size of
the group. Obtained on the basis of 32 themes (domain "FAMILY" and
"HEALTH") the mean coefficients presented in the table below show a
distinct increase with the size of the groups compared.

TABLE 12

RELATIONSHI? BETWEEN COEFFICIENT OF HOMOGENEITY
AND GROUP SIZE

Number of r Number of pairs
subjects Coefficient of of split-half
in group Homogeneity groups compared

13 .40 3

26 .67 3

52 .79 3

78 .84 2

104 .87 3

156 .90 1

NOTE: The coefficients are based on the comparison of
split-half groups and represent a mean of
coefficients calculated on 32 themes - Where more
than one pair of split-half comparisons were made,
the coefficient represents a mean of the means for each
comparison. Means were calculated u.sing Fisher's Z

* transformation.
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The rate of the increase is fast if we increase the size of small samples.
For instance, an increase in sample size from 13 to 26 produced an increase
of 27 points in the coefficient, while an increase from 52 to 104 produced an
increase of only 9. points. Thus, there is a distinct decline in the growth
rate in the case of large samples, and the coefficients come close to their
plateau with a sample size of 200. Correlations do not generally increase
just because the base of their calculation is extended. An explanation is
likely to be found in the nature of mechanics of the calculation; the
relatively large number of 0 scores obtained with a small sample decreases
the correlation value.

Another interesting and important characteristic of the homogeneity
coefficient is that it varies with the characteristics of individual themes.
The variations axe apparently explicable by the fact that some themes and
domains are more concrete, definite, .angible (e.g., CAR, MONEY), while
others are more indeterminate, unobservable, abstract (EQUALITY,
EXPECTATION). These variations may be illustrated by showing the
coefficients of homogeneity on the themes used in the representation of the
domain "FAMILY." The data presented in Table 11 show the coefficients
obtained using three different sample sizes: 13, 52, and 156. in contrast
to the wide range of variation (-.12 to . 70) observed at the level of smallest
sample, in the case of the largest sample the range was narrower (. 72 to

96). As a tentative explanation we are inclined to suggest the phenomenon
of "cultural sharing."

D'Andrade (1959) has observed that items or traits tend to be either
shared by the entire group or unique to individuals. He uses the following

example to illustrate this sharing phenomenon: A statistician visits two typical
homes of some culture group. On the basis of these visits, he estimates that
roughly 40% of all the household items he has counted are shared by the two
households, while 60% were unique to each. On the basis of this estimate,
and on the assumption of independent assortment of items, he calculates that
if he visits five pairs of houses, he will find on the average only 1% of the
items shared by all ten houses--that is, four to the fifth power. When a census
of items across a numnber of households is taken, however, the results usually
do not support the independent-assortment assumption. Instead, . much larger
number of items than expected is found to be shared by all households, and
a larger number than expected is found to be unique (see Roberts 1951 for an
example of such a census of cultural items). A comparison of cultural beliefs
by D'Andrade shows, for instance, a ten times greater agreement between five
pairs of informants than would have been predicted on the assumption of
indenendent assortment of beliefs. It follows from the rationale of this sharinq
phenomenon that larger groups, which provide a broader basis for observations,
can he more completeiy described than smaller ones.

N3
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TABLE 13

HOMOGENEITY COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED ON THE DOMAIN
"FAMilY" USING SAMPLES OF DIFFERENT SIZE

Stimulus Theme Sample Size

13 52 156

FAMILY .16 .70 .80

MOTHER .63 .84 .92

FATHER .05 .82 .92

BROTHER .70 .80 .96

SISTER .28 .82 .94

PARENTS .60 .81 .88

TOGETHERNESS .27 .64 .93

HUSBAND .40 .84 .92

WIFE .49 .81 .89

= RELATIVES .46 .57 .85

DIVORCE -.12 .47 .72

CHILDREN .25 .57 .90

HOME .53 .41 .93

ME .17 .86 .95

HAPPINESS .49 .78 .93

ANCESTORS -.09 .43 .72

Mean .35 .72 .90

The data presented in the preceding two tables underscore the importance

of working with a sample size of at least 50.!I
32.
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Dominance Hierarchy

The importance groups assign to themes and domains may be inferred
from the number of associations produced in one-minute continued associaticn
tasks--a measure of meaningfulness introduced and validated by Noble (1952).
The associative dominance score is a weighted variant of Noble's m. At an
individual level, it is based on the weighted frequency of responses given
to a particular stimulus theme. At group level, it is based on the number of
responses produced in common by the members of the group and weighted by
the sequence in which they are produced. Responses in common are those
associations that were given by at least two members of the group. Group
associative dominance scores have been found to be highly culture-specific
(Szalay, Moon, Lysne, and Bryson 1971) and have a reliability of .93 calcu-
lated from a test-retest comparison on 40 themes. The dominance scores
express how important themes and domains are for each group.

Affinity Structure

The affinity structure as shown by the relatedness of themes can be
measured by the overlap of associative response distributions. The
associative affinity index is a modified relatedness measure, similar tothose reviewed by Marshall and Cofer (1963). The index of associative

affinity has been developed for use with continued associations. To
calculate the extent to which theme A is related to theme B, the sum of
the scores of the associations in common to A and B, plus the direct
elicitations of theme B to A, is divided by the total score of associations
elicited by A; the fraction is multiplied by 1,000. The reliability of this
index in split-half comparisons was in the range of .90 (Szalay and
Windle, 1968). The validity of this measure may be estimated based on
the correlations of this measure with other independent measures. In a
recent comparative study (Szalay and Bryson, 1972), the affinity index
produced the following correlations: similarity judgment .73; judgment|
of relationship . 77; grouping task .84. The calculations were based on
66 index pairs.

=I
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STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ASSOCIATION DATA

Although the Associative Group Analysis method relies on response trends
observable in groups of responses rather than on single responses, It is desirable
to consider the significance of single elements of observations as well as significance
of various measures founded on associations as elementary ,nits.

The question of significance may be meaningfully posed in various contexts,
and depending on the context, on the nature of the comparison, the answer may
call for different approaches, solutions. Generally, the probability problem
inherent in associations is a complex one particularly in the case of continued
association tasks because individual responses cannot be treated as representing
independent observations.

Significance of a Single Response

As the inferences are based on responses and response scores as the basic
units of information, the first question to ask is how do we know whether a particular
response obtained with a particular score from a particular group is a significant
response. We would like to know, for instance, whether the response Blacks with
a score of 33 obtained from a group of 50 subjects to the stimulus EQUALITY may
be considered a significant response. Can we consider this a reaction character- =

istic of the group rather than one determined merely by chance ?

As subjects do not give the same response twice, in this case we can be
reasonably sure that the score was produced by separate individuals. As the
average score value of a response is 3, we may assume that 11 different subjects
(33/3) out of the 50 have given this response. To determine the significance of
this reaction, we may compare this group with a reference group of 50 subjects
who did not give this response at all. The contingency tables offer a simple way
to evaluate the probability of such a difference. The fourfold table in this case
takes the following form:

TABLE 14

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS USING (YES) AND NOT
USING (NO) THE RESPONSE BLACKS

J Group 1 Reference Group Total

Yes 11 0 11

No 39 50 89

Total 1 50 50 100
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Using the fourfold contingency table offered by Mainland and Murray (1952),
we find that in a situation where the comparison is between two groups of equal
sample size (n=50) and the smallest cell frequency is 0, a frequency of 6 represents
a significant difference at the. 05 level and a frequency of 8 amounts to a significant
difference at the. 01 level. Considering these significance limits, the score value

_ of 33 equated with a frequency of 11 suggests a significant response at the . 01 level.

This approach requires a transformation of score values into frequencies,
a step which involves some occasional inaccuracies as it relies on a mean.
Responses with above-average weights lead to an overestimation of frequency.
However, as the experimental results on the development of the weighting system
have shown, higher than average weight is founded on higher stability, which is
likely to compensate for the lower frequency.

By equating a score of 3 with a frequency of 1 and using the above significance
limits suggested by the contingency tables, any response accumulating a scoreof 18 or above may be considered significant at the . 05 probability level; responseswith scores of 24 and above are considered statistically significant at the . 01 level.

-Significance of Response Score Differences Between Two Groups

The above rationale of testing significance may be extended to assessing
the significance of a particular response produced by two groups with a different
score value. Two groups (N=50) responding to the stimulus EQUALITY, for instance,
respond with Blacks with scores of 14 and 38, respectively. The significance of
this difference can again be explored by using the contingency table after trans-
forming the scores into frequencies of 5 and 13.

TABLE 15

WNUMBER OF SUBJECTS USING (YES) AND NOT
USING (NO) THE RESPONSE BLACKS

-: Group 1 Group 2 Total

Yes 5 13 18

No 45 37 82I i-i
Total 50 50 100

In this case the smallest cell frequency is 5 and the parallel frequency
of 13 falls short of the 14 required at the . 05 or 17 required at the . 01 probability
level.

- As the standard group size is 50 and the significance estimates depend
both on the smallest frequency and the difference, that is, the frequency observed
in the parallel cell, the following table (Table lb) is offered for estimating the
level of significance of observed differences in score values for the same response
by two groups.
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These estimates are based on the assumption that with a tolerable margin
of o-rror, scores may be used to estimate frequencies and that the probability
estimates developed for chi squares may be applied to the problem at hand, where
two groups are compared in respect to one particular response.

Significance of Score Differences Within Groups

The above reasoning does not apply when comparing responses produced by
the same group. Several different types of comparisons fall into this category
and all have in common that the two group response scores to be compared cannot
be treated as independent as they may have come from the same person.

For instance, the response Blacks and the response woman obtained from a
particular group to the stimulus word EQUALITY cannot be treated as two
independent responses from a statistical point of view. By statistical criteria,
they can be considered independent only if the people who gave the response Blacks
were not the same as those who gave the response woman. In some instances this
may be true; in others, not. The group response list does not tell us whether the
scores for Blacks and for woman came from the same or from different people.
Because the contingency tables were derived for the comparison of independent
observations, they are not applicable to intragroup comparisons where the associative
responses may come from the same subjects. in search for a method applicable
to this situation of intragroup comparisons, we explored the distribution of score
differences based on chance and used these char.ce-determined distributions to
estimate the probability of particular differences or ranges of differences which
are significant at various probability levels.

To assess the parameters of chance-determined differences, the method of
test-retest comparisons was used. If the association task is administered to
a group at one particular time (t1) and again a few weeks or months later (to)
(granted that the group did not go through some drastic changes during this period).
it is assumed that the responses will be generally the same. The differences

observable between the response distributions obtained at t1 and to will be the
results of mere chance. Assessing the size of these chance-determined differences
provides us with an empirical base for comparison, for estimating the probability
of other differences.

Response distributions obtained before and after a three-month period from
a group of 50 subjects on 18 words have been compared. As a measure of the
range of variance, the standard deviation (SD=7) was obtained. This finding
is based on the analysis of over 1500 pairs of observations, excluding from con-
sideration the broad variety of idiosyncratic -esponses. Because of this

H exclusion, the above standard deviation values may be considered a conservative
estimate. Assuming a normal distribution of differences, these two measures
allow to calculate significance limits, score values that are unlikely to occurI by chance. Based on characteristics of the normal distributions, we klnow that
1. 9 x SD = 14 represents the significance limit at the . 05 probability level. Score
differences of 14 and larger have a 5r or less probability (one in twenty) to occur
on the basis of chance; that is, they have 95% probability to reflect genuine,
significant, not-chance-determined differences.
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Following the same rationale, we expect score differences of 2.5 x SD =18
to be significant at the. 01 level of probability. A score difference of this size or
larger will be very significant in the sense that out of 100 instances, 99 will be
founded on more than chance. In the case of the preceding example where woman
scored 16 and Blacks scored 39 as responses to EQUALITY, the score difference
is 23. Compared with the significance limits (p<. 01 = 18), this larger score
difference suggests that the two responses genuinely differ in their intensity: the
group is apparently more concerned with the unequal status of Blacks than that
of women.

It may be mentioned that these significance limits (p <. 05 = 14; p <. 01 = 18)
are also applicable when comparing the same response given by a particular group
at two different times. Taking for instance, the word EQUALITY as a stimulus
in association tasks administered before and after a "human awareness" training
program, we may find that before the training the group gave the response Blacks
with a score of 39 and after the training with a score of 68. The score difference
in this instance is 29, which is greater than the 18 needed for significance at
the . 01 level. The difference in this case suggests that there was a significantly
greater emphasis on Blacks after training and supports the conclusion that the
training experience has produced an increased awareness of the unequal position
of Blacks. Generally, this second type of application of the previously cdrived
significance limits helps to determine the progress and significance of change
processes-socialization, learning effects-as these changes are reflected by
association data in particular dimensions.

A third type oi comparison involves the scores obtained from the same group
on the same response in two different contexts-i. e., in the context of two different

stimulus words. We may reverse the previous example and consider the words
BLACKS and WOMAN as stimulus words and compare them with regard to the
response equality. That the response equali vas given by the same group with
a score of 8 to WOMAN and with a score of 39 to BLACKS apparently indicates a
strong difference in emphasis as reflected by the score difference of 31. Using

the previously obtained significance estimate of 18 for . 01 level of probability,
we can conclude that the score difference of 31 is highly significant, that is, the
group assigns significantly greater salience to the problem of equality in respect
to Blacks than in respect to women.

Significance of Domain Response Score Differences Between Groups

The domain response scores are sums of scores accumulated by a particular
response across a number of stimulus themes used in the representation of a
particular semantic domain. Domain response scores emerge from a type of
global analysis which focuses on an entire semantic domain rather than on a
single stimulus. The domain SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT, for example, may be
represented by such stimulus themes as FAMILY, FRIENDS, and COMMUNITY.
The group response lists obtained to the representative themes form the columns
of a matrix; the rows of the matrix are formed of responses and their score values
obtained in the context of the stimulus themes. The total score accumulated by
a particular response acroqs all, say, 16 stimulus themes used in the representation
of this domain constitutes a domain response score. It shows the sum of scores
for this particular response for the domain and is analogous to the group response
score. As these domain response scores x.cprescnt the units of a more global
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analysis for comparing groups at the level of entire semantic domains, their
stability and the significance of their differences represent questions of practical
importance.

To assess the significance of differences. a group of 100 subjects were
split into two equal groups of 50. Two split-half matrices were constructed and
the differences of their domain response scores compared. A comparison of
600 such score values showed a standaA'd deviation of 6. 1. Based on this, the
following significance estimates were c".lcuiated. At the . 05 probability level,
domain response score differences of 12 and above are considered significant;
at the . 01 level, domain score differences of 16 or larger are considered to be

highly significant.

Next, we may explore the application of the above significance limits to
- -the following example of Black and White comparisons. An analysis of the

responses of 50 Black and 50 White studenis to 16 stimuli representing units of
the social environment has produced tile following responses and-domain response
scores within a particular selected category.

TABLE 17

COMPONENT EGO, INDIVIDUALISM OF THE "SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT"
-: DOMAIN

Domain Response Scores *
I Significance

Response Black Group i White Group 1 of Difference

self, self image 9 24
myself 23 55
mine 16 13 I
me 47 82 o
individual, -ism 31 23
personal 3 11
impersonal 0 20

~~ego 51

1 171 59
personality 14 0
person 25 13
human being 3 0 , _

Total Component Score 192 313 !

*p< .05
=*p< . 01

Significance of Category Score Differences

As was discussed in the context of the content analysis of group response

lists, the category scores represent sums of the response scores
of responses assigned by the judges to a particular category. While these
category scores show the salience of selected m aning components and represent
particularly important information, the significance of their scores and score
differences constitutes a particularly difficult problem for two major reasons.
First, as category scores are based on several responses, some of which may
come from the same subjects, we cannot treat the scores as representing
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independent frequencies. Furthermore, decisions in the grouping of the responses
obviously influences the score values, and as this grouping depends on a few
(two or three) judges, the accumulated score values cannot be treated as suins
emerging from a spontaneous process of accumulation. Consequently, we do not
have any exact, high power significance test applicable to category scores.
Instead, we have two possible approaches.

The simplest way to determine the significance of category score differences
is to explore the significance of score differences of some of the largest underlying
responses. If some of these are significant, then there is little doubt that the
global category scores bear on significant differences.

The second approach requires the use of information drawn from the chance
distribution of category score differences derived from a test-retest comparison.
Analyzing the differences in 142 category scores observed between test and retest
results separated by three months, a standard deviation of 23 was obtained. This
standard deviation multiplied by 1. 9 gives a score difference of 45 significant at

the. 05 level of probability and 59 at the . 01 level.

These significance estimates are equally applicable to category score
differences obtained between or within grouns. An example of comparing differences
across groups can be illustrated by Table 18, using Black, White, and Spanish-
American groups (N50).

TABLE 18

COMPONENT PosirivE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THEME BLACKS

I Group Response Scores
Responses ! Blacks hites Spanish

beautiful 48 9 7
good 10 6 16 U

nice 0 9 0
understanding 7 3 0
happy 0 0 8
determined 9 0 0
hardworking 13 0 0

Total Scores 87 27 31

As previously indicated, first we may examine the significance of differences
in single responses. The response beautiful differentiates the Black group from U

the two others at the. 01 probability level. The response hardworking comes
close to being significant at the. 05 probability level. The differences in the other
responses do not reach the level of significance. The category scores support
similar conclusions at a more generic level. They suggest that Blacks attribute -
significantly more positive characteristics to themselves than Whites or Spanish
Americans attribute to them. The total difference between Blacks and WThites for

-= this component (60) is significant at the . 01 level of probability; the difference
between Blacks and Spanish Americans (56) is significant at the 05 probability

= level (45) and does come close to the . 01 probability level (59). VhiteS and
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Spanish Americans did not show any significant difference in the salience they

give to the positive characteristics of Blacks.

Significance of Differences in Coefficients of Intergroup Similarity

After single responses and response categories, we may compare total
group response lists and search for criteria for identifying differences at various
significance levels. The measure introduced to assess the overall similarity of
response distributions is product-moment correlation calculated across the responses
obtained to the same stimulus word (e. g., BLACKS) from two groups (e. g.. Blacks
and Whites) or from the same Whaite group tested at two different occasions, such
as before and after a "human aareness" training. This coefficient, called the
Coefficient of Intergroup Similarity, is based on the assumption that the greater
the similarity between groups, the more similar is the distribution of their responses:
the same responses scoring high and the same responses scoring low to a i:. ticular
stimulus word.

As has been discussed in more detail under stability

coefficients show distinct variations in their stability depending on the specificity
and level of determination characteristic of a particular stimulus theme. As this
level vries from theme to theme, it is desirable to assess it individually for
each theme- This assessment may be readily made by splitting the group randomly
into two halves, producing two independent response lists, and calculating a
coefficient of similarity between the two response lists. The coefficient so
obta-ned may then be used as a reference point with which the coefficients calculated

on the same word may be compared and their differences evaluated.

In order to obtain an empirically founded base for such decisions, we have
again used a chance determined distribution of differences. This time a split-half
method was used to obtain two sets of similarity coefficients, which we could assume
differed from each other merely by chance. The calculations were based on 52
pairs of similarity coefficients producing a SD of. 02. Using this standard
deviation, differences of. 056 are significant at the 05 level and differences of
.072 are significant at the. 01 level.

Applying tl.ese significance estimates we can decide to what extent similarity
coefficients of a particular size can be considered as reflecting an overall difference
that is significant at the selected level of probability. Thus, for instance, on the
stimulus BLACKS we have obtained orifrnallv a similarity coefficient of . 881.
Based on the previously discussed significance limit of . 072 obtained by split-half
comparison as representing a highly significant difference at the. 01 level of
probability, we may conclude that coefficients of . 881 _ . 072 suggest response

distributions not significantly dissimilar from the originally responding White
group. The previously given similarity coefficient of _23 on the comparison of
the Black and Wh1ite groups and . 64 obtained by comparing the White g-roup's
responses before and after training suggest significant differences. This
difference is not particular surprising in the case of the Black-White comparison.
It is more informative, however, in the case of the comparison of before-and-
after training responses. It suggests significant changes in the Black image as
a probable result of training effects.
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Significance of Differences in Indexes of Interword Associative Affinity (11AA)

The Index of Interword -Affinity measures the relationship between two
stimulus themes, such as UNEMPLOYMENT and POOR, based on the relative
number of responses produced in common by a particular group to these stimulus
themes. These indexes reflect on the network of relationships in terms of which
particular groups perceive their environment-physical and social.

For instance, on the relationship of POOR to LNEMPLOYMENT, an
affinity index of 204 has been obtained for the White group and an index of 313
for the Black group. The question of whether the difference can be considered
significant was again approached by using information developed on the distribution
of differences based on chance. To obtain duch a distribution, members of a
larger group (N=100) were assigned randomly to two groups (N=50), spitting the
original group into two halves. Index matrices were independently calculated for
each group. Each matrix included 225 indexes on the relationship of the same set
of 16 words. Next, the diffkrances of each of the matrix cells were assessed and
their standard deviation was calculated at. 019. Using this SD value and multiplying
it by 1.96, the significance limit of . 038 was obtained at the .05 level of probability.
Multiplying SD by 2.58, the significance value of. 050 was obtained at the . 01 level.

These significance limits allow to assess whether any particular index
difference reaches the level of significance. Applying these significance estimates to
the Interword Affinity Indexes obtained on the relationship UNEMPLOYMENT-POOR
for the White group (204) and for the Black group (313), the difference of 109 is
highly significant at the. 01 level of probability.
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I CERTAIN LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

Parallel to the potentialities of the word association approach, it is
also desirable to be aware of its limitations. As the measurement of
psychocultural distance relies heavily on the coefficient of similarity,
certain problems associated with this measure are particularly relevant
at this point. This coefficient measures the similarity of two response
distributions by identifying the extent to which high and low frequency
responses from one group correspond to the high and low frequency responses
of the other. In the process we consider only those responses which are
literally identical. Thus, synonyms are considered as different responses,
although their meanings are the same; going by this rule synonyms are not
recognized as having the same referents.

To illustrate the case we may use one example. The stimulus RACE may
elicit heavy references to Blacks from Group A and few references to Blacks
from Group B, but Group B may have a large frequency response of Negroes.
In the calculation of the coefficient of simiarity these responses are not
treated as identical, while in reality they are only slightly different.
By treating them as different responses we are likely to underestimate the
relationship-

These biases are likely to increase the More groups differ in their
vocabularies. One could argue naturally that differences in vocabularies
-are not accidental and they themselves are likely to reflect on cultural
distance. Nonetheless, as some of these differences in the words used
do not corresnond to sih-nilar differences in perceptions, they are likely to

ive a somewhat inflated estimate of the actual perceptual differences.
These biases are not too frequent, and they are in general randomly
distributed; nonetheless, it is desirable tnat we keep this source of bias
in mind. To estimate the relative size of this bias we may look at actual
response distributions. in the context of the picture showing the two girls
on the bed (Table 3, page 7), there are a few partial synonymns like
womianAadv and lauq~h/sno Simlarly, the picture sho-wig the boy and girl
at the dinner table (Table 4, page 8) produced a few words with closely

womanladyand mile S~iirlytek andur slo-vn fe by ngr

similar meanings: male/man, conversationtalk, and love/affection.

These cases illustrate several points. First, they show that frequently
it is difficult to decide whether the words are exact synonyms or only partial
ones. Second, while some of these response words differ indeed more moroho-
logically than semantically, the bias does not appear to be sizable.

The categorized lists show, that this bias may be eliminated by the
content analysis which puts the semantically related responses ito clusters
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iI
In this analysis the total score of the response cluter (svnonys, partial
synonyms), rather than the individual response scores, represents the main U
source of iformation by revealing the salience of the main coonents o: S
perception and evaluation. Thus, for instance, the nature and intensity of -

1emotional ties project into people's relationships by a Darticular arouc

emerges from the total score accumulated by sucn responses as love,
afection, and friendship- in this analysis the scores of single resn-onses
(e .g. , symonym. s) are inconsequential. The differences between groups may
then be identified by a comparison of the scores showing the salience of the
main atitudinal and perceptual comnanents.

While the first analysis is useful in mmeasuring shilarity or -distance,
the second analysis may be used for the identification of such c-ituraI dispo-
sitions as the Puerto Rican trend to see -ersonal relations in the framework
of tamily, or the U S. d"sposition to see people in individual roles indepe.enly
from fa iv.
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APPENDIX 3

THE SIMILARITY AND DOMINANCE OF THE THEMES AND DOMAINS STUDIED

TABLEl 1

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN FILIPINO AND AMERICAN SERVICE GROUPS _

American Filipino American and Filipino

Rc R.! , 1-10/ Re. Rec./ I 1-10/
Domains/Themes 1-10 1 11-25 1-0 11-25 11-25 Rec. 1-10 11-25
"FAMILY"

=FAMILY .6o .50 .91 .73 .70 .80 .64 .74 .73 _

FATHER .84 .80 .81 .72 .62 .70 .38 .32 .59

CHILDREN a56 .59 .78 .52 .57 .67 .34 .51 .64

WIFE .85 .82 .85 .62 .58 .72 .50 .64 .80

HOME .78 .76 .88 .50 .77 .41 .60 .38 .82 _

MOTHER .89 .87 .88 .68 .67 .78 .48 .67 .76

Mean .78 .75 .86 .64 .66 .70 .50 .56 .731

"FRIENDS"

FRIENDS .65 .41 .60 .65 .63 .69 .51 .46 .40J

GIRL .79 .70 .87 .77 .75 .81 .46 .57 .68

music .67 .52 .73 .67 .55 .70 .38 .44 .65I

HELP .61 .55 .39 .52 .52 .60 .44 .35 .64

LOYALTY .63 .69 .79 .16 .61 .20 .34 .19 .69 -

UNDERSTANDING .47 .48 .56 .56 .59 .71 .41 .40 .54

Mean .65 .57 .69 .58 .61 .65 .42 .41 .61

"SOCIETY"

__SOCIETY .80 .81 .85 .78 .80 .82 .69 .74 .77

PEOPLE .43 .44 .47 .28 .54 .44 .13 .34 .34

EQUALITY .55 .49 .55 .67 .60 .76 .38 .44 .58

FREEDOM .24 .45 .54 .56 .82 .67 .54 .28 .51

BLACKS .75 .77 .77 .76 .82 .84 .30 .39 .44

WHITES .71 .76 .77 .60 .72 .76 .18 .22 .42

Mean .61 .65 .68 .63 .73 .74 .39 .42 .53 _
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Table 1 (cont.)I

American Filipino IAmerican and Filipino
Rec./_ _ _________Rcd Rec 110

Domains/Themes 1-10 11-25 11-25 1-10 11-25 11-25 Rec. 1-10 11-25

SEX .69 .67 .84 .90 .89 ,.91 .48 .74 .60

MAN .86 .74 .80 .52 .65 .73 .44 .48 .69

WOMAN .83 .71 .89 .79 .78 .89 .56 .71 .77 _

LOVE .71 .60 .85 .55 .44 .56 .38 .68 .63

MARRIAGE .82 .59 .76 .59 .58 .65 .50 .67 .56

PLEASURE .85 .78 .78 .35 .61 .31 .34 .45 .32

Mean .80 .69 .83 .68 .69 .73 .45 .63 .61

"MONEY"
MONEY .55 .54 .60 -.68 .59 .64 .28 .51 .110
CAR .64 .16 .36 .20 .22 .35 .32 .22 .60

POOR .77 .82 .84 .44 .43 .69 .14 .59 .61

SAVE .94 .94 .94 .95 .93 .6 .91 .92 .93

FOOD .64 .65 .75 .71 .62 .74 .34 .59 .72 -
HOUSE .70 .67 .91 .72 .75 .84 .48 .79 .73

Mean .74 .70 .80 .69 .66 .77 .48 .66 .72

"WORK"

WORK .86 .86 .88 .85 .83 .88 .76 .85 .83

BUSINESS .88 .80 .85 .67 .71 .69 .70 .84 .68

PROFESSION .94 .83 .85 .78 .77 .87 .66 .70 .75

SECURITY .63. .72 .82 .63 .54 .84 .57 .59 .76

BOSS .45 .50 .64 .55 .49 .71 .26 .34 .56

CAREER .83 .73 .90 .79 .74 .85 .77 .73 .77

Mean .81 .76 .84 .73 .70 .82 .64 .71 .73
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; KW7Table 1 (cont.)

nyAmerican Filipino American and Filipino

Rec./ Recd! 1-10/ Recd Rcd 1-10/
Domains/Themes 1-10 11-45 11-25 1-10 1-2 5 11-25 Rec. 1-10 11-25

"EDUCATION"

EDUCATION .92 .82 .86 .61 .63 .73 .45 .68 .75

COLLEGE .32 .32 .35 .55 .50 .60 .38 .42 .45 _

-SCHOOL .33 .25 .50 .30 .26 .51 .13 .45 .46

KNOWLEDGE .55 .50 .64 .34 .46 .44 .20 .25 .36

-DEGREE .85 .85 .88 .21 .10 .58 -.01 .53 .56

-SPORTS .79 .83 .89 .28 .31 .46 .22 .61 .57

Mean .70 .66 .74 .39 .39 .56 .23 .50 .54

"HEALTH"

HEALTH .87 .88 .91 .71 .67 .86 .60 .82 .89

LIFE .73 .70 .78 .39 .46 .59 .30 .52 .65

SICK .70 .64 .79 .34 .59 .44 .46 .58 .71

MENTAL HEALTH .35 .32 .70 .58 .58 .60 .43 .31 .64

DOCTOR .57 .56 .69 .24 .31 .67 .21 .43 .48

DEATH .70 .58 .67 .58 .51 .72 .30 .55 .47

Mean .68 .65 .77 .49 .53 .67 .39 .56 .67

"RELIGION"I

RELIGION .86 .85 .95 .77 .80 .96 .63 .60 .63A

GOD .79 .73 .87 .66 .77 .76 j .47 .66 .61

FAITH .89 .89 .92 .86 .90 .91 .90 .86 o82

CHURCH .91 .87 .87 .88 .80 .86 .64 .61 .85

Mean .87 .84 .91 .81 .83 .89 .70 .70 .75

"SERVICE"I

SERVICE .91 .91 .90 .62 .62 .85 .51 .69 .80

ADVANCEMENT .64 .70 .67 .24 .22 .76 .24 .56 .58

PAY .85 .88 .92 .88 .75 .82 .76 .80 .88

JOB .92 .82 .90 .87 .82 .92 .75 .87 .81

DISCRIMINA- .60 .49 .53 .52 .53 .81 .43 .53 .65
TI ON

Mean .82 .80 .83 .69 .62 .84 .57 .72 .76
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Table 1 (cont.)

American Filipino American and Filipino
Rec./ Rec/ c. Rc 1-10/ ~~ T -oDomains/Themes 1-10 1 1-5 11-25 Re 1 -5j 5 Rc. 11 12

"NAVY"
NAVY .75 .78 .84 .71 .70 .76 .63 .59 .7

COMMANDER .53 .59 .88 .52 .59 .83 .41 .72 .82

SHIP .67 .62 .84 .67 .64 .72 .60 .70 .75

SHORE DUTY .55 .41 .72 .36 .38 .71 .40 .52 .73

SEA .83 .85 .88 .83 .83 .92 .79 .75 .86

Mean .77 .68 .84 .65 .65 .80 .59 .66 .791

"RECREATI ON"

RECREATION .52 .43 .77 .44 .44 .58 .04 .28 .46 '
ENTERTAINMENT .70 .74 .81 .64 .72 .81 .49 .61 .71
GOOD TIME .63 .44 .74 .58 .490 .68 .16 .31 .39

HOBBY .31 .24 .50 .36 .30 .58 -.07 .23 .381

HAPPINESS .76 .68 .82 .50 .58 .65 .46 .50 .76

Mean .61 .53 .74 .51 .52 .67 .23 .40 .56 11

"SELF IMAGE"
SHIPMATE .85 .85 .90 .74 .7F .84 .69 .80 .81
ME .75 .56 .56 .74 .71 .78 .52 .51 .65
I AM .64 .53 .57 .66 .72 .74 .23 .48 .39

FILIPINO .31 .16 .45 .70 .62 .80 .14 .28 .39

AMERICAN .64 .59 .74 .65 .63 .80 .20 .52 .45

Mean .67 .58 .68 .70 .69 .79 .38 .54 .57
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Table 1 (cont.)

American Filipino American and FilipinoI

ec./ IRec./ 1-10/ Rec./ Rec/ 1-10/1
Domains/Themes 1-10 11-25 11-25 1-10 11-25 I11-25 Re. 1-10 11-25f

"INTERPERS.REL.11

OBLIGATION .62 .50 .73 .60 .67 .67 .46 .26 .45

HONOR .43 .34 .60 .86 .88 .90 .46 .38 .20

FATE .76 .70 .60 .77 .78 .74 -.05 -.06 .05

INTERPERS.REL. .42 .2q Z .40 .62 .58 .10 .02 .17

SHAME .58 .36 .34 .78 .80 .86 -.08 -.06 -.17

AUTHORITY .82 .53 .56 .60 .61 .76 .10 .10 .12

Mean .63 .47 .54 .70 .74 .77 .18 .11 .14I

* "INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" -The themes of this domain involve concepts which U-7
play an important role in the Filipino culture.
In contrast to the preceeding themes which were used
in English, the themes of this domain were presented
in their native language. Corresponding to the English
themes the following Filipino words were used:
obligation - tungkulin, honor - karangalan, fate -palad,

interpersonal relations - pakisama, shame - hiya,
man of authority - nasa autoridad.
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TABLE 2

DOMINANCE OF THEMES AND DOMAINS FOR THE FILIPINO AND AMERICAN

SERVICE GROUPS

American Filipino
1-10 11-25 " - _-25

Domains/Themes Rec. years years Rec. years years

"FAMILY"

FAMILY 892 1123 1080 1118 1048 1019

FATHER 716 925 917 1013 988 914

CHILDREN 702 1019 899 1002 979 985

I WIFE 872 1028 1060 1038 986 962

__ HOME 777 1002 1002 1022 922 966

MOTHER 816 995 980 1057 954 928

Mean 796 1015 990 1042 980 962

"FRIENDS"

FRIENDS 745 762 821 986 902 904

GIRL 780 1002 982 1055 985 932

MUSIC 799 963 1063 1116 1123 998

HELP 657 762 748 860 863 862

-LOYALTY 644 888 827 910 821 850

UNDERSTANDING 650 727 758 878 735 800

Mean 712 851 866 967 905 891

"SOCIETY"

SOCIETY 674 592 717 983 837 785

PEOPLE 656 897 818 1062 928 967
EQUALITY 598 693 644 883 803 844

FREEDOM 604 746 735 894 824 788

BLACKS 686 781 737 922 889 818

WHITES 628 721 666 862 856 844

Mean 641 738 720 948 856 841
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Table 2 (cont.)

American Filipino

1-10 11-25 1-10 I11-25
Domains/Themes Rec. years years Rec. years years

"SEX"

SEX 822 908 912 1065 920 930

MAN 652 818 787 978 871 826

WOMAN 878 1011 975 1102 1038 979

LOVE 819 1005 1050 1108 1027 1045 _

MARRIAGE 816 1030 1042 1073 956 984

PLEASURE 803 931 879 930 830 856

Mean 798 950 941 1042 940 936

"MONEY"

MONEY 707 1035 956 1079 1044 1046

CAR 692 1002 1004 1053 984 988

POOR 661 865 788 964 784 786

SAVE 687 893 807 932 895 935

FOOD 685 927 917 992 982 960

HOUSE 694 967 1047 1027 971 945

Mean 688 948 920 1008 943 942

"WORK"

WORK 746 888 861 972 896 902

BUSINESS 675 798 743 949 834 903

PROFESSION 689 839 787 1070 986 960

SECURITY 713 887 961 953 902 912

BOSS 584 769 756 998 880 791

CAREER 714 896 968 1002 863 903

Mean 687 846 846 990 894 895

"EDUCATION"

EDUCATION 779 993 979 1098 981 1008

COLLEGE 777 977 923 1034 992 1008

SCHOOL 731 984 1012 1102 1047 981
KNOWLEDGE 685 826 850 968 830 864

DEGREE 630 877 807 966 934 883

SPORTS 875 1094 1002 1108 1066 1034

Mean 746 958 929 1046 976 963
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Tabl e 2 (cont.)

Ameri can Filipino 12

0 1-1-10 11-25 ~U
Domiai ns/Themes years years Rec. years years

"HEAL.TH"

HEALTH 785 912 917 989 929 932 =

LIFE 693 799 867 893 842 842

SICK 825 999 997 1042 926 84b

MENTAL HEALTH 579 723 713 840 762 742 _

DOCTOR 744 879 978 1061 956 860

DEATH 656 795 827 962 781 779

Mean 714 851 883 964 862 849

"RELI GI ON"U

RELIGION 744 965 933 1009 950 944 A

GOD 717 932 917 1089 10183 922

FAITH 693 850 826 946 891 878

CHURCH 720 944 904 1072 992 980

Mean 718 923 895 1029 964 931

"SERVICE"I
SERVICE 730 895 885 874 908 874 I

ADVANCEMENT 720 828 854 924 925 945 _

PAY 770 958 986 998 1014 909U
JOB 786 869 908 1018 914 843U

DISCRIMINATION 599 761 658 860 812 805

Mean 721 862 858 934 914 873u

"NAVY"

NAVY 821 927 988 1116 1024 895

COMMANDER 687 826 800 929 848 734

SHORE DUTY 603 734 818 872 779 727=
SEA 898 1067 1061 15 109 1052

_________ ____1158 1079__ _

Mean 759 903 924 1021 940 864
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__ Table 2 (cont.)

American Filipino

I 1-10 111-25 1-10 11-25
Domains/Themes Rec. years years, Rec. years years

-- ,"RECREATION"

RECREATION 868 1043 1116 1104 995 995
r ENTERTAINMENT 880 970 1112 1028 947 980

GOOD TIME 868 942 1000 1078 984 922

HOBBY 658 896 951 1013 952 974

HAPPINESS 810 949 919 983 932 910

-- Mean 817 960 1020 1046 962 956

'SELF IMAGE"

SHIPMATE 750 814 850 974 813 806
ME 692 788 727 970 842 831

I AM 737 829 774 980 893 902

FILIPINO 649 716 753 1105 930 907

AMERICAN 708 818 833 1002 919 928

Mean 767 793 787 1006 880 874

"INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS"*

OBLIGATION 697 713 751 902 771 770

HONOR 677 648 720 797 666 662

FATE 510 477 438 767 704 637

INTERPERS.REL. 497 499 519 852 746 724

SHAME 493 510 512 656 636 543

MAN OF AUTHORITY 687 717 714 853 680 630

ean 594 594 609 804 700 661

*INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS" - Corresponding to the English themes the
following Filipino words were used:
obligation - tungkulin; honor - karangalan;
fate - palad; interpersonal relations
pakisama; shame - hiya; man of authority -
nasa autoridad.
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